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Abstract

Barrier winds off southeast Greenland have been investigated through high resolution
numerical models, reanalysis data and meteorological and oceanic observations.

A 20 year climatology has been conducted based on winter months from the ECMWF
ERA-Interim reanalysis. Barrier wind events were shown to occur predominantly at two
locations along the coast, both experiencing events stronger than 20 m s−1 on average
once per week. Two classes of barrier winds – warm and cold – were investigated and
found to develop in different synoptic-scale situations. Warm barrier winds developed
when there was a blocking high pressure over the Nordic seas, while cold barrier winds
owed their presence to a train of cyclones through the region.

One barrier wind event has been examined as a case study through high resolution
simulations and in-situ observations. These data showed a complex spatial and temporal
evolution of the wind field, temperatures and heat fluxes associated with the barrier wind.
This case had many characteristics of a warm barrier wind and was shown to exhibit large
ageostrophic forcing.

Through idealised modelling, the cause of the two locations of frequent barrier wind
activity was shown to be the interaction of the flow with the promontories along southeast
Greenland; the wind speed maxima were not maintained for a modified topography with
no promontories. Two mechanisms important for wind speed enhancement were found: a
tip-jet-like acceleration and downslope winds.

An investigation into mechanisms for the production of the Greenland Spill Jet has
been conducted through mooring data from the Greenland shelf break and the ERA-
Interim reanalysis. Barrier winds were important for spilling through two mechanisms:
locally forced downwelling and the triggering of offshore flow in conjunction with shelf
waves. Denmark Strait eddies were readily apparent in the observational record and also
appeared to trigger spilling.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Greenland is massive. It is the size of western Europe and its ice sheet is responsible for
the Greenland plateau rising over 3000 m above sea level with very steep sides, especially
along the southeast coast. Greenland is therefore cold, tall, steep and large as can be seen
in Figure 1.1. It is these features that allow Greenland to radically alter the atmospheric
flow over and around it on a range of temporal and spatial scales.

Greenland’s impact on synoptic scales

On the largest scale, Greenland acts to reinforce the stationary wave field over the Atlantic
Ocean by lowering the geopotential height of the 500 hPa level (Petersen et al., 2004;
Junge et al., 2005). This is thought to be the result of cold air blocking of westerlies
along the west coast causing an increase in density below mountain height. Westerly
winds blowing towards Greenland also trigger large scale gravity waves (Doyle et al.,
2005). These have a large effect on the atmospheric momentum budget of the northern
hemisphere as well as producing local strong downslope winds. This type of feature is
only accurately represented in numerical weather prediction models if the orography of
Greenland is sufficiently resolved. Ólafsson (1998) showed that this has implications for
models’ abilities to predict the weather of the whole north Atlantic.

Greenland has a significant impact on the individual weather systems around its coast-
line (Scorer, 1988; Renfrew et al., 2008) located as it is on the north side of the North
Atlantic storm track (Blender et al., 1997; Hoskins and Hodges, 2002). In fact, there is
evidence that Greenland’s location is influential in the precise latitude of the storm track,
as the orography restricts the northward progression of storms (Petersen et al., 2004). In
addition, the region to the east of Cape Farewell is, somewhat paradoxically, a region of
both cyclogenesis and cyclolysis (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002). The cyclogenesis occurs



2 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Map of the wider study region including names of key locations. Height
contours every 250 m with bold contours every 1000 m.

primarily due to the production of cyclonic vorticity in the lee of Greenland due to one, or
both, of low-level deflection (Petersen et al., 2003; Våge et al., 2009) and vortex stretch-
ing of downslope flows (Doyle and Shapiro, 1999; Klein and Heinemann, 2002). Serreze
et al. (1997) suggests that in this region, 10 – 15 % of cyclones which are observed are
generated locally. In some cases, the lee cyclones generated in this manner can couple to
upper-level troughs and develop into major weather systems (Skeie et al., 2006). Cycloge-
nesis can also occur on smaller scales too – polar lows develop in the lee of Greenland due
to katabatic winds (Klein and Heinemann, 2002), low-level ice edge baroclinicity (Dou-
glas et al., 1995) and through the bifurcation of cyclones impinging on the southern tip of
Greenland (Martin and Moore, 2006). On the other hand, cyclolysis is also common in
this region and appears to occur for two main reasons. Firstly, the presence of Greenland,
although allowing warm advection from the south, restricts cold advection from the north
and destroys the baroclinicity of a developing cyclone. Secondly, the flow pattern in the
lee of Greenland has been suggested to have the effect of ‘capturing’ cyclones that move
into the region forcing them to decay in situ (Petersen et al., 2003).

High velocity winds

It is Greenland’s amazing range of strong wind conditions though which makes this moun-
tain so unique. Most of these are low-level, intermittent, mesoscale features, but their
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influence on the large scale circulation of the atmosphere and ocean should not be under-
estimated. The most devastating to the inhabitants of Greenland are the downslope kata-
batic winds or ‘Piteraqs’ as they are known locally. These form due to radiative cooling
of low-level air over the Greenland ice sheet and consist of strong downslope gravity-
driven density jets. Through numerical modelling, Heinemann and Klein (2002) showed
that katabatic forcing occurs all around the ice covered slope of Greenland although it is
strongest along the steepest orographic gradients along the southeast coast. Heinemann
and Klein (2002) showed that katabatic winds can be enhanced or degraded by the synop-
tic pressure gradient. It was one such storm, enhanced by the synoptic pressure system,
that resulted in wind gusts of 72 m s−1 at Angmagssalik on Greenland’s southeast coast
(Rasmussen, 1989). van den Broeke and Gallée (1996) demonstrated that Katabatics can
also be enhanced due to the thermal gradient at the ice-tundra boundary along west Green-
land. Downslope flows around Greenland are not only devastating to local communities,
but as mentioned previously, influence local mesocyclone production (Klein and Heine-
mann, 2002) and theoretically could generate large ocean heat fluxes due to their cold,
dry properties.
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Figure 1.2: Examples of easterly (left) and westerly (right) tip jets as measured by
QuikSCAT. Wind vectors shown every 5th grid point.

A region of Greenland which is particularly influential in the production of low-level,
high velocity wind events is Cape Farewell, at the southern tip of Greenland. In fact, the
winds are so strong and frequent that they make this the windiest location in the world’s
oceans (Sampe and Xie, 2007; Moore et al., 2008). Within the region there is a bimodal
distribution in wind direction particularly for the highest wind speeds. These relate to
the two main low-level wind jets formed – Easterly and Westerly Tip Jets (Moore, 2003;
Moore and Renfrew, 2005) referred to in earlier work as forward and reverse tip jets.
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Examples of each of these are shown in Figure 1.2. The synoptic forcing for Easterly Tip
Jets comes from low pressure systems to the south of Cape Farewell (Moore and Renfrew,
2005). The flow towards southern Greenland is blocked and forced into a northeasterly
flow upstream of Cape Farewell. When this reaches Cape Farewell, the end of the barrier,
the pressure gradient produced by the orography is removed and the air enters an inertial
regime which accelerates the flow westward (Outten et al., 2009, 2010). The result is a
strong anticyclonic jet extending out into the Labrador Sea. The winds in the jet have
been measured in situ at over 30 m s−1 at 40 m above the surface (Renfrew et al., 2009a),
a value corroborated by modelling studies that showed winds in excess of 30 m s−1 at the
surface (Outten et al., 2009, 2010). The region that these winds blow into, the Labrador
Sea, is a vital region of deep convection in the north Atlantic (Lavender et al., 2000).
More so, the precise location where easterly tip jets prevail is over a small ocean gyre,
shown to be one of the hot spots of deep convection in the Labrador Sea (Lavender et al.,
2002). It was therefore hypothesised by Martin and Moore (2007) that these winds could
be vital in triggering overturning, however Sproson et al. (2008) refuted this hypothesis
showing instead that westerly cold air outbreaks were more important.

Westerly Tip Jets, by contrast to their easterly cousins, extend eastward from the tip
of Cape Farewell out into the Irminger Sea. They were initially thought to be the result
of the conservation of Bernoulli function as westerlies descended over the Greenland
peninsula (Doyle and Shapiro, 1999). Although this mechanism is likely to contribute
part of the acceleration observed, it is probable that low-level blocking and deflection of
westerlies around the southern tip of Greenland is the main driver of the wind velocity
signal (Petersen et al., 2003; Moore and Renfrew, 2005). Composites of westerly tip jet
events showed mean velocities in excess of 25 m s−1 occurring on average once every two
weeks during the winter months (Våge et al., 2009). These were typically forced by a
low pressure system centred in the northwest Irminger Sea, roughly in the location of the
climatological Icelandic Low. Their unique combination of cold advected air and cyclonic
wind stress curl allow the westerly tip jets to trigger deep convection in the Irminger sea
(Pickart et al., 2003; Våge et al., 2008). This shows that even though the westerly tip jets
are intermittent, their properties and strength, even on short timescales, allows them to
influence the circulation of the entire Atlantic Ocean. This result piqued interest in the
oceanic impact of Greenland’s high velocity wind events which will be discussed in more
detail shortly.
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Barrier winds

Finally we come to the subject of this thesis, barrier winds, which are triggered frequently
along the southeast coast of Greenland (Moore and Renfrew, 2005). Barrier winds are a
well established phenomena, having first been observed and described over 40 years ago
by Schwerdtfeger (1975) along the Antarctic Peninsula. They occur when stable air is
forced towards a steep and high topographic barrier. The air, unable to ascend the barrier,
is dammed along the coast. The resulting pressure gradient, which develops perpendicular
to the coastline, supports an along-barrier jet confined below mountain height called a
barrier wind. To first order these flows exist in geostrophic balance. This configuration
is shown in Figure 1.3 through the use of a 2D numerical model of flow towards a ridge.
This clearly shows the blocking of the lower level flow and the development of an along-
barrier jet. Since they were first described, barrier winds have been observed at numerous
locations worldwide; California (Cui et al., 1998), New Zealand (Revell et al., 2002), the
Rockies (Colle and Mass, 1995), the Sierra Nevada (Parish, 1982), the Appalachians (Bell
and Bosart, 1988), and the Alps (Chen and Smith, 1987) and have been the subject of a
number of idealised numerical studies (Parish, 1982; Braun et al., 1999; Petersen et al.,
2003, 2005).

Some of the most detailed studies of barrier winds have take place along the southwest
coast of Alaska. As with barrier winds in many other coastal locations, the driving syn-
optic conditions come from maritime cyclones impinging on the coast. In their five-year
climatology of coastal barrier winds, Loescher et al. (2006) showed that the locations
of the strongest barrier winds (forced by onshore flow) occurred at the highest orogra-
phy found along the coast – Mount Fairweather being responsible for the most persistent
strong winds. They also found that not all barrier winds had the same forcing mecha-
nisms – specifically there appeared to be two classes of wind: ‘classical’ and ‘hybrid’.
Classical barrier winds are, as described previously, the along-coast deflection of onshore
directed flow. In contrast, hybrid jets source their air from a cold inland pool. The coastal
outflow of this inland air is bent coast parallel by the prevailing onshore atmospheric
conditions. Whereas classical jets are strongest near the highest terrain, hybrid jets are
strongest downstream of a gap in the coastal terrain. This information was built upon
using case study observations (Olson et al., 2007) and detailed idealised numerical mod-
elling (Olson and Colle, 2009). These showed that not only were hybrid jets distinctively
colder than classical jets, but that the hybrid jets are in general wider and less coastally
confined. The modelling study of Olson and Colle (2009) also showed some more gen-
eral features of barrier winds. Experiments with a wide barrier forced stronger and wider
barrier winds than experiments with a narrow barrier even though the near coast terrain
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Figure 1.3: Idealised 2D modelling of flow towards a ridge from Parish (1983) demon-
strating barrier wind formation through ridge perpendicular (top) and parallel (bottom)
flow. Units are m s−1.

had the same gradient. This was explained by the deflection of the upstream flow to be-
come more coast parallel, aiding low-level blocking. The onshore wind angle appears to
be vital in determining both the strength and width of a barrier wind. Unless the angle
of onshore wind incidence becomes very shallow, the wind speed enhancement and jet
width will both increase as the onshore wind becomes more coast parallel.

Returning to Greenland, there is anecdotal evidence of barrier winds along the south-
east coast from 1000 years ago, as recorded in the Icelandic Sagas, but it wasn’t until
2003 that the first mention of these strong winds were published (Moore, 2003). It was
Moore and Renfrew (2005) though who provided the first comprehensive overview of bar-
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rier winds using five years of QuikSCAT 10-m wind speed data. They found that barrier
winds occur predominantly at two locations along the Greenland coast, one to the south
and one to the north of the Denmark Strait [dubbed Denmark Strait South (DSS) and Den-
mark Strait North (DSN) respectively]. At DSS, barrier winds in excess of 25 m s−1 were
an almost weekly fixture whereas upstream at DSN they were somewhat less frequent. It
is likely though that the frequency of winds at DSN was affected by the prevalence of sea
ice in this location, over which no QuikSCAT measurements are possible. An example of
a barrier wind as measured by the QuikSCAT product is shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: As Figure 1.2 but for a barrier wind on 7 October 2008.

In 2007, the Greenland Flow Distortion Experiment (GFDEx) set out to provide the
first set of comprehensive in situ measurements of low-level strong wind events around
Greenland (Renfrew et al., 2008). The main observational platform for GFDEx was the
Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements (FAAM), an instrumented BAe146 jet.
Over the three weeks of the field campaign in February and March, 12 flights were made
to investigate, amongst other things, polar lows, tip jets, and barrier winds. Several barrier
winds were observed during the experiment through the aircraft mounted instruments and
the use of dropsondes. These events were investigated by Petersen et al. (2009) through
the observations collected and modelling work. They showed that the barrier winds were
contained below 2000 m with well mixed cores of cold air. In all cases, there appeared
to be two different sources of air contained within the barrier wind system; cold, dry,
northerly sourced air and warmer, moist air pulled in from the south, typically residing
above the jet core. They saw that the barrier winds were forced by a synoptic low pressure
system to the southeast of Greenland and that the position of barrier wind formation was
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determined by the precise position of this low. Through numerical simulations, they were
able to show that the effect of the orography was to double the wind speed in the regions of
barrier wind formation. The force balance in the domain was also investigated and shown
to have large ageostrophic components in isolated regions. It appears, as in Alaska, that
Greenland barrier winds also exhibit complex forcing mechanisms.

Petersen and Renfrew (2009) used the experimental data from the GFDEx campaign to
investigate the surface fluxes from the range of weather events sampled. They showed that
barrier winds were capable of producing total turbulent heat fluxes of up to 500 W m−2

and surface stresses in excess of 1 N m−2. These are large fluxes by regional standards.
An investigation into the impact of these barrier winds on ocean circulation (Haine et al.,
2009) showed a similar heat flux estimate (600 W m−2), a peak current of nearly 2 m s−1,
and a ocean boundary layer depth that responded quickly to the wind forcing with mean
values of around 100 m and maximum values as large as 500 m.

Potential ocean impact

Now that Greenland barrier winds have been introduced it is probably pertinent to ask
the question: Why is it important to study them? From an atmospheric perspective, the
seas around Iceland are rich fishing grounds so accurate prediction of strong winds is vital
for the safety of vessels in this region. One feature that is important in this endeavour is
that many barrier winds have strong gradients in wind speed along their boundaries [for
example the shock fronts observed in Loescher et al. (2006)]. Accurate modelling of the
precise position of these fronts will therefore be vital in determining what weather a vessel
will experience. It has also been shown that accurate representation of strong local wind
forcing around Greenland and Iceland can be important for the prediction of weather
system evolution downstream (Irvine et al., 2009, 2010). A greater understanding of
Greenland barrier wind dynamics will aid weather prediction throughout western Europe.

In addition to the above, further motivation for this thesis comes from the impact that
barrier winds have on ocean circulation in the region. The seas around Greenland form
a vital component of the overturning circulation for the entire Atlantic ocean and there
are number of local processes that are likely to respond to strong wind forcing by barrier
winds. Currently these interactions are poorly understood.

Transformation of surface waters through deep convection takes place at a number
of locations around Greenland (Marshall and Schott, 1999) including the Labrador Sea
(Lavender et al., 2000), Greenland Sea (Schott et al., 1993), Iceland Sea, and the Irminger
Sea (Pickart et al., 2003; Våge et al., 2008). Although deep convection at all these loca-
tions requires strong wintertime atmospheric forcing, it is only the Irminger Sea which
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has been shown to be forced by one of Greenland’s low-level, intermittent wind phenom-
ena – the Westerly Tip Jet. These can force intense deep convection, even though they are
relatively short lived, due to their combination of high wind speed, cold and dry air, and
cyclonic wind stress curl (Våge et al., 2009). This latter attribute forces a weak ocean gyre
which domes the isopycnals and aids the onset of convection. It is possible that barrier
winds could generate similar conditions to those found in Tip Jets and could be aiding
deep convection around Greenland.

Figure 1.5: Schematic of North Atlantic circulation of water denser than 27.8 kg m−3 as
Dickson and Brown (1994).

Deep convection in the Northern latitudes produces dense, cold water masses which
can then spread equatorward to balance the poleward flow of warm water in the surface of
the Atlantic. It is therefore vital in maintaining the ocean circulation of the entire Atlantic.
Most of the dense water is formed in the Nordic Seas to the east of Greenland. To enter
the deep ocean and return equatorward it has to cross the ocean ridge that joins Greenland,
Iceland, the Faroes and Scotland. It does so through a number of gaps in this ridge. The
pathways and downstream evolution of these flows are shown in Figure 1.5. As can be
seen, the route which has the largest flux of dense water is through the Denmark Strait,
between Greenland and Iceland, over a sill at a depth of 650 m (Hansen and Østerhus,
2000). The current best estimates of the mean volume transport of water denser than
27.8 kg m−3 (defined as Denmark Strait Overflow water, DSOW)1 through the strait is

1Actually 1027.8 kg m−3, but oceanography convention is to subtract 1000 kg m−3 for brevity.
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about 3 Sv (Macrander et al., 2005). This dense water, having passed though the strait,
cascades down the continental slope to the depths in the Denmark Strait Overflow where
it then goes on to form the major limb of the Deep Western Boundary Current which
flows southward along the eastern coast of North America (Figure 1.5). As it overflows it
entrains more water into the current so by the time it has reached its maximum depth and
meets with dense water that has reached the deep ocean through different pathways, the
current transports 5–6 Sv equatorward (Dickson and Brown, 1994).

The Denmark Strait Overflow is one way in which dense water leaves the near surface
environment through the Denmark Strait. There is a related body of dense water though
which could be more susceptible to forcing by barrier winds. It has been shown recently
(Brearley et al., 2012) that an amount of water denser than that required to be classed as
DSOW stays on the East Greenland continental shelf as it passes southward though the
Denmark Strait. This water subsequently spills off the shelf downstream of the sill to form
what has been called the East Greenland Spill Jet (Pickart et al., 2005), a density driven
gravity current which descends and traverses the southeast Greenland continental slope
above the DSOW. This current was only discovered through high resolution hydrographic
surveys which were capable of resolving the relatively narrow jet (Pickart et al., 2005).
An estimate of the transport in the Spill Jet was generated through repeated sections south
of the Denmark Strait and shown to be 4.8 ± 2.4 Sv, equivalent to the volume transport
of the Denmark Strait Overflow at the same position (Brearley et al., 2012). Magaldi
et al. (2011) showed, using high resolution numerical modelling of a summer month,
that much of the spilling (about half) could be attributed to cyclonic eddies streaming
down the shelf break from the Denmark Strait (Bruce, 1995; Spall and Price, 1998), but
these simulations were under weak meteorological forcing. It is conceivable that the
downwelling favourable sense of Greenland barrier winds could be contributing to the
spilling of dense water off the continental shelf into the Spill Jet. Pickart et al. (2005)
even hypothesised as much in their paper.

Downwelling and convection in the ocean give just two reasons why the study of bar-
rier winds could be so potentially crucial. In addition to these, the other components
of the complex current system along the southeast coast of Greenland (shown in Figure
1.6) could be susceptible to wind forcing by barrier winds. Above the Spill Jet and Den-
mark Strait Overflow waters there are a number of near surface currents including the
retroflected, warm and salty Irminger Current and the cold fresh East Greenland Current.
There is still a great deal to be learnt about these surface currents and the hydrographic
front between them. A better knowledge of wind forcing will aid the development of our
understanding of this current system as more is learnt about it.

It is likely that barrier winds will also influence local ocean–ice sheet processes. Bar-
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of the current system along the southeast coast of Greenland from
Pickart et al. (2005).

rier winds have already been shown to force the recirculation of warm water up glacial
fjords, undercutting glacial tongues and speeding up the glaciers’ decent into the ocean
(Straneo et al., 2010). The export of sea ice and bergs along the southeast coast is also
likely to be influenced by strong coast parallel wind forcing.

As has been demonstrated, there are a large variety of potential ocean impacts of
barrier winds in the region. In addition, it is especially important to understand ocean
forcing in this region given the rate at which the picture of ocean circulation is changing
in recent years. In the past six years, not only has the Spill jet been discovered but also a
completely new pathway of water towards the Denmark Strait – The North Icelandic Jet
(Steingrimur and Valdimarsson, 2004; Våge et al., 2011). It has been hypothesised that
this current could supply the densest half of the total volume transport into the Denmark
Strait Overflow. It is possible that the North Icelandic Jet might be influenced by local
meteorological conditions.

Thesis outline

There is a clear importance in the better understanding of barrier winds off southeast
Greenland from both meteorological and oceanographic perspectives. To that end, the
following will be presented in this thesis:

• Chapter 2: The first comprehensive climatology of barrier winds based on 20 years
of winter months from the ERA-Interim reanalysis product. Special attention will
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be given to examining the range of ocean impacts observed and the reasons for any
differences seen.

• Chapter 3: Unique data from a barrier wind event in October 2008 along with
numerical modelling work. This case study will be compared with the case studies
of Petersen et al. (2009) and the differences discussed in light of the climatological
findings of Chapter 2.

• Chapter 4: Idealised modelling of barrier flows along the southeast Greenland coast
to determine the reason for spatial distributions seen in observations and reanalysis.

• Chapter 5: The first observational insight into the mechanisms for the production
of the East Greenland Spill Jet based on a year of hydrographic and velocity data
from the southeast Greenland shelf break. This includes an investigation into the
impact that barrier winds have on this cross slope transport of dense water.

• Chapter 6: Conclusions and closing remarks.
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Chapter 2

A wintertime climatology of southeast
Greenland barrier winds

2.1 Introduction

Greenland presents a high, steep and cold topographic barrier to the atmosphere. Its ice
sheet, which covers 80% of the land mass, is responsible for the Greenland plateau being
higher than 3000 m above sea level. This large, cold mass is capable of diverting and
distorting atmospheric flow around it, forcing a number of intermittent, low-level, high
velocity wind events such as westerly and easterly tip jets (Doyle and Shapiro, 1999;
Moore, 2003; Moore and Renfrew, 2005; Våge et al., 2009; Renfrew et al., 2009a; Outten
et al., 2009, 2010), barrier winds (Moore and Renfrew, 2005; Petersen et al., 2009) and
katabatic/downslope winds (Heinemann and Klein, 2002; Klein and Heinemann, 2002). It
also has influences on the development of polar lows, cyclogenesis (Petersen et al., 2003;
Serreze et al., 1997), cyclolysis (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002; Serreze et al., 1997), and the
properties of cyclones which pass through the region (Kristjánsson and McInnes, 1999;
Skeie et al., 2006).

Not only are the low-level wind events produced by Greenland responsible for some
of the stormiest seas in the world’s oceans (Sampe and Xie, 2007; Moore et al., 2008),
producing hazardous maritime conditions, but interest has been piqued recently into the
possible influence that these intermittent events have on the ocean in a region that is vital
for the thermohaline circulation. For example, westerly tip jets (produced around the
southern tip of Greenland) have been shown to be capable of triggering deep convection
in the Irminger Sea (Pickart et al., 2003; Våge et al., 2008). The knowledge that intense,
but intermittent, wind phenomena can have a protracted impact on the slow overturning

A more concise version of this chapter has been published in the American Meteorological Journal of
Climate. The reference, Harden et al. (2011), is included in the thesis references.
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circulation of the Atlantic ocean points to the importance of understanding the prevalent
atmospheric conditions and ocean forcing in the region.

The subject of this study is barrier winds – low-level jets produced when air is forced
towards a high and steep topographic barrier (such as Greenland) with a large non-dimensional
mountain height, Nh/U, where N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, h is the mountain height
and U is the upstream wind speed (Schwerdtfeger, 1975; Parish, 1983; Pierrehumbert and
Wyman, 1985). The air, unable to ascend the barrier, is dammed and a pressure gradient
perpendicular to the barrier develops leading to geostrophic flow along the barrier (to first
order). When the upstream winds are produced by a synoptic-scale cyclone, the separa-
tion of ‘synoptic’ and ‘perturbation’ pressure gradients is difficult [e.g. see Petersen et al.
(2009)]. Barrier winds have been studied in situ and through numerical models at nu-
merous mountainous locations around the world; the Antarctic Peninsula (Schwerdtfeger,
1975; Parish, 1983), Alaska (Loescher et al., 2006; Olson and Colle, 2009), California
(Cui et al., 1998), New Zealand (Revell et al., 2002), the Rockies (Colle and Mass, 1995),
the Sierra Nevada (Parish, 1982), the Appalachians (Bell and Bosart, 1988), and the Alps
(Chen and Smith, 1987) and have been the subject of a number of idealised numerical
studies (Braun et al., 1999; Petersen et al., 2003, 2005).

Along the coast of Greenland, barrier wind events were comprehensively observed by
instrumented aircraft during the Greenland Flow Distortion Experiment (GFDEx) field
campaign (Renfrew et al., 2008). Petersen et al. (2009) provide an overview of two bar-
rier wind events, including jet cross sections from dropsonde soundings, numerical simu-
lations and trajectory analysis. They showed that the presence of Greenland caused up to a
doubling in the maximum wind speed along the coastline – with the precise synoptic-scale
situation being critical for the location and magnitude of the associated barrier winds.
GFDEx showed how potentially important these winds could be for the ocean. In the
two and a half weeks of the field campaign, three barrier wind events were observed, in
one case measured total turbulent heat fluxes exceeded 600 W m−2 and surface stresses
reached 1.5 N m−2 (Renfrew et al., 2009b).

An investigation of their effects on the ocean was conducted through very high resolu-
tion numerical modelling of the Irminger Sea and Denmark Strait by Haine et al. (2009).
They showed that these barrier winds were capable of producing maximum net heat fluxes
of around 600 W m−2, a peak current of nearly 2 m s−1, and that the boundary layer depth
of the ocean responds rapidly and sensitively with mean values of around 100 m, but max-
imum values as large as 500 m. Recently Straneo et al. (2010) showed that strong barrier
winds off southeast Greenland are likely responsible for the recirculation of warm water
up glacial fjords, increasing the melting of glaciers at their base and enhancing the speed
of their descent into the ocean.
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Tip jets and barrier winds around Greenland were the subject of the QuikSCAT cli-
matology of Moore and Renfrew (2005) hereafter MR05. MR05 provided much useful
information about strong wind events in the region, but was limited by only having a five
year record over the ice free oceans and only for 10-m winds. A lack of wind speed data
over sea-ice affects a large region in the north of Denmark Strait, where barrier winds
are known to occur (Petersen et al., 2009). Tip jets have recently been the subject of
climatologies using atmospheric reanalysis products (Sproson et al., 2008; Våge et al.,
2009), but climatological knowledge of barrier winds in the region is still limited to that
provided by MR05. Here we build upon that by compiling a climatology of barrier winds
using state-of-the-art meteorological reanalyses, thus making use of a number of diagnos-
tics throughout the atmosphere as well as over land and sea-ice.

The aims for this study can be summarised as:

• To extend knowledge about the frequency, strength, location and properties of bar-
rier winds in the region;

• and to outline the impact these winds could be having on the ocean, providing
the oceanic community with a useful tool for studying atmospheric forcing in the
region.

2.2 Data

2.2.1 Description

Data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) product
ERA-Interim (Berrisford et al., 2009) was used for this study. ERA-Interim is a global
reanalysis product which covers the period from 1989 to the present. A number of im-
provements have been made on its predecessor ERA-40. These include many model re-
finements along with changes in data assimilation; most significantly a four-dimensional
variational (4D-Var) data assimilation process is now used (Rabier et al., 1998).

The underlying model for ERA-Interim is ECMWF’s Integrated Forecast System
(IFS) cycle 31r2. This is a spectral, semi-implicit, semi-Lagrangian model with 255 spec-
tral modes (T255) and 60 levels (L60) in the vertical. For grid point fields, a reduced
Gaussian grid is used with an approximately uniform spacing of 80 km (N128). This is a
marked improvement on ERA-40 which was T159, L60 and N80, so an approximate hor-
izontal resolution of 125 km. The improvement in horizontal resolution is crucial for this
study in order to adequately resolve the relatively small-scale barrier winds. The atmo-
sphere is coupled to a ocean-wave model with 30 wave frequencies which can propagate
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in 24 directions.

Re-analyses fields are produced four times daily at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC. Ten-day
forecasts are run twice a day, initialised at 00 and 12 UTC. Data is available on the 60
model levels or, as used here, interpolated on to 37 pressure levels.

2.2.2 Verification

To appreciate the strengths and limitations of ERA-Interim, verification of the model
against observations is necessary. Much work has already been conducted to verify
ECMWF products. Although much of this was in verifying ERA-40 and ECMWF oper-
ational analyses and not ERA-Interim, the underlying model is largely the same so much
of this verification should be applicable to ERA-Interim.

In a comparison of surface layer observations and calculated turbulent heat fluxes with
equivalent fields in the ECMWF operational analysis (Renfrew et al., 2002) it was found
that the ECMWF model represents the wind field accurately, has a small cold bias for
sea surface temperature (which impacts on near surface atmospheric temperature) and
predicts reasonably well the surface heat fluxes. The error in this last value tends to be
to overestimate the heat fluxes by about 10%. Våge et al. (2009) found that the low
wind speed comparisons of ERA-40 with QuikSCAT showed that the performance of the
ERA-40 model was good. At high wind speeds, contributions from QuikSCAT’s strong
wind bias (Moore et al., 2008) and from the likely underrepresentation of strong winds
in ERA-40 due to the relatively coarse resolution makes evaluating the model difficult.
In comparisons with aircraft data (Renfrew et al., 2009b), ECMWF products were found
to capture the high wind speed events in general terms, but failed to capture peak wind
speeds by nearly 5 m s−1. Near surface temperature (particularly for the higher resolution
model) was found to be well represented although a systematic cold bias of 1 K was
apparent. Humidity and heat fluxes were modelled well. All the above studies were
conducted under similar meteorological conditions to those of this study which makes
their findings particularly pertinent.

In addition to these region specific studies, Chelton et al. (2006) finds that even at high
spectral resolution and low wind speeds, the ECMWF operational analysis systematically
underestimates the intensity of weather systems with a spatial scale under 1000 km. Com-
parisons with buoy calculated surface heat fluxes in the northeast Atlantic (Josey, 2001)
showed that the latent heat fluxes in the ECMWF reanalysis were overestimated most
likely because of the use of a bulk formula. It should be noted that the measured sensible
heat fluxes in this last study were so small that limited information could be gleaned about
the model’s ability to reproduce them accurately.
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The conclusions from the above studies is that ERA-Interim is likely to under pre-
dict wind speeds, especially at at the high end and for mesoscale structures. It is likely
that surface layer temperatures will be slightly too cool and surface fluxes will be well
represented if slightly too large.
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of ERA-Interim (red) near surface fields with measurements
made aboard the R/V Knorr (black) in the Irminger sea in October 2008. (a-b) Surface
pressure (hPa), (c-d) 10 m wind speed (m s−1), (e-f) 2 m temperature (◦C). The red crosses
in panel (d) are for times after 20 October 2008 as indicated by the dashed line in panel
(c).

Further verification will be presented based on data collected from the region of inter-
est under barrier wind conditions. Near surface meteorological variables were collected
during a research cruise in the Irminger Sea aboard the R/V Knorr in October 2008.
Specifically, the variables that will be analysed are pressure and wind speed measured
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by the IMET package and temperature as recorded by the Vaisala WXT5-10 system. The
WXT5-10 system would have been utilised for both pressure and wind speed but due to
technical issues this system was unavailable for wind speed and pressure measurements
for much of the cruise so the IMET measurements were used for a more complete data set.
All meteorological instruments were mounted on a tower at the bow of the ship which put
them 15.5 m above sea level. In all subsequent analysis, the measurements are extrapo-
lated to the same heights as the outputs from ERA-Interim, that is to 10 m for wind speed,
to 2 metres for temperature and to the surface for pressure. This was achieved using
the logarithmic neutral profile formulae for wind speed and temperature, and hydrostatic
balance for pressure. Stability-dependent surface-layer formulae (Smith 1988) were also
used for the wind speed and temperature reductions, but few discernible differences were
seen. Due to an incomplete humidity record the neutral formulae were used below.

A number of barrier winds were observed during the cruise, making this data set ideal
for verifying the performance of ERA-Interim for this study. Figure 2.1 indicates that the
surface pressure and the 10 m wind speed perform well in comparison with data collected
on the Knorr. The ERA-Interim pressure is in particular is in excellent agreement with
the measured pressure.

Strong winds are only slightly underrepresented in ERA-Interim by around 1 m s−1,
but the product performs better than was found in comparing ERA-40 wind speeds with
QuikSCAT (Våge et al., 2009). The red dashed trend line in Figure 2.1(d) shows the
regression for all data points collected, but is perhaps a little misleading. It includes points
recorded after 20 October 2008 [dashed line in Figure 2.1(c)] when the Knorr spent much
of its time in coastal and fjord regions where sheltering effects often lead to stronger winds
in the model than were recorded on the Knorr. Those points recorded during this time are
shown in Figure 2.1(d) with red crosses and a trend line excluding these points is shown
as the solid line in Figure 2.1(d). The conclusion is that ERA-Interim is representing 10
m winds well. The temperature comparison and trend line in Figures 2.1(e) and (f) shows
that the near surface temperature field has a cold bias of 2◦C in the model, a feature seen
by Renfrew et al. (2009b) when comparing observations to the ECMWF 1.125 degree
operational analysis and which they attribute to low model resolution; the feature is not
there for the comparison with the ECMWF T511 resolution model. As in that study, this
is likely to produce an over estimation of surface turbulent heat fluxes. It seems in general
though that the performance of ERA-Interim at the surface is good.

To be able to say how well ERA-Interim performs with height comparisons with ra-
diosonde and dropsonde observations in the region of interest were conducted. Radioson-
des were launched during the R/V Knorr cruise in October 2008. Figure 2.2 shows three
representative soundings: (a) during low wind conditions, and (b-c) during barrier wind
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Figure 2.2: Three sample radiosonde soundings (solid lines) made aboard the R/V Knorr
in the Irminger sea in October 2008 and corresponding model soundings in the ERA-
Interim data set (dashed lines). Wind speed (thick, m s−1) and potential temperature (thin,
K) shown.

events. Under low wind speed conditions, the winds are generally well represented at
all heights, while the cold bias seen at the surface extends throughout the atmospheric
column. This cold bias is also observed at all heights under barrier wind conditions.
The magnitude of the maximum wind speeds recorded during barrier wind conditions
are mostly well captured in the ERA-Interim product, although at some times peak wind
speeds are missed by as much as 5 m s−1. The jets were commonly observed to be capped
by a strong temperature inversion [e.g. in (b)], the gradients of which were poorly cap-
tured in the model. This results in a model jet that is too broad in the vertical. Panel (c)
shows that when a barrier wind has a weaker temperature inversion, the vertical gradients
in the measured wind speed are reduced and the performance of ERA-Interim improves.

Comparisons were also made between ERA-Interim and the cross sections shown in
Petersen et al. (2009). These used dropsonde observations during barrier wind conditions
in the Denmark Strait during GFDEx (not shown). These comparisons yielded similar
features to those seen in Figure 2.2. The magnitude and vertical structure of the barrier
winds were generally well represented, although peak winds in the jet core and sharp
vertical gradients were occasionally too weak. The fact that the general magnitude of the
jet is captured, is an indication that the horizontal resolution is sufficient to adequately
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resolve these features.

What we have learnt from these verifications and from previous studies is that the
ERA-Interim product is most accurate at the surface where wind speed, temperature and
fluxes are modelled well. The resolution is sufficient to resolve barrier jets, although care
should be taken when interpreting the vertical structure of the product which, although
capturing basic features, will not necessarily capture the strength of vertical gradients in
variables.

2.3 Near surface climatology

The near surface fields from ERA-Interim winters (DJF) between 1989 and 2008 were
used to draw a climatological picture of the mean state in the region. Throughout, compar-
isons will be made to the climatology of strong wind events around Greenland compiled
using QuikSCAT by MR05.
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Figure 2.3: Mean of the 10 m wind speed (m s−1) for ERA-Interim winter months (DJF)
1989-2008.

The mean of the 10 m wind speed for all times, displayed in Figure 2.3, shows that the
region extending from Cape Farewell eastward towards Scotland experiences the strongest
mean wind speed of over 12 m s−1. This is likely due to the number of cyclones which
pass through this region. In fact, over much of the ocean the mean wind speed seldom
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falls below 10 m s−1. Land is characterised by generally lower wind speeds. Although the
general magnitude of the mean wind speed of the oceans agrees well with MR05, Figure
2.3 is lacking the bullets of over 13 m s−1 in the Denmark Strait, further south along the
coast and at Cape Farewell seen in MR05. These regions frequently experience strong
wind events: barrier winds along the southeast coast and tip jets at Cape Farewell. An
amount of the discrepancy found here could be explained by QuikSCAT’s propensity to
over estimate the magnitude of high winds (Moore et al., 2008; Ebuchi et al., 2002). This
would skew the mean wind speed for these regions, favouring artificially high values in
the QuikSCAT analysis of MR05. Equally, models often fail to predict peak wind speeds
accurately although ERA-Interim has been shown to function adequately for reproducing
10 m wind speeds. Both potential effects will act to create the differences seen.
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Figure 2.4: Mean of the 10 m wind field (m s−1) for ERA-Interim winter months (DJF)
1989-2008. Wind vectors shown every 3rd data point.

This type of difference is also seen in the comparison of the standard deviation of the
mean 10 metre wind speed (not shown) with the corresponding figure in MR05. Over
much of the ocean there is good agreement, but in the regions we might expect to find
strong winds, MR05 finds the standard deviation larger by more than 2 m s−1 at the barrier
wind locations and by 4 m s−1 at Cape Farewell

The 10 metre mean wind field is shown in Figure 2.4, calculated by taking the mean of
the easterly and northerly velocity components separately then calculating a mean speed
from these values – this figure therefore shows information on predominant wind direc-
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tions. It shows a climatological jet of 5 m s−1 running the length of the southeast coast
of Greenland. This appears to be forced by a climatological low which is sitting over the
central Irminger Sea. The position of this feature is consistent with the climatological Ice-
landic Low (Sahsamanoglou, 1990; Serreze et al., 1997). Along this wind jet sit isolated
bullets in excess of 6 m s−1, the site of two of which, at 66◦N 34◦W and 69◦N 23◦W, agree
well with the locations for barrier winds highlighted in MR05, both having magnitudes
in good agreement with those shown in MR05. A third location of high climatological
wind is evident further to the southwest at 65◦N 41◦W, its location encroaching on the
land with a larger off shore component than the other two bullets which are more coast
parallel. This outflow could be partly influenced by katabatic and downslope winds that
are common occurrences in this region (Heinemann and Klein, 2002; Klein and Heine-
mann, 2002) or be part of the downslope flow associated with westerly tip jets (Doyle and
Shapiro, 1999). There is also a strong southerly flow over much of the western slopes of
Greenland and a high pressure system over northeast of Greenland which acts to produce
northerly winds along the east coast of Greenland
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Figure 2.5: Directional consistency of the 10 m wind field for ERA-Interim winter months
(DJF) 1989-2008

The directional consistency of the 10 m wind field [defined as the ratio of the mean
wind field (Figure 2.4) to the the mean wind speed (Figure 2.3)] is shown in Figure 2.5.
Values can range from 0, indicating no single directional preference of the flow, to 1,
in which the flow is consistently from one direction. The directional consistency along
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the southeast coast increases towards the coast from 0.4 at the edge of the climatological
jet to nearly 0.8 along the coastline and up over the slopes. The implication is that the
climatological jet shown in Figure 2.4 exists much of the time. The high directional
consistency on the slope is likely due to the frequent occurrence of downslope winds,
katabatic or otherwise, in these regions (Rasmussen, 1989; Heinemann and Klein, 2002;
Klein and Heinemann, 2002). The low directional consistency in the central Irminger sea
reflects the number of cyclones that pass through this region. The strong southerly flow
over west Greenland is shown here to be very directionally consistent.
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Figure 2.6: Percentage of time that the wind speed is in excess of 20 m s−1 at each location
in the domain for ERA-Interim winter months (DJF) 1989-2008.

To complete the analysis of the climatological 10 metre wind field the fraction of time
the wind speed exceeds 20 m s−1 at each location in the domain is shown in Figure 2.6.
The threshold of 20 m s−1 was arbitrarily chosen as the criteria for this analysis although
qualitatively similar patterns are seen for other thresholds. This is a smaller threshold
than used in MR05, but chosen to take into consideration QuikSCAT’s overestimation of
strong winds. As with the analysis of MR05, three coastal locations become apparent,
two along Greenland’s southeast coast and the third at Cape Farewell. These correspond
to the locations of frequent barrier winds and tip jets respectively. At each location, wind
speeds exceed 20 m s−1 more than 6 % of the time. In the remainder of this study we
focus on the northerly two sites. See MR05, Sproson et al. (2008) and Våge et al. (2009)
for a climatological analysis of the Cape Farewell site.
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Figure 2.7: Mean of the 2 m temperature field (K) for ERA-Interim winter months (DJF)
1989-2008.

The mean two metre temperature field is shown in Figure 2.7. As might be expected,
the temperatures over Greenland’s high ice sheet are very low and have consequently
been treated with the same colour shading. The warm air in the southeast of the domain is
reflective of the heating of the warm North Atlantic Current (NAC). The temperature re-
duces to the north with the strongest gradient in temperature (the Arctic Front) occurring
along the southeast Greenland coast where the mean 2 m temperature is below freezing in
the region represented by the climatological jet in Figure 2.4. This near surface tempera-
ture distribution will be important when the ocean impact of barrier winds is considered
in Section 2.4.4.

The mean total precipitation rate (Figure 2.8, sum of large scale and convective pre-
cipitation rates) shows bullets of over 0.25 mm h−1 located along the southeast coast of
Greenland. At these locations, the total precipitation rate is dominated by the large scale
precipitation as air is forced to rise as it is directed towards the coastline. The mean con-
vective precipitation rate is maximal over the ocean to the southeast indicative of frontal
weather systems that pass through the region.
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Figure 2.8: Mean of the total precipitation rate in the model (mm h−1) for ERA-Interim
winter months (DJF) 1989-2008.

2.4 Barrier wind detection

2.4.1 Method

Barrier winds are characterised by strong winds directed coast parallel. Therefore in
this study of southeast Greenland a barrier wind event is defined if at any time the 10-
m wind speed at a location is in excess of a threshold wind speed and directed between
northerly (0◦N) and easterly (90◦N). Note that this pragmatic definition does not take into
account the flow dynamics, but is nonetheless useful in capturing what have previously
been shown to be barrier flows in the region [e.g. MR05, Petersen et al. (2009)]. Fur-
thermore, the proximity to the steep topography of Greenland makes it very unlikely that
strong winds detected in this way will have been produced without feeling the influence
of the barrier in some way.

Following MR05, the locations that will be used for barrier wind detection are the two
maxima in frequency of high wind speed events (Figure 2.6). These maxima correspond
to the Denmark Strait South (DSS) and Denmark Strait North (DSN) locations identified
in MR05 and for consistency, the same nomenclature will be used here. Unlike MR05,
instead of using a point measurement for detecting barrier winds, a region that encom-
passes the maxima will be used (marked by boxes in Figure 2.6). These regions have
been selected to not include any land grid points.

The steps in the detection routine for each region are as follows:
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• At each time, the maximum 10-m wind speed in the region, for which the wind
direction is between northerly (0◦N) and easterly (90◦N), is found and a time series
is constructed from these values. Note that using a larger range of wind directions
resulted in a similar number of detected events.

• The maxima in this time series greater than 20 m s−1 are selected. Different thresh-
old values give qualitatively similar results.

• Finally, for a maximum to be defined as a barrier wind event, it must be distinct
in time, i.e. separate from other maxima by over 24 hours. If wind speed maxima
greater than 20 m s−1 are separated by less than 24 hours, the time of the peak wind
speed is chosen.

2.4.2 Detection results

Applying the detection routine described above results in the detection of 252 barrier wind
events at DSS and 291 events at DSN over the 60 month period (December, January and
February between 1989 and 2008). This is approximately one barrier wind event a week
for each location during these months. This can be compared to Våge et al. (2009) who
observed roughly one westerly tip jet per two weeks in their ERA-40 based climatology.
A similar number of barrier events at each location is slightly surprising, considering the
difference in frequency of high winds observed between the two locations in Figure 2.6
(around 5% at DSS and 8% at DSN), the implication being that each event lasts longer at
DSN than at DSS.

There exists a discrepancy between the mean frequency of barrier wind events in
this study and in MR05. The 47 barrier wind events detected by MR05 in five years
(one a week) at DSS agrees well with the frequency observed by this study, but MR05
only observed 19 events at DSN. This discrepancy could be partly explained by the point
method of MR05 compared with the area method used here, but a more likely explanation
is that MR05 is based on measurements from QuikSCAT which cannot measure 10-m
wind speeds above sea ice – this is much more prevalent at DSN than DSS.

To investigate inter-annual variability, Figure 2.9 shows the number of barrier wind
events detected each month and each winter season for the two locations. Both locations
experience a degree of year-to-year variability, but at DSN it is larger (a standard deviation
of 3.5 compared with 2.4 at DSS). There is a reasonable correlation of 0.43 (0.64) between
the number of barrier wind events at each location each month (winter season). Looking at
individual months, it appears that none are particularly favoured for prevalence of barrier
winds.
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Figure 2.9: Top two panels: Number of barrier flows detected by winter month (white
bars) and winter season (grey bars) for DSN (top) and DSS (middle). Bottom panel:
NAO index by winter month (white bars) and winter season (grey bars).

Also shown in Figure 2.9 is the monthly and mean winter (DJF) North Atlantic Oscil-
lation (NAO) index of Hurrell (1995). There is positive correlation between the monthly
NAO index and the monthly frequency of barrier wind events at both locations with corre-
lation coefficients of 0.31 at DSS and 0.57 at DSN, both of which are statistically signif-
icant at 99% confidence. This isn’t entirely surprising considering high NAO indices are
forced by a deeper Icelandic Low, the result of more frequent and deeper cyclones which
are likely to produce more and stronger barrier winds. Correlation with the monthly
southwest Iceland mean sea level pressure [used in calculating the NAO index of Hur-
rell (1995)] yields a similar result, but with slightly better correlations – coefficients of
-0.37 and -0.67 are found at DSS and DSN respectively. These correlations could be use-
ful in reconstructing barrier wind frequency for times before meteorological reanalysis
coverage, but for which we have reliable NAO and mean sea level pressure data.

It has been shown that there is a correlation between the inter-annual variability at
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Figure 2.10: Number of events at DSS which are succeeded in lag time by an event at
DSN. Positive lags indicate that the event at DSN occurred after the event at DSS.

DSS and DSN. A sensible question at this point seems to be: is there a causal relationship
between events at DSS and those at DSN? Figure 2.10 shows how many events at DSS
are succeeded by an event at DSN within a certain lag time. It can be seen that of the
252 detected events at DSS, 30 of them are concurrent with an event at DSN (approx-
imately 12%). The maximum in the figure (44 events) occurs at a lag time of 6 hours.
This means that 17% of the time an event at DSS is succeeded by an event at DSN by 6
hours. This implies retrograde propagation of the event; the region of strong winds travels
northeastwards up the coast (seemingly against the along-barrier flow). The reason this
lag exists is due to the common northeastward propagation of cyclones through the region
[e.g. Hoskins and Hodges (2002)]. It is logical to suggest that as a cyclone moves through
the region an event is triggered first at DSS and subsequently at DSN. This result is evi-
dence that barrier winds off Greenland are the result of the direct influence of Greenland’s
topography on cyclones. The total number of events within ±24 hours of the peak will
give an upper limit on the number of causally linked events because this time period is
typical of the passage of a cyclone through the region. This criterion gives 162 events
(65%), meaning that the upper limit of causally linked events is around two thirds of the
total number of events at DSS.

The 2-m temperature was extracted for each event at the DSN and DSS locations
(Figure 2.11). The thick dashed line shows the climatological (DJF) mean for the two
locations (i.e. the boxes in Figure 2.6). What is clear is that the median barrier wind event
temperature isn’t significantly different to the climatological mean temperature over the
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Figure 2.11: 2-m temperature (K) for all barrier wind events detected at DSS and DSN.
The thick horizontal line is the median, a box indicates 1st and 3rd quartiles and bars
extend to the minimum and maximum of the data set. Crosses mark outliers defined as
being 1.5 interquartile ranges outside of a quartile. The climatological mean temperature
for each region is shown as horizontal thick dashed line.

whole 60 month period of study at each location. Around this mean value though, both
locations exhibit quite a large range. At DSS, much of the variance is contained within
a 4 K range of the median value, 274 K, but temperatures can be as high as 278 K or as
low as 263 K in extreme cases. At DSN, the temperatures are generally colder due to the
more northerly location of the region and also the increased access to cold Arctic air that
is available to the northeast of the Denmark Strait. The distribution is similar, although
the range is somewhat larger; in particular a cold tail is more exaggerated at DSN with
temperatures lower than 255 K in extreme cases. Not only are the median temperatures at
each location comparable to their respective climatological means, but the range of barrier
wind temperatures are also comparable to the climatological range observed throughout
the 60 month period (not shown). This implies that barrier winds bring about no special
temperature regime; they cannot be said to be generally ‘cold’ or ‘warm’ winds. A further
discussion of barrier wind temperatures is addressed later, in Section 2.5.

2.4.3 Composite analysis

Mean composite fields have been produced for the 291 barrier winds detected at DSN and
the 252 at DSS. Looking first at the mean 10-m wind field in Figure 2.12, we can see that
at both locations the composite barrier wind speed peaks at about 20 m s−1 with a width
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of 200 km. The lengths of the composite barrier winds are 450 km at DSN and 700 km
at DSS (as defined by the 15 m s−1 contour). Importantly for DSS, much of the region
of strong winds is located upwind of the maximum, emphasising the number of events at
DSS that occur concurrently (or ± a small time lag), with events further upstream at DSN.
Comparing with MR05’s composites, the only substantial difference is that in this study
the barrier wind composites are well defined over the sea ice, a feature that is especially
important for barrier winds at DSN.
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Figure 2.12: Composite of 10-m wind field (m s−1) for barrier wind events detected at
DSN (top) and DSS (bottom) in the winter months (DJF) of the ERA-Interim dataset be-
tween 1989 and 2008. Wind vectors shown at every third data point. Composite mean sea
level pressure (hPa, contours) shown every 2 hPa. Straight solid lines mark the locations
for the cross sections shown in Figure 2.15
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The barrier winds at both locations are forced by a composite low pressure of depth
980 hPa. For events at DSS, the location of this low is over the western Irminger Sea and
for DSN it is further to the northeast off the west coast of Iceland. The translation of the
composite low is comparable to the translation of the centres of peak wind speeds and is
further evidence that the barrier winds are produced due to the orography distorting the
flow field of the cyclone. For events at DSN the shape of the composite cyclone is more
elongated along a southwest-northeast axis implying a larger distribution of the centres of
action of the member cyclones along this line. The fact that the location of the composite
cyclone is over southwest Iceland for events at DSN could explain why the frequency
of events at DSN is better correlated with the southwest Iceland mean sea level pressure
record (and subsequently the NAO) than those at DSS.

The standard deviation of the 10 m wind speed for events at DSN and DSS, Figure
2.13, shows a similar pattern for each location. The main feature is that in the detection
regions there is a smaller standard deviation compared with at other locations along the
coast. The low variance in each detection region will be mostly due to the small range
of wind speeds that go into the composite; an artifact of the detection routine. The larger
standard deviation at other regions along the coast indicates the range in size and shape
of the constituent barrier winds. It appears that at both locations, barrier winds exist with
a large range in upstream and downstream extent – this was confirmed by inspection of
individual barrier wind events. We can see from this that a large range of barrier winds
go into the composites presented in Figure 2.12 – these are not necessarily representative
of the standard barrier wind.

The standard deviation of the mean sea level pressure for events at each location has
one predominant feature, a large region of high variance out in the Nordic Seas. The
region over which the composite cyclones sit are not the regions that experience the max-
imum variance. As will be seen (Section 2.5) this is likely to be caused by instances
of blocking high pressure systems which are frequent in the region (Rex, 1950b; Pelly
and Hoskins, 2003) or the presence of cyclones that have previously moved through the
region.

Having seen already the large range of two metre temperatures (Figure 2.11) at each
location, the composite mean two metre temperature field is unlikely to show a standard
configuration of the temperature field for barrier winds, rather a blurring of the large
range. For this reason, it is not shown. The geopotential height field on the 500 hPa
level (not shown) is consistent with barrier perpendicular winds over the southeast coast
of Greenland for both locations, forced by a deep trough which extends over the Labrador
Sea and out over the east of Cape Farewell. Figure 2.14 shows the composite vertical pro-
file of barrier wind speed and direction at each location. Both have jets which have their
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Figure 2.13: Standard deviation of 10 m wind speed (m s−1, colours) for barrier winds
detected at DSN (top) and DSS (bottom) in the winter months (DJF) of the ERA-Interim
dataset between 1989 and 2008. Contours every 0.5 m s−1. Standard deviation of mean
sea level pressure (hPa, contours) shown every 1 hPa.

maximums at about 900 hPa. Both also have winds which veer from northeasterly (along
barrier) to southeasterly (cross barrier) above mountain height. This is consistent with the
standard picture of a barrier wind, i.e. a cross mountain flow at height which sustains and
along barrier jet below mountain height (Schwerdtfeger, 1975). We are therefore clearly
mostly sampling barrier winds and not some other high velocity events.

Cross sections of the composite wind speed and potential temperature fields for events
at DSN and DSS, taken perpendicular to the direction of flow through the region of max-
imum wind speed (see Figure 2.12 for exact location), are shown in Figure 2.15. These
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Figure 2.14: Composite vertical profiles of wind speed (left) and wind direction (right)
for all events detected at DSN (top) and DSS (bottom). The location for each profile is
the centre of each regions detection box.
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Figure 2.15: Composite cross section of the 238 barrier wind events at DSN (left) and DSS
(right) for wind speed (m s−1, colours, contours every 2 m s−1) and potential temperature
(K, solid lines, contours every 2 K). Cross section line is shown in Figure 2.12.

further show that the events detected are representative of barrier winds. The two com-
posites show jet cores of 30 m s−1 at a height of 900 hPa at DSN and 875 hPa at DSS.
This difference in jet core height is likely due to the 100 hPa lower topography at DSN
which also produces a jet with lower overall height at DSN. The shapes of the composite
barrier winds are also different. At DSN, the barrier wind structure is vertically aligned.
In contrast, at DSS the barrier wind leans with height towards the coast, suggesting there
is a larger cross barrier flow near the mountain top which hems the barrier wind in as seen
in Figure 2.14. The shape of the composite barrier wind at DSN is reminiscent of the
shape of the barrier winds observed on 2 and 6 March 2007 by Petersen et al. (2009) at
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the same location.

At both locations there is evidence of a near neutral boundary layer with a stably strat-
ified atmosphere above [as seen in Petersen et al. (2009)]. As was shown previously (Fig-
ure 2.2), ERA-Interim tends to ‘blur out’ the vertical structure of barrier winds, although
the magnitude of the wind maxima are captured. Averaging over a number of events at
each location is only likely to make this blurring worse in both wind speed and poten-
tial temperature. Indeed, manual inspection of individual cases confirmed this; many had
much better defined potential temperature ‘inversion layers’ with a range of heights.

2.4.4 Surface Fluxes

To examine the potential impact on the ocean, surface turbulent heat fluxes, surface stress
and precipitation are investigated. In ERA-Interim these fields are provided as cumulative
forecast fields which are run every 12 hours. As the analyses are produced every 6 hours,
some processing is required in order to extract representative values at the same time
steps as the analysis. This is achieved at 00 and 12 UTC by using the cumulative values
for the following three hours. At 06 and 18 UTC, cumulative totals for the following three
hours are used, but extracted from the forecast fields initialised at the previous 00 and 12
UTC. Clearly this method relies on accurate forecast fields for a period of 9 hours – a
reasonable assumption. Note that all variables have been normalised by the length of the
forecast to give mean heat fluxes in W m−2, surface stresses in N m−2 and precipitation
rates in mm h−1

The mean of the sensible and latent heat fluxes over each region (i.e. each box in
Figure 2.6) was calculated for each barrier wind event. Figure 2.16 shows the range
of values found. The median values at both locations are around 100 W m−2 (from the
ocean into the atmosphere) for both sensible and latent heat fluxes with the medians at
DSS larger by about 20 W m−2 than at DSN. The effect of the 3-4 K colder temperatures
of barrier wind events at DSN (Figure 2.11) is being counteracted by colder seas and
increased ice cover in this region (Figure 2.3). What is notable in Figure 2.16 are the
large ranges. About half of these ranges are contained within ±50 W m−2 of the median,
but values as high as as 300 W m−2 (over 400 W m−2 in one case) or as low as -50 W m−2

(i.e. a flux of heat from the atmosphere) are found as well. This shows us that at each
location, the winds can be extracting as much as 600 W m−2 from the ocean averaged
over each region or at the other end of the spectrum be losing 100 W m−2 to the ocean.
The maximum heat fluxes in each region for each event (not shown) are commonly twice
as large as the box-mean values, illustrating that twice as much heat flux is possible over
localised regions.
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Figure 2.16: Left panel: Mean sensible (left) and latent (right) heat fluxes (W m−2) for all
events detected at DSS and DSN. Thick line is median, box indicates 1st and 3rd quartiles,
bars extend to the minimum and maximum of the data set. Pluses for outliers defined as
being 1.5 interquartile ranges outside of a quartile. A positive value indicates a flux of
heat from the ocean into the atmosphere. Centre panel: Mean surface stress (N m−2) for
each event in regions DSN and DSS. Right panel: Mean precipitation rate (mm h−1) for
each event over the regions DSN and DSS.

It should be noted that the model outputs the fluxes of heat into the atmosphere and
may not (due to the varying quantity of sea ice present) be interchangeable with fluxes out
of the ocean. This discrepancy will be minor, as the fluxes of sensible and latent heat from
the sea-ice cover are dwarfed by those from the open ocean. However this does mean that
the area-average fluxes shown in Figure 2.16 will be a lower bound for the fluxes from
the open ocean.

The cause of the large ranges in the heat fluxes associated with the barrier wind events
is the large range in 2-m temperatures (Figure 2.11). More specifically the controlling
factor for these turbulent heat fluxes appears to be the temperature difference across the
air-sea interface, ∆T; correlation coefficients of 0.86 and 0.90 are found between the
mean ∆T and the mean total turbulent heat flux in DSN and DSS respectively. Insignifi-
cant correlation was found between the 10-m wind speed and the turbulent heat fluxes, for
the barrier wind events, despite heat fluxes being directly proportional to wind speed in
the bulk formulae used to parameterise the fluxes. This is likely to be partially an artifact
of the detection method; only a relatively small range of wind speeds are being sampled.

The mean surface stress and mean total precipitation rate for all barrier wind events
over the DSN and DSS regions are also shown in Figure 2.16. The median surface stress
for both locations is about 0.8 N m−2 but over a quarter of the events experience mean
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stresses over 1 N m−2. The precipitation rate associated with barrier wind events is gen-
erally less at DSN than DSS, with median values of 0.3 mm h−1 and 0.7 mm h−1 respec-
tively. The reduced precipitation at DSN could be in part due to the more frequent ice
cover at this location, reducing the moisture content of the air, and the smaller amount of
uplift due to the lower topography. The range is also greater at DSS, the warmer location.
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Figure 2.17: Composite of the total precipitation rate (mm h−1) for barrier winds detected
at DSN (top) and DSS (bottom) in the winter months (DJF) of the ERA-Interim dataset
between 1989 and 2008.

Figure 2.17 shows the composite total precipitation rate for all the events at DSN and
DSS. The composites for the surface heat fluxes and stress differ only slightly from the
spatial distribution shown in the mean wind field composites (Figure 2.12) and for this
reason they are not presented. The precipitation composites are dominated by the large
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scale (strataform) precipitation rate which is a full order of magnitude greater than the
convective precipitation rate. For both locations, the precipitation is concentrated in two
regions, both of which are over the Greenland slopes and are therefore likely to be the
result of uplift as air is forced towards the coast. The first region of enhanced rainfall
at both locations is near the detection region, unsurprisingly the location that on average
experiences the strongest onshore winds. The second region is at the downwind end of the
barrier winds. This coincides, in both cases, with undulations in the southeast Greenland
coast which put an obstruction in the way of barrier wind. This is likely to cause uplift
and rainfall as the barrier wind is forced towards another slope. The implication of this
is that barrier winds can have non-local precipitation patterns, more so than surface heat
and momentum fluxes.

2.5 Warm and cold barrier winds

To examine the synoptic conditions that bring about the range of 2-m temperatures and
hence heat fluxes, composites of ‘warm’ and ‘cold’ barrier winds were produced. There
is a continuous spectrum of temperatures at both DSN and DSS (as seen via scatterplots
for example, not shown) so an obvious criterion for distinguishing two classes of barrier
winds from temperature doesn’t present itself. Instead, we will take the extreme quartiles
of the 2-m temperature time series to classify warm and cold barrier wind events and
illustrate these via composites. Each composite at DSN (DSS) contains 73 (63) events.

2.5.1 Structure

Warm barrier winds at DSS (Figure 2.18, middle panels) are characterised by a composite
low pressure centre nearer to Cape Farewell than average (Figure 2.12). The position
of the composite cyclone channels air from the south into a band of southeasterly winds
(greater than 10 m s−1) to the west of Iceland and into the barrier wind which is as strong
as (but more localised than) the average situation in Figure 2.12.

In contrast, cold barrier winds at DSS have a composite low pressure centre which is
located further northeast, closer to Iceland, and is 2 hPa deeper. This location appears to
restrict the band of southeasterly winds seen in the warm composite and instead favours
the channelling of air from the north through the Denmark Strait and into a long barrier
wind that extends almost the whole length of southeast Greenland (from DSN to DSS).
The maximum wind speeds are also greater than both the warm and the total mean com-
posites. It is worth noting that the 2 March 2007 GFDEx case of Petersen et al. (2009)
appears to be a clear example of a ‘cold’ barrier wind at DSS – in terms of the synoptic
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Figure 2.18: Composite of 10-m wind field (m s−1) for warm (left) and cold (right) barrier
winds at DSS. The middle panels show the composite barrier winds at the time of peak
wind speed. The top and bottom panels show composites 24 hours before and after this
time. Wind vectors shown at every 3rd data point. Composite mean sea level pressure
(hPa, contours) shown every 2 hPa.

situation, barrier flow structure and observed temperatures. Further investigation into ex-
amples of warm and cold barrier winds will be conducted when further case study data
and modelling work is presented in chapter 3.

The corresponding zero lag figures for DSN are very similar to those for DSS in all
but location of activity (Figure 2.19). In the warm class, the composite cyclone is to the
west of Iceland in a similar position to the cold DSS composite, but with a rather zonal
major axis, so with significant southerly flow. In the cold class, the composite low is over
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Figure 2.19: Composite of 10-m wind field (m s−1) for warm (left) and cold (right) barrier
winds detected at DSN at zero lag time in the winter months (DJF) of the ERA-Interim
dataset between 1989 and 2008. Wind vectors shown at every 3rd data point. Composite
mean sea level pressure (hPa, contours) shown every 2 hPa. Wind speed colourbar the
same as Figure 2.18.

Iceland and has a more SW-NE tilt, channelling (cold) air through Denmark Strait. The
6 March 2007 GFDEx case of Petersen et al. (2009) appears to be a clear example of a
‘cold’ barrier wind at DSN. Similarities between DSN and DSS events persist throughout
the subsequent analysis so for brevity, only barrier winds at DSS will be considered from
now on. It should be presumed that results are transferable to DSN through a translation
of about 500 km northeastward along the Greenland coast.

Figure 2.18 also shows the temporal evolution of warm and cold barrier winds at DSS
which highlights further differences between the classifications. For warm barrier winds,
the composite parent cyclone is located south of Cape Farewell 24 hours previously, be-
fore moving into the lee of Greenland for the time of the peak barrier wind, and then
appearing to become ‘captured’ by Greenland – moving no further eastward over the next
24 hours. The lee of Greenland has been shown to be a region of cyclolysis (Petersen
et al., 2003; Hoskins and Hodges, 2002). The spreading isobars at the northeast of the do-
main suggests this is not always the case and some cyclones do move through the region.

For cold barrier winds, the parent cyclone begins just east of Cape Farewell and moves
progressively northeastwards throughout the 48 hours. The elongation and filling of the
mean sea level pressure field at +24 hours is symptomatic of a range of translation speeds
of the cyclones responsible for cold barrier winds. The cold barrier wind exists for a
longer time, it is evident from -24 to +24 hours, initially located at DSS and then at DSN,
in agreement with the calculated phase lags (Figure 2.10). In contrast, for the warm class,
the barrier winds have a shorter life time.

The differing behaviour of the surface lows can be explained in part through analyses
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Figure 2.20: Composite of 500 hPa wind field (m s−1, colours) for warm (top) and cold
(bottom) barrier winds detected at DSS for the winter months. Composite geopotential
height (m, thick contours) shown every 50 m and 850-1000 hPa thickness (m, thin con-
tours) shown every 10 m. Note larger domain of this figure.

at 500 hPa (Figure 2.20). Warm barrier winds have strong cross barrier flow (18 m s−1)
above mountain height, associated with a well defined trough over the Labrador Sea and
a ridge extending from the United Kingdom to east Greenland. This upper-level flow
pattern would help confine a surface low to the Greenland coast and restrict its passage
through the region. It will also assist in advecting warm air from the south towards DSS,
resulting in barrier winds with warm cores.

For cold barrier winds, the upper level trough is located further east, over the west
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Irminger Sea, and the ridge over the United Kingdom is shallower (Figure 2.20). The
result is a weaker cross barrier flow at 500 hPa; the upper level winds are orientated more
zonally and further to the south, aiding the surface cyclones in passing through the region.
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Figure 2.21: Composite of 2-m temperature anomaly (K) for warm (left) and cold (right)
barrier winds, at lag times of -48, 0 and +48 hours, detected at DSS in the winter months.
Only values which are statistically significant at the 95% level are shown. Note the larger
domain used.

The zero lag composite 2-m temperature anomalies for the warm and cold cases is
shown in the central row of Figure 2.21. In the warm composite, the region is flooded with
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air warmer than the climatological mean (Figure 2.3) by as much as 3 K over the ocean and
7 K over land, the result of both the low-level flow pattern and the strong cross mountain
flow at 500 hPa. This anomalously warm region extends from DSS both northwest and
southeast indicative of warm advection from the southeast and is in agreement with the
strong southeasterlies both over sea and land in Figure 2.18.

The cold zero lag composite is characterised by anomalously cold pool of -4 K to
the north of Iceland, with a tongue extending southward through Denmark Strait to DSS.
The shape of the cold anomaly, in conjunction with the cold dome of air in 1000-850 hPa
thickness along east coast of Greenland (Figure 2.20) and the long barrier wind seen in
Figure 2.18, is consistent with cold-air advection into the barrier wind from the north-
east. These features of warm and cold barrier winds are corroborated by the 1000-850
hPa thickness composites (Figure 2.20) but are much less obvious in the 1000-500 hPa
thickness composites (not shown), indicative of these features existing below mountain
height.

Further differences between the warm and cold cases are seen in the lagged composites
of the 2-m temperature anomaly. The cold case has a large mass of cold air residing over
the Greenland ice sheet for the duration of the 96 hours. This indicates that the region
is preconditioned to provide cold air in the barrier wind when the cyclone moves into
the region. The warm case experiences little warming in the region 48 hours previous to
the event but as the cyclone moves in then the warm air is advected northwards into the
barrier wind, up over the ice sheet and even up the east coast of Greenland 48 hours after
the peak barrier wind activity.

Our interpretation of this analysis is that warm barrier winds source their air from the
southerly advected warm pool, whereas even though the cold barrier winds have milder
air advected towards them, they are fed by an even colder source of air, i.e. from over
the Greenland ice sheet and to the northeast of the Denmark Strait. It appears that the
cold barrier winds in particular have an offshore (i.e. downslope) contribution (see Figure
2.18). At this stage it is not possible to say whether this minor contribution is simply a
downslope deflection of maritime air or is a downslope density-driven (katabatic) flow of
continental air.

These configurations are reminiscent of the classical and hybrid barrier winds along
the coast of Alaska, described in Loescher et al. (2006) and Olson and Colle (2009). Our
warm barrier winds are similar to their classical barrier winds which form due to the
coastal deflection of onshore winds whereas our cold barrier winds have similarities to
their hybrid barrier winds which have an offshore gap flow component which turns to be-
come coast parallel as it reaches the ocean. Hybrid barrier winds are colder than classical
barrier winds as they source their air from an inshore cold pool and the onshore synoptic
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flow is advected over the cold core of the barrier wind. This is analogous to the maritime
southeasterly flow being lifted over the cold Arctic flow seen in our cold barrier winds
[see also Petersen et al. (2009), p1965]. Apart from these structural similarities though,
it is unclear at this stage how similar the dynamics of barrier winds around Greenland are
to those found off Alaska – this is left to further investigation.
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Figure 2.22: Composite of the mean sea level pressure anomaly (hPa) for warm (left) and
cold (right) barrier winds, at lag times of -48, 0 and +48 hours, detected at DSS in the
winter months. Only values which are statistically significant at the 95% level are shown.
Note the larger domain used.
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Returning to the mean sea level pressure composites (Figure 2.18) it is apparent that
there is not a great deal of difference in the strength or location of the parent cyclone for
the two classes of barrier wind events (at zero lag). What is it about the synoptic envi-
ronment then that brings about such different local conditions? Figure 2.22 shows the
composite mean-sea-level pressure anomaly for warm and cold barrier winds at the time
of peak winds at DSS and 48 hours before and after. Only points which are statistically
significant at the 95% level are shown. For the warm class, there is a significant high
pressure anomaly of, at its peak, 10 hPa located over the Nordic Seas for the 96 hours
shown. This not only blocks the passage of the low responsible for the barrier wind, but
also acts to restrict cold, northerly flow along the east coast of Greenland. This configu-
ration therefore favours warm advection from the south into the barrier winds. The fact
that this anomalous high pressure can be found in a similar region throughout the 96 hour
period shown is indicative of North Atlantic blocking (Rex, 1950a; Pelly and Hoskins,
2003) being important in the production of warm barrier winds. The blocking high at the
surface at zero lag is consistent with the ridge at 500 hPa seen in Figure 2.20.

In contrast, the cold class is characterised by an anomalous low pressure system of -10
hPa over the Norwegian Sea 48 hours before the peak barrier winds. This likely repre-
sents the signature from a previous cyclone that moved through the region and in so doing
channelled cold air down the east coast of Greenland. As the cyclone responsible for the
barrier wind moves into the region, it is steered by the upper level zonal flow (Figure
2.20) and can channel this preconditioned, cold air into a barrier wind. 48 hours later, the
cyclone has exited the region to the northeast. The fact that the pressure anomaly fields at
lag times of ±48 hours are comparable suggests that this process may be repeated, pro-
viding a ‘conveyor belt’ for channelling cold air from the Arctic down the southeast coast
of Greenland. This ‘train’ of cyclones is reminiscent of the positive phase of the NAO. It
is therefore unsurprising that the monthly frequency of cold barrier winds correlates (in a
similar fashion to Figure 2.9) with the monthly NAO index with a correlation coefficient
of 0.35. Cold events at DSN see a similar correlation of 0.39. The warm barrier winds are
produced by blocking highs, consequently there is insignificant correlation between their
monthly frequency and the NAO index at both locations.

2.5.2 Impact

The impact of these different temperature regimes can be seen in composites of the surface
turbulent heat flux for the warm and cold barrier wind classes (Figure 2.23). The cold class
has a heat flux pattern that mirrors that of the wind speed composite. Total turbulent heat
fluxes of over 200 W m−2 are seen all the way down the southeast coast of Greenland with
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bullets of nearly 400 W m−2 at, and upstream of, the DSS site. The largest heat fluxes
are further offshore than the wind speed maximum, due to the influence of near-shore
sea ice and a higher sea surface temperatures offshore. In the warm composite only a
small signature of scarcely more than 100 W m−2 is observed at the location of strongest
winds. At all other places up the Greenland coast the total heat flux is less than 100
W m−2. The two temperature regimes will therefore have very different impacts on the
ocean. This is also true for the surface momentum flux (not shown) which is similar to the
wind speed pattern (Figure 2.18) and so quite different for the warm and cold classes. In
short, the specific synoptic environment in which Greenland barrier winds form is vital in
determining the range and spatial distribution of both surface heat and momentum fluxes
along the coast.
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Figure 2.23: Composite of total surface turbulent heat flux (W m−2) for warm (left) and
cold (right) barrier winds detected at DSS at zero lag time.

2.6 Conclusions

This climatology of barrier winds along the southeast coast of Greenland has confirmed
(see MR05) that there are two predominant regions where barrier winds frequently occur
– referred to as Denmark Strait North (DSN) and South (DSS). During the 20 years of the
climatology, barrier winds stronger than 20 m s−1 occur at both locations on average once
a week in the winter months (DJF).

Good correlations were found between the monthly frequency of barrier winds and the
monthly NAO index (especially at DSN). The relationship is explained in the following
way. A high NAO index is the result of stronger and more frequent cyclones through the
region which are likely to trigger more and stronger barrier winds. It is possible that this
correlation will potentially allow for reconstruction of barrier wind frequency for periods
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of time before reanalysis was available.
One of the most striking features of the barrier winds investigated was the large range

in 2-m temperatures – southeast Greenland barrier winds can’t be said to be typically cold
or warm winds. An investigation into the meteorological conditions responsible for the
warmest and coldest barrier winds showed that blocking highs are responsible for chan-
nelling warm air into warm barrier winds and that trains of cyclones can consecutively
channel cold air down the east coast of Greenland and into cold barrier winds. A very
different pattern in the surface heat and momentum fluxes is seen for each temperature
regime and this shows the importance of the wider meteorological environment in under-
standing the local wind forcing in the region.
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Chapter 3

A case study of a southeast Greenland
barrier wind, October 2008

3.1 Introduction

Barrier winds are a well established phenomena and have been documented at various
locations around the world. They were first described along the eastern Antarctic Penin-
sula (Schwerdtfeger, 1975; Parish, 1983), but have since been observed in other parts of
the world, for example the Sierra Nevada (Parish, 1982) and along the western coast of
Alaska (Loescher et al., 2006; Olson and Colle, 2009). These studies and additional nu-
merical models (Braun et al., 1999; Petersen et al., 2003, 2005) have shown that barrier
winds form when stable air is forced towards a steep and high topographic barrier. Unable
to ascend the barrier, the air is dammed against the slopes and a pressure gradient perpen-
dicular to the barrier develops. It is this pressure gradient that supports strong, low-level,
mountain parallel flow known as a barrier wind. Generally these flows are geostroph-
ically balanced, but more complex force balances with ageostrophic components have
been documented (Olson et al., 2007; Petersen et al., 2009).

The first mention of barrier winds along the southeast coast of Greenland was made
by Moore (2003) as an aside to his study of strong wind events at Cape Farewell. It was
Moore and Renfrew (2005) though who provided the first comprehensive investigation
into them by utilising five years of QuikSCAT data. They found that barrier winds in the
wintertime predominantly form at two locations, one downstream and the other upstream
of the Denmark Strait. Winds in excess of 25 m s−1 (as measured by QuikSCAT) were
a weekly occurrence at the southerly site. The northerly site had the disadvantage of
being in a region where sea ice (over which QuikSCAT can’t make measurements) is
prevalent in wintertime. Still, a large number of strong wind events were also found at
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this location. The climatology of Harden et al. (2011) (presented in extended form as
Chapter 2) used a new ECMWF reanalysis product so was able to go further than Moore
and Renfrew (2005) and also discussed the typical ocean impacts of barrier wind events.
A large range of surface heat fluxes was found, due to a large range of barrier wind core
temperatures. These temperatures were due to very different synoptic environments; the
warmest winds formed when a blocking high was in position over the Nordic Seas leading
to more Atlantic maritime inflow and the coldest winds owed their presence to a train of
cyclones moving up the southeast Greenland coast leading to more of a polar air mass
influence. The differing source regions and shapes of the resulting composites suggests
that these synoptic environments might imply different forcing mechanisms for the barrier
winds.

In March 2007, the Greenland Flow Distortion Experiment (GFDEx) (Renfrew et al.,
2008) set out, amongst other things, to provide the first in situ measurements of the barrier
winds through the use of instrumented aircraft and dropsondes. Petersen et al. (2009)
(hereafter PRM09) provides case study observations and numerical modelling output of
two barrier wind events. They showed that the observed barrier winds were confined
below 2000 m (below mountain height) and had a well-mixed boundary layer over the
open ocean. There were typically two starkly different sources of air contained in the
barrier wind; cold, dry, northerly-sourced air and warmer, moist air pulled in from the
south. The driving force for the barrier winds were cyclones to the southeast of Greenland
and the numerical modelling of the events emphasised the importance of the location of
the cyclone centres for the precise location of barrier wind formation. Modelling also
showed, in runs with and without topography, that the barrier presented by Greenland was
responsible for a doubling of peak wind speeds along the coast. In addition to this study,
Petersen and Renfrew (2009) presented the first surface heat flux estimates during barrier
wind activity from the observations made by the instrumented aircraft. They showed
that these events were capable of producing total surface turbulent heat fluxes up to 500
W m−2 and surface stresses in excess of 1 N m−2.

In this chapter, a further case study is presented based on in situ measurements from a
research vessel and numerical modelling output. The dropsonde observations of PRM09
provide a good spatial picture of barrier winds but provide very limited temporal reso-
lution due to the inability of the aircraft to be airborne for the entire period of a barrier
wind event. The data presented here, although limited to a single location, are the first
continuous measurements from within a barrier wind and are therefore able to chart the
barrier wind through all stages of development. The measurements are also taken in a dif-
ferent season and, as shall be seen, exhibit very different conditions to the cases presented
in PRM09. Differences between the case studies will be discussed and placed into the
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climatological framework discussed in Chapter 2. As with that chapter, a special empha-
sis will be put on the examination of surface heat and momentum fluxes. The numerical
model will also allow an examination of the force balance in these barrier winds.

3.2 Synoptic overview

The period of the study for this barrier wind case is the four days between 5 and 8 October
2008. Figure 3.1 displays the synoptic meteorological environment over this period. On
5 October, a low pressure system is approaching the Irminger Sea from the southwest.
On the 6 October, the Met Office analysis charts show that this low pressure system has
moved into the central Irminger Sea with a depth of 975 hPa. Its position is such that
surface air is being forced northwestwards towards the southeast coast of Greenland. The
QuikSCAT 10 m wind field (morning pass) shows strong southeasterly surface winds
in this region associated with the tightening of the isobars here. This flow towards the
coast brings with it a tongue of warm air from the southeast as seen in the ERA-Interim
2-m temperature record and delineated by an occluded front in the Met Office analysis.
The QuikSCAT record also shows the development of strong northeasterly surface winds
stretching 600 km along the coast with a width of around 100 km, indicating that a barrier
wind has been set up. The maximum core wind speeds measure in excess of 25 m s−1 and
the edge of the jet is characterised by a steep gradient in wind speed with a reduction of 15
m s−1 occurring over a 30 km distance. The geopotential height at 500 hPa shows a trough
to the west of the surface low with a cut off centre along the west coast of Greenland

By 00 UTC on 7 October, 24 hours later, the low has moved eastwards to 62◦N, 25◦W
and deepened slightly to 973 hPa. The isobars to the north of the low have tightened
and become increasingly aligned with the coastline. The QuikSCAT wind speed mea-
surements show that this is associated with an increase in barrier wind intensity with core
speeds greater than 30 m s−1. The width of the jet has also increased to fill the entire Den-
mark Strait and now extends some 1000 km along the coast from Cape Tobin to 63◦N.
The upper level conditions are such that the cut off low has moved south to sit over the
southern tip of Greenland with the trough rotated to extend eastwards. The location of this
cut off low is such that it is likely to be in part responsible for the lee cyclone which has
developed to the east of Cape Farewell with a depth of 980 hPa. Cyclogenesis is a com-
mon occurrence to the east of Cape Farewell and is thought to be influenced significantly
by Greenland’s orography (Kristjánsson and McInnes, 1999; Skeie et al., 2006).

Coupling to the upper level low could be the reason that this lee cyclone deepened
over the subsequent 24 hours to 977 hPa; the original low filled to 990 hPa and has moved
to settle over eastern Iceland. The location of these two lows acts to channel wind through
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Figure 3.1: Synoptic environment between the 5 – 8 October 2008. From left to right:
Met Office surface analyses for 00 UTC on each day, QuikSCAT 10 m wind field for the
morning pass on each day (wind vectors only shown for winds greater that 10 m s−1),
ERA-Interim 2 m temperature at 00 UTC, ERA-Interim 500 hPa geopotential height (m)
at 00 UTC. The black crosses indicate the location of R/V Knorr at each time.
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the Denmark Strait and keep it confined to the coast. The isobars are mostly aligned along
the coast, but their separation is increased and QuikSCAT confirms that the barrier flow
had diminished to 10 – 15 m s−1 all along the Greenland Coast. The upper level flow is
more coast parallel than on previous days when the upper air was being forced towards
the coast from the south.

During the 8 October, a deep low moved into the region from the south, displacing the
original lows to the northeast and destroying the barrier jet conditions.

3.3 Observations

3.3.1 R/V Knorr near surface measurements

The R/V Knorr was in the Denmark Strait (66◦N, 34◦W) for the duration of this barrier
wind event on cruise number KN194-4. It was therefore well placed to sample some
of the strongest winds. Its location throughout this period is shown in Figure 3.1 with
black crosses. Near surface meteorological variables were measured by the ship’s IMET
package (wind) and by the Vaisala WXT5-10 system (temperature and humidity). All of
the meteorological instruments were mounted on a tower at the bow of the ship which put
them 15.5 m above sea level. For the subsequent analysis, the wind speed and temperature
were extrapolated to standard meteorological heights (10 m for wind, 2 m for temperature)
using the logarithmic neutral profile formulae as in Section 2.2.2.

Figure 3.2 shows the near-surface measurements taken on R/V Knorr between 5 and
9 October. The wind speed shows two periods of strong winds. One reached a maximum
of 20 m s−1 at 06 UTC on 6 October. This is followed by a sudden reduction in wind
speeds to 7 m s−1 in just six hours. The wind speed gradually increases again to reach
a second, slightly stronger wind maximum, measuring 25 m s−1 at its peak at 18 UTC
on 7 October. Also shown on the wind speed graph is the QuikSCAT measured wind
speeds for its nearest grid point to the location of the Knorr at the time of each satellite
pass. QuikSCAT agrees well with the onboard measurements during the first strong wind
event, but measures consistently higher than the Knorr by as much as 10 m s−1 during
the second event. Overestimation of 10 m wind speeds during strong winds is a feature of
QuikSCAT that has been observed previously [Moore et al. (2008) and references therein].
It is thought to be caused by severe ocean roughness interfering with the scattering from
the capillary waves on the surface that QuikSCAT utilises to estimate the wind speed. It
is therefore not surprising that QuikSCAT should overestimate the wind speed between
06 UTC on 7 October and 00 UTC on 8 October when the surface winds are in excess of
20 m s−1 and the ocean state was extremely rough. QuikSCAT’s tendency to overestimate
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Figure 3.2: Wind speed, wind direction, temperature and relative humidity as recorded by
the Knorr’s meteorological equipment (black dots). Blue crosses indicate measurements
by QuikSCAT of the 10 m wind speed and direction for the location of the Knorr during
each satellite pass. Red Crosses show the model output (interpolated onto the same stan-
dard meteorological heights as the observational data) for each variable from the nearest
grid point to the location of the R/V Knorr.

wind speeds during high winds should be kept in mind for any subsequent analysis of data
from this satellite.

During the first period of strong winds, the wind direction was nearly northerly. It
was only after the winds strength had dropped significantly and was at its lowest extent
did the wind direction switch suddenly to become more easterly at 09 UTC on 6 Octo-
ber. Hereafter the wind direction gradually, but somewhat erratically, backs towards the
northeast where it becomes quite consistent by the time of the second strong wind period.
The QuikSCAT data for wind direction agrees well with the Knorr data for all times, even
during the period when the the wind speeds from the satellite were overestimated.

For the first 24 hours of the period, the temperature is close to 2 ◦C on average. During
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the 6 October, the temperature record increases to 7 ◦C in six hours. The most dramatic
rise in the temperature during this period was near the end of the increase when tem-
peratures rose 3 ◦C in less than an hour, coincident with the rapid wind rotation. In the
subsequent 18 hours, the temperature returns by means of a fluctuant path back down
to a reasonably consistent 1 ◦C by 06 UTC on 7 October. During the second period of
strong winds the temperature sensor fell out of operation, maybe affected by the severe
conditions at the time.

Initially, at 00 UTC on 5 October, the relative humidity was at 60%. By the time of
the first wind maxima it had risen to more than 90% and remained above this value until
the sensor fell out of operation at the same times as the temperature sensor.

3.3.2 Radiosonde soundings

Radiosondes were launched regularly from the deck of the R/V Knorr during this period.
Profiles of wind speed, wind direction and potential temperature from these launches are
shown in Figure 3.3. The first surface strong wind event takes the form of a low-level jet,
confined below 1000 m and with a jet maximum of nearly 30 m s−1 at an altitude of 500
m at 06 UTC on 6 October. Above the jet, the wind speed is a reasonably consistent at
10 – 15 m s−1 all the way up to 5000 m. At this time, the winds in the jet are directed
north-northeasterly, and gradually back with altitude to become consistently southeasterly
above 2000 m. This shows that the background atmospheric conditions are southeasterly,
but that near the surface this is radically altered by the presence of Greenland, accelerating
and rotating the flow to be aligned along the barrier. The southeasterly flow at altitude is
due to the upper level trough situated over west Greenland as shown in Figure 3.1. At this
time, the potential temperature profile shows that the boundary layer is well mixed for all
levels within the jet. Above this, the atmosphere is stratified.

The second surface event starts as a well-defined jet at 00 UTC 7 October but becomes
much deeper and less well defined as it develops through the day. The profiles at these
times show a deep jet, with the strongest winds of nearly 45 m s−1 (at 18 UTC on 7
October) located between 500 m and 2000 m. The strong winds of over 20 m s−1 at all
heights and the reduced height of the soundings at this time make the definition of a jet
top difficult, as does the fact that the flow is from the northeast at the surface and from
the east above mountain top. It is clear that in this stage of barrier flow development, the
upper and lower atmospheric flow is more aligned than previously when the flow at the
surface was at least 90◦ to the left of the flow above mountain height. Unlike the first
period of strong wind, the potential temperature profiles show little evidence of a neutral
mixed layer near the surface. Distinct layers of varying stability are seen instead though.
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Figure 3.3: Profiles of wind speed (black), wind direction (red, indication direction the
wind is flowing from) and potential temperature (blue) from radiosondes (solid) and from
model output (dashed). Crosses along the bottom indicate R/V Knorr surface measure-
ments where available.
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3.3.3 Interpretation of observations

An explanation of the features seen in the R/V Knorr surface measurements and the
radiosonde data can be attempted in relation to the Met Office surface pressure charts,
QuikSCAT measurements and ERA-Interim fields shown in Figure 3.1. When the barrier
winds first develop on the evening of 5 October, and on the follow morning, a small jet
can be seen detaching itself from the Greenland coast in the vicinity of the R/V Knorr in
the QuikSCAT 10 m wind field. It is likely that this feature is a result of the specific com-
bination of upstream northeasterly flow, the shape of the barrier at this particular point,
and the strong return flow to the west of the low. This is probably the specific cause of the
first strong wind event as recorded on the Knorr. The vertical profiles at this time show
that this region of strong winds are confined to below 1000 m and are from the north, 135
degrees to the left of the flow at altitude. This is typical of barrier flows produced by a
low-level deflection of onshore wind conditions (Schwerdtfeger, 1975).

The surface wind speed subsequently decreases at 06 UTC on 6 October and the cor-
responding low-level jet is destroyed. The northerly flow from the coast on the western
side of the low pressure centre is being restricted. This is likely due to a change in synop-
tic conditions such that the isobars, instead of being coastally aligned all down the barrier,
cross the coast in the vicinity of the Knorr as shown at 00 UTC on 7 October. Possible
causes for this include the southerly progression of the upper level cut off low which will
alter the angle of wind approach to the coast at altitude, the development of the surface
lee cyclone producing a competing southerly wind to the west of the original low, and
the approach of the warm sector to the coast. The result is a diminution of the measured
surface winds on the Knorr, but in the maintenance of their direction. This changing syn-
optic environment is coincidental with the approaching occluded front visible in the Met
Office surface charts and also shown as a warm sector protruding towards the coast in the
ERA-Interim 2 m temperature analysis. The Knorr’s surface temperature and humidity
increase slowly as the front approaches and the dramatic jump in the temperature at 09
UTC on 6 October marks the time at which the front passes over the Knorr. It is only at
this time that the wind direction changes to become southeasterly in accordance with the
winds on the warm side of the front.

Over the next 18 hours, the front must be very close to the location of the Knorr
because of the semi erratic way the surface temperature, wind direction and, to some
extent, the wind speed jump in steps during this period. These fluctuations in the front’s
position are likely due to the competing influence of the onshore wind conditions behind it
and the increasingly strong barrier wind from the northeast. By 06 UTC on 7 October, the
surface temperature and wind direction had become consistent; the synoptic conditions
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have allowed a strong, wide barrier flow to establish itself all along the coast, channelling
cold air through the Denmark Strait and moving the surface frontal temperature gradient
further out to sea where it marks the southerly extent of the barrier winds.

In an idealised study, Olson and Colle (2009) showed that (everything else being
equal) the width of a barrier wind increases with decreased angle of incidence of the in-
coming synoptic flow. They also showed that unless the angle of approach becomes very
shallow, the barrier wind strength will also increase with a decrease in angle of incidence.
This could help explain the widening and strengthening of the barrier wind at this time
as the onshore flow becomes easterly compared to previously when it was southeasterly.
This is further exemplified by the upper level conditions which have become increasingly
aligned with the surface conditions; there is a less severe change in wind direction with
height as observed in the radiosonde soundings at this time.

3.4 Modelling

3.4.1 Setup

The Met Office Unified Model (UM) version 6.1 (the current version around this period)
was utilised in atmosphere only mode to investigate the barrier winds during this event.
The UM employs a non-hydrostatic, fully compressible, deep atmosphere with a semi-
Lagrangian treatment for advection of all prognostic variables except density which is
given a Eulerian treatment. It has a two-time-level, semi-implicit, time integration scheme
with a predictor-corrector implementation. The model has Arakawa C grid staggering in
the horizontal and Charney-Philips staggering in the vertical allowing calculation of prog-
nostic variables to be made without interpolation of values between levels. The vertical
coordinates are height-based and terrain following to ease the application of lower bound-
ary conditions. The spacing of the vertical levels is such that at upper levels the coordinate
surfaces become flat.

A global run was conducted on a 640 x 481 horizontal grid in order to produce bound-
ary conditions for a limited area model (LAM) run. The LAM was run on a 220 x 220
horizontal grid, centred over Greenland and with a rotated pole such that the latitude-
longitude grid spacing (0.11◦) was nearly uniform in distance producing a resolution of
approximately 12 km. There were 36 non-uniformly spaced levels in the vertical, with
13 levels within the boundary layer. The initial atmospheric conditions, along with the
sea surface state and sea ice concentration data, were obtained from the Met Office global
analysis start files. The sea surface temperature (SST) was fixed for the entire run as
the high resolution OSTIA (Stark et al., 2007) valid for the time of model initialisation.
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A comparison of this product with another dataset, the weekly Reynolds SST product
(Reynolds et al., 2002), yielded favourable comparisons providing evidence for the suit-
ability of the model SST fields for the time of year. The orography was specified by
GLOBE, a 30 arcsecond resolution global dataset from the National Geophysical Data
Center (Hastings et al., 1999). A time step of 150 seconds was used.

Both the global and LAM runs were initialised on 5 October 2008 at 06 UTC and run
for 72 hours. This length of time encompassed all of the barrier flow activity except the
final stage of wind depletion. An attempt was made to conduct shorter length runs of parts
of the event to negate the inaccuracies implicit after 72 hours of a limited area numerical
weather prediction model run, but the model proved to be unstable during initialisation
when strong winds had already formed along the coast. The length of the run should be
kept in mind especially when analysing data from towards the end of the run.

3.4.2 Verification

Previous verification

Some verification of the UM in this region was undertaken by PRM09 for their case
studies of barrier winds and by Outten et al. (2009) in their investigation into easterly
tip jets. Both studies compared models of a similar resolution and domain to the one
used here with dropsonde measurements from an instrumented aircraft (Renfrew et al.,
2008). In both studies, the UM performed adequately. Petersen et al. (2009) showed
that the UM captured the location and strength of the barrier winds well along with the
synoptic cyclone development over the 48 hours of each run. The only noteworthy failing
of the model was in its inability to properly resolve sharp vertical gradients in velocity
and temperature at the top of the barrier jet.

Outten et al. (2009) investigated further the impact of the surface conditions on the
shape and temperature of orographic jets near Cape Farewell by making modifications to
the files used for the lower boundary conditions of the model. They found, as Petersen
et al. (2009), that the marginal ice zone (MIZ) sea roughness lengths were set too high
in the default UM. These were adjusted to a smaller value based on recent observations
(Andreas et al., 2005) and a more representative jet was produced. In the simulations
presented in this chapter this method isn’t implemented due to the lack of sea ice in
the region of interest. They also reconfigured the ocean surface fields to the Ocean Sea
Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis [OSTIA, (Stark et al., 2007)]. This is now
used as standard in the UM, but at the time it was shown that this improved the wind
speed, temperature and humidity profiles significantly in the barrier winds compared to
the previous default UM sea surface fields.
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As part of their comparison paper of aircraft data with various model products, Ren-
frew et al. (2009b) investigated the performance of the Met Office’s North American and
European (NAE) analysis. They found that the model represents the wind speeds in the
region generally well although both the temperature and humidity fields experienced low-
level cold, dry systematic biases which resulted in heat fluxes larger than those observed.
It should be noted that this was before the high resolution OSTIA sea surface fields were
implemented in the UM. As discussed previously, Outten et al. (2009) showed that this
vastly improves the atmospheric temperature and humidity fields.

Verification for this case study

Further verification of the UM will be presented based on comparisons with analyses,
QuikSCAT and the observations collected aboard the R/V Knorr. Figure 3.4 shows output
fields from the model run for the current case study, comparable to the bottom three rows
of panels in Figure 3.1. Up until 00 UTC on 7 October, the position and depth of the
surface low is well modelled in point for point comparisons with the Met Office analyses.
Past this time, the model’s agreement with the analyses becomes less good. In the Met
Office analysis, by 00 UTC on 8 October the original low is positioned over east Iceland
and has filled whilst the lee cyclone at Cape Farewell has deepened dramatically and has
become the dominant low pressure centre in the region. In the model, the original low has
advected down the coast with the barrier flow, tightening the isobars significantly, and the
lee cyclone has deepened to only 983 hPa compared with 977 hPa in the analysis. It was
speculated that the reason for the development of the surface low was due to a coupling
to an upper level trough. A comparison of the ERA-Interim 500 hPa height with that
modelled by the UM shows very good agreement at all times in both depth and location
implying that it is not a lack of upper level coupling that restricts the deepening of the lee
cyclone. It may have something to do with lower level processes or the fact that nearly
72 hours have elapsed since the model was initialised – it is not entirely surprising that
the model’s pressure field should drift as the run time increase. Errors are introduced by
inaccuracies of the initialisation data and by inadequate information coming in through
the boundaries. From the comparison of Figures 3.1 and 3.4 though, it seems sensible to
suggest that the model is a good representation of the synoptic surface system for at least
the first 48 hours of the run. Any data past this time should be considered in light of the
discrepancies between the model and the analysis.

The spatial distribution of the model’s 10 m wind field compares well with the QuikSCAT
wind field for most of the run. QuikSCAT is clearly measuring much higher wind speeds
though – by as much as 10 – 15 m s−1 on 7 October. This is either due to one, or both, of
QuikSCAT’s overestimation of high wind speeds and a model underestimation of the bar-
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Figure 3.4: Model fields between the 5 - 8 October 2008. From left to right: Mean sea
level pressure (hPa) for 00 UTC on each day, 10 m wind field for the nearest output time
step to the time of the QuikSCAT morning pass on each day (wind vectors only shown
for winds greater that 10 m s−1), 2 m temperature at 00 UTC, 500 hPa geopotential height
(m) at 00 UTC.
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rier wind intensity. Along with the near surface measurements made on the Knorr and the
QuikSCAT data, Figure 3.2 also shows corresponding nearest grid point model outputs
for the length of the model run. The figure shows that, at least for the first 48 hours of the
run, the model is doing a good job at modelling the wind speed and direction. It captures
the initial rise in wind speed directed nearly from the north, the subsequent reduction
in wind speed and rotation of flow to easterly and the second northeasterly wind speed
maximum well. The model has stronger wind speeds than the observations after 48 hours
in line with the unrealistic increase in the pressure gradient along the coast as described
previously. The model agrees much better with the observations than QuikSCAT during
the second high wind speed event (Figure 3.2) in agreement with the overestimation of
strong winds by QuikSCAT.

The 2-m temperature panels in Figure 3.4 show a very similar picture to those in
Figure 3.1. A warm tongue is advected towards the Greenland coast on the northeast side
of the low during the first stage of barrier wind activity before being pushed back off shore
by cold air advected down the coast when the long, wide barrier wind establishes itself.
A nearest grid point comparison to the temperature measured on the Knorr is shown in
Figure 3.2. In general the same form is seen – an initial rise in temperature followed
by a gradual decrease. The temperature is modelled particularly well near the beginning
of the model run. The temperature rise in the model occurs about three hours ahead of
the observations indicating that the front arrives at the Knorr sooner in the model than in
actuality. This early increase in temperature is consistent with the slightly early reduction
in wind speed after the first event and shows that although the front arrives too soon in the
model, the fundamental processes are being captured well in the model. The model’s 2-m
temperature is consistently 1–2◦C higher than the observations after the front has arrived
before agreeing much better after the front has been pushed back offshore. The model
relative humidity (also shown in Figure 3.2) agrees reasonably well with the observations
at all times.

A comparison of the soundings from the Knorr with nearest grid point vertical profiles
from the model is shown in Figure 3.3. It shows that at most times, the model does
an adequate job of simulating both the vertical extent and strength of the surface jets.
One notable exception is during the first jet event when the model fails to capture any
jet behaviour at all. Further investigations indicated that this was caused by the slight
mispositioning of this jet by the model. The jet in the model is slightly to the northwest
of its actual location (as shown by QuikSCAT) and due to its sharp edge this is enough
to radically alter the vertical profiles in the model. This discrepancy is likely due to the
early arrival of the front in the model as described above. Changing the chosen model
grid point by only 60 km to the northwest has a very large effect on the profile produced
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and a good representation of the jet is achieved. This applies equally well to the other
times when the jet peak wind speed is missed by the slightly mispositioned surface jet in
the model (for example 6 October 00 UTC and 7 October 00 UTC). In almost all cases a
movement of 40 – 80 km across the jet boundary results in a much better representation
of the barrier jet. This shows that although the UM is simulating representative barrier
winds, the scale of the jets and their sharp edges makes it difficult for a NWP model to
precisely define their location at T+24 hours and longer (at least in this case). Overall,
the representation of this case study by the UM model run is deemed adequate for further
investigation.

3.4.3 Barrier wind development

Now that is has been established that the model is functioning more or less satisfactorily,
an investigation of other diagnostics is appropriate bearing in mind the limitations of the
model described above.

Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 show the near surface development of the barrier flow with
more temporal detail than Figure 3.4. As alluded to previously, and with the addition
of humidity data, three stages of development can be identified which can be loosely
described by the day of the simulation on which they occur:

5 October: The advection of a warm sector towards the coast.

6 October: The initial development of a narrow, coastally confined barrier wind.
This is hemmed in with a strong temperature gradient associated with the warm
sector on its southeastern flank. The jet core has a high relative humidity.

7 October: The widening of the barrier wind and the associated offshore advection
of the temperature front. The strongest winds also move further down the coast.
These are still associated with the highest relative humidities in the domain.

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show cross sections of the horizontal wind speed, potential tem-
perature and vertical velocity for the cross coastal lines shown in the first panel of Figure
3.5. These cross sections will be referred to as barrier flow north (BFN) and barrier flow
south (BFS). BFN passes through the core of the barrier flow where it first forms during
the first 6 October development stage and BFS intersects further downstream in the region
of stronger winds on the 7 October. The locations for these cross sections are similar to
those used in the climatology of Chapter 2 referred to as Denmark Strait North (DSN)
and Denmark Strait South (DSS). The slight difference in the locations is the reason for
the adoption of a different nomenclature here.
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Figure 3.5: 10 m wind speed with wind vectors shown at every 10th grid point for wind
speeds greater than 10 m s−1. Mean sea level pressure shown every 4 hPa. First panel
shows cross section lines used in Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10. Orography shown every 1000
m.

The BFN cross section shows the steady build up of a barrier wind on 6 October. At
12 UTC, the jet core has a maximum wind speed of over 35 m s−1 at an altitude of 1000
m. The vertical profile of the barrier wind is tilted towards the coast and has a width
of around 200 km as defined by the 20 m s−1 contour. The isentropes slope upwards
towards the coast and there is a general uplift visible in the vertical velocity. All of these
features are consistent with flow blocking of air directed towards the Greenland coast.
Above mountain height, and offshore of the barrier, the flow is towards the coast (Figures
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Figure 3.6: Temperature at 2 m over the ocean with 10 m wind vectors at every 10th grid
point shown for wind speeds greater than 10 m s−1. Orography shown every 1000 m.

3.4 and 3.5) whilst near the barrier the wind blows coast parallel, exists below mountain
height and is hemmed in against the coast. This is the classic image of a barrier wind as
described by, for example, Schwerdtfeger (1975) and Parish (1983).

By 12 UTC on 7 October, the barrier wind has widened and the core has moved further
from the coast. The centre of the barrier wind is now exhibiting a cold, neutrally stable
boundary layer. Figure 3.5 shows that the synoptic flow at this time is directed towards
the barrier from the east in comparison to 24 hours previously when it was directed south-
easterly. This probably accounts for a wider barrier wind which is less pushed up towards
the coast in accordance with the analysis of Olson and Colle (2009) described previously.
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Figure 3.7: Relative humidity at 2 m over the ocean with 10 m wind vectors at every 10th
grid point shown for wind speeds greater than 10 m s−1. Orography shown every 1000 m.

The changed wind angle could also explain the cold air in the core of the barrier wind –
colder ambient air from the east is now being funnelled through the Denmark Strait into
the barrier wind. This also displaces the warm tongue offshore as shown in Figure 3.6.

Downstream at BFS, the barrier wind development is more complex. By 00 UTC on
6 October, a barrier wind similar in appearance to the one which initially forms at BFN is
visible although it is much weaker. Figure 3.6 shows that BFS is more influenced by the
approach of the warm sector which can clearly be seen at BFS by 12 UTC on 6 October
as a region of homogeneously warm, constantly stratified air offshore of the barrier. At
this time, the strongest winds of over 40 m s−1 are to be found high up on the Greenland
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Figure 3.8: Cross section along BFN (as shown in Figure 3.5) of horizontal wind speed
(left) and potential temperature (right). Also shown on right panels is the vertical velocity
with red (blue) being positive (negative) and contours every 0.2 m s−1.
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Figure 3.9: As figure (3.8) but for cross section BFS
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plateau. Nearer the base of the barrier, winds are now greater than 30 m s−1 which appear
as a tongue extending down from the plateau velocity maximum. The edge of this low-
level wind is very sharp and occurs at the edge of the warm sector in conjunction with a
large vertical uplift of more than 0.6 m s−1. At the same time, the plateau air is strongly
descending downslope. This configuration is maintained (although becoming weaker) for
the next 12 hours.

By 12 UTC on 7 October, the strongest winds are back at the bottom of the slope.
There is still a great deal of downslope flow on the slopes above the jet core (which now
measures more than 45 m s−1), but the uplift offshore of the strong winds has diminished
significantly. At this time, Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that the strongest surface winds in the
region are located at this BFS cross section and that the warm sector has been advected
offshore. Evidence that the localised enhancement in wind speed at this location isn’t a
modelling error comes from the QuikSCAT image for the morning pass of the 7 October
(Figure 3.1) which clearly shows the same feature. The relative humidity (Figure 3.7)
is reduced in a number of locations along the coast during this stage of development in
agreement with cold, dry air being advected off the continent.

It is likely that there are two factors which have produced this wind enhancement
and the offshore advection of the warm sector. Firstly, as described previously, the shal-
lower angle of onshore wind conditions has allowed for a wider, stronger barrier wind that
can advect colder air through the region and push the warm sector upwards or offshore.
Secondly, it is possible that the downslope winds at BFS (as shown in Figure 3.9) are en-
hancing the barrier wind at this location. Katabatic winds are prevalent along this stretch
of the Greenland coast (Heinemann and Klein, 2002) so could be influential in this flow,
as could the downslope deflections of coast parallel flow over undulating topography as
described in Parish and Cassano (2003). Another possible cause is shown in Figure 3.10,
a cross section along coast for 12 UTC on 7 October (Figure 3.5 shows the along coast
line for this cross section). From the angle of this cross section, it becomes apparent that
the southeast coast of Greenland is seen as a series of three tall mountains by northeast-
erly atmospheric flow. Gravity waves are apparent over the middle of these mountains.
It is well known that gravity waves are capable of forcing strong downslope winds in the
lee of a mountain (Durran, 1990) and evidence of strong downdrafts and an associated
increase in horizontal wind speed as the flow descends over the middle mountain can be
seen in Figure 3.10. These gravity wave are seen in this cross section between 12 UTC
on 6 October and 12 UTC on 7 October in accordance with the duration of the downslope
winds seen in Figure 3.9 adding weight to this interpretation. To the authors knowledge,
this is the first description of northeasterly downslope winds triggered by gravity waves
along the southeast coast of Greenland. The degree to which they contribute to the en-
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Figure 3.10: Cross sections of wind speed (left), and vertical velocity and potential tem-
perature (right) at 12 UTC on 7 October for the along coast cross section line shown in
Figure 3.5. Colourbar and contours as Figure (3.8).
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Figure 3.11: Sea surface temperature at all times during model run from OSTIA (Stark
et al., 2007).

hancement of barrier winds in this region is left to further study. Some further evidence
for the importance of gravity waves will be presented in Chapter 4.

3.4.4 Surface fluxes

As explained previously (see Chapter 1), the seas to the southeast of Greenland are vi-
tal for the circulation of the whole Atlantic ocean. As a result, an investigation into the
surface fluxes of heat and momentum from this case study is appropriate in order to under-
stand how important barrier winds could potentially be for local oceanic processes. One
important consideration is the large variability in the sea surface temperature (SST) in the
region, the result of the close proximity of the cold, northerly sourced East Greenland Cur-
rent and the warm, retroflected Irminger Current (Figure 1.6). Between these is a sharp
temperature gradient of around 5 K as shown in the model sea surface temperature field
(Figure 3.11). The difference in temperature across this boundary is important for under-
standing the fluxes of, particularly, sensible heat from the ocean. Another point worth
noting at this stage is that in the wintertime, a large proportion of the southeast Greenland
shelf region experiences partial ice cover. This will have the effect of capping the ocean,
reducing the heat fluxes through the surface and also modifying the atmospheric moisture
content as the air draws less water from the ocean. In this case study there was no ice
present which simplifies the situation somewhat.
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Figure 3.12: Surface sensible heat flux. Positive (red) heat fluxes indicate loss of heat
from the ocean.

Looking at the sensible heat flux in Figure 3.12, it can be seen that at many times
during the run negative heat fluxes (i.e. heat transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean)
dominate in the region of barrier wind activity. This is due to the presence of the warm
air advected up from the south. As shown in the observations and model data (Figure
3.2) temperatures at the surface ranged between 2 – 6 ◦C during this period at least where
the Knorr was situated. This is warmer than the temperature of much of the sea surface
in the region (Figure 3.11) and is the reason why the atmosphere is losing heat to the
ocean. The magnitude of the strongest sensible heat fluxes into the ocean were over 100
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Figure 3.13: As Figure 3.12 but for surface latent heat flux.

W m−2. There are also times and locations along the coast where heat fluxes out of the
ocean of up to 100 W m−2 are found. These were typically small regions very close to
the coast where the coldest winds were observed (Figure 3.6) or at the southwest extent
of the barrier winds where the sea surface temperatures are higher.

Figure 3.13 shows the pattern of latent heat fluxes simulated by the model. Unlike the
sensible heat fluxes, there is generally a positive flux from the ocean, due to evaporation.
Up until 00 UTC on 7 October though, the regions of strong barrier wind activity show
some of the smallest (and at times negative) heat fluxes. This is the result of the very
moist air that can be found in these regions at this time (Figure 3.7). Once the barrier
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wind has widened and extended further down the coast, the relative humidity of the air is
slightly reduced and larger latent heat fluxes are seen in the vicinity of the strong winds.
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Figure 3.14: Mean of total turbulent heat fluxes over whole model run.

The mean of the combined sensible and latent heat fluxes over the length of the model
run is shown in Figure 3.14. This shows a similar fragmented pattern to Figures 3.12
and 3.13. The general pattern is positive (i.e. out of the ocean) with regions of over 150
W m−2 scattered throughout the domain, notably, for this study of barrier winds, to the
east of Cape Farewell. This is the result of colder, dryer air advected south through the
barrier wind moving out over warmer waters to the east of Cape Farewell. A large region
of negative heat flux (over 50 W m−2) sits in the central Denmark Strait mostly due to the
presence of the warm air advected north over the colder seas in this region.

The model surface stresses (not shown) follow a similar pattern to the 10 m wind
field (Figure 3.5) with values of over 2 N m−2 found in the regions of strongest winds.
Overall, the two regions which experienced the strongest winds (which were intersected
by the sections BFN and BFS) exhibited surface stresses of on average over 1 N m−2 for
the 72 hours of the run. This magnitude is comparable to that found by Petersen and
Renfrew (2009) during the barrier wind events of PRM09 and indicates the large input of
momentum from barrier winds to the ocean in this region.

It is clear then that, in this case, the barrier winds event has produced a spatially
and temporally varying heat flux pattern containing regions of both positive and negative
heat fluxes. In general, even the highest positive fluxes are modest in comparison with
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other measurements from the region (Renfrew et al., 2002; Petersen and Renfrew, 2009;
Våge et al., 2009), most likely because of the moist, warm air that dominates the synoptic
environment in this case. This case study will now be compared with that of PRM09 in
the context of the findings of the climatology of Chapter 2.

3.4.5 Classifying barrier wind events

There exist a number of similarities and some key differences between this case and the
case studies of PRM09. Perhaps the most defining difference between the cases is the
time of year they were observed. The barrier winds described in PRM09 were observed in
early March when the Northern Hemisphere atmospheric conditions are typically cooler
and sea ice can be found along much of the near coastal regions of east Greenland. The
case presented here was observed in October when the region was mainly ice free. For
ease of description (and to keep this important fact in mind) the case study presented here
will be called the October case and those presented in PRM09 the March cases.

In both cases the location of the surface low is responsible for the location of initial
barrier wind development. Importantly, there also exist for both cases two air masses - one
advected from southerly regions which is warmer and moister and another colder source
of air from the north. For the March cases the southerly sourced air ends up largely on
top of the cold air advected in from the north whereas in the October case, the southerly
advected air is more obviously abutting the colder from the south and can be represented
as a front as in the Met Office analyses (Figure 3.1). In both cases though, the coldest air
is to be found in the core of the barrier wind.

The March cases are typically wider and less coastally confined. They are also colder
and drier – in general there are differences of about 5 – 10 K between the core barrier wind
temperatures in the March and October cases. The broader cooler atmospheric conditions
and the presence of sea ice may go some way to explaining the colder and drier air seen
in the March cases, but the source region for the air is probably important too – Chapter 2
showed that even for the limited winter period of December to February, a climatological
range of 15 K was observed along the southeast coast of Greenland. The colder, drier
conditions seen in the March cases were responsible for much larger heat fluxes of be-
tween 200 and 500 W m−2 in the vicinity of the strongest winds (Renfrew et al., 2009b).
The heat flux estimates were made along a line across Denmark Strait and it is unclear
how these vary spatially further down the coast. It seems sensible, though, to suggest that
these heat fluxes are likely to be much more representative of the heat fluxes throughout
the entire region due to the significant difference between the air and sea temperatures all
along the coast. This is in contrast to the October case where near surface temperatures
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were very similar to sea surface temperatures – the result being modest turbulent heat
fluxes.

The importance of the large range of near surface temperatures on heat fluxes was
demonstrated in the climatology of Chapter 2. Warm and cold barrier winds were shown
to develop in different synoptic environments. It appears, from the difference in the tem-
peratures between the March and October cases, that we have two examples from the
different ends of the temperature spectrum. The March cases could be said to be ex-
amples of ‘cold’ barrier winds and the October case a ‘warm’ barrier wind. As such,
comparisons can be made with the composites of warm and cold barrier winds presented
in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.18). The features of the warm barrier wind composite that are
seen in the October case are the strong onshore winds, the more localised, weaker, bar-
rier wind, and the presence of an anomalous high pressure to the northeast of the domain
restricting northerly advection into the barrier wind. In contrast cold barrier winds are
longer, stronger, less coastally confined and shows stronger northerly flow along the east
coast of Greenland. All of these features are seen in the March cases. We have, on the
face of it, case studies of warm and cold barrier winds.

The analysis conducted for the October case further shows that even during a single
barrier wind event there is a large range in the temporal and spatial variability of the
resulting heat fluxes. These scales are on the limit of ERA-Interim resolution ability. The
small scale variability in heat fluxes seen suggests that to understand the surface effects
of a barrier wind similar to that in the October case, a model or high resolution reanalysis
product is required to fully resolve the spatial distribution of these fluxes. A single point
measurement is unlikely to be sufficient to fully represent the effect of a barrier wind
as the conditions may be radically different only tens of kilometres away. It also shows
that although the warm and cold classifications made in the climatology are useful in
describing the types of barrier winds that form, there is no guarantee that, for example, a
warm barrier wind will remain ‘warm’ for the complete duration of strong winds or at all
locations along the coast.

3.4.6 Barrier wind forcing

A question that was raised previously was whether the different temperature regimes (and
differing synoptic forcings) of Chapter 2 would bring about barrier winds with different
dynamics. One outcome of the discovery that the October and March cases are character-
istic of warmer and colder barrier winds is that this can be partly investigated. It should be
noted that these are just two cases and although there are remarkable similarities with the
warm and cold cases of the climatology, there is no guarantee that they are representative
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of all barrier winds that fall into these categories. Still, there is likely to be much that can
be learnt from such analysis.
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Figure 3.15: Force decomposition of wind field at model level 6 (610 m) for 12 UTC on 6
October 2008 (left) and 12 UTC on 7 October 2008 (right). Top panels: Total wind field.
Middle panels: Geostrophic component. Bottom panel: Ageostrophic component (Total
- Geostrophic). All panels have component wind vectors shown every 5 grid points and
total model level pressure is contoured every 2 hPa.

Looking at the October case first, Figure 3.15 shows the geostrophic and ageostrophic
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components of the flow field at the approximate height of the jet core (610 m) for repre-
sentative times during the two stages of barrier wind development – 12 UTC on 6 October
and 12 UTC on 7 October. The geostrophic wind was calculated from the model pressure
and density field and the ageostrophic flow is the difference between the geostrophic and
total wind fields. At both times it can be seen that the geostrophic wind alone is a poor
representation of the total flow for this particular case. Both the magnitude and location of
the jet core is misrepresented by the geostrophic wind and there are consequently signifi-
cant ageostrophic winds at both times. There is a different distribution of geostrophic and
ageostrophic winds for each stage of development suggesting different forcing mecha-
nisms as alluded to previously. At both times, some of the ageostrophic component in the
general flow can be explain by the fact that the model level in question is still in the bound-
ary layer so experiences the effect of surface friction which will rotate the flow to the left,
across the isobars. Evidence for this process can be seen in the relatively weak, cross-
isobar, ageostrophic components at most locations that experience moderate total winds.
There are many locations though, especially near the coastline, where the ageostrophic
wind is of a comparable magnitude to the geostrophic wind. Surface frictional processes
alone can’t explain this.

The full horizontal momentum equation includes terms for the centrifugal force, ad-
vection, turbulent flux divergence and viscosity, not to mention the parametrised processes
such as gravity wave drag. There is nothing in the calculation undertaken that distin-
guishes which of the components of the momentum equation is responsible for the large
ageostrophic wind components observed. A complete decomposition of the force compo-
nents for this flow is beyond the scope of this chapter and is left to further work, but what
is clear is that this particular barrier wind is poorly represented by the geostrophic wind
alone.

Figure 3.16 shows the same forcing decomposition for the 2 March 2007 case of
PRM09. At this time, the location of the strongest winds in the jet core are in a com-
parable position to those throughout the October case simulations. In this case though,
the flow field can be much better described by geostrophy with only small cross-isobar
ageostrophic components consistent with the effect of friction on the boundary layer.
There is by no means the magnitude of the ageostrophic terms seen in Figure 3.15. This
March case is therefore much more representative of the simple orographic modification
of the cyclone’s near-coast isobars. The October case has a more complex flow pattern
which potentially involves smaller scale interactions of strong onshore flow with the spe-
cific orographic configuration along the southeast coast of Greenland. Returning to the
notion that the March (October) cases are characteristic of cold (warm) barrier winds, this
analysis provides evidence that there could be significantly different dynamics associated
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Figure 3.16: As Figure 3.15 but for the data from the UM simulations of Petersen et al.
(2009) for 12 UTC on 2 March 2007 on model level 12 (620 m).

with these two classes of winds.

That said, it should be noted though that PRM09 showed that their barrier wind case on
the 6 March 2007 (just 4 days after the case presented in Figure 3.16) experienced larger
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ageostrophic components than the 2 March case even though this event would also be
classed as a cold barrier wind. It appears that barrier wind properties and dynamics along
the southeast coast are highly variable in space and time both within a single event and
also between subsequent events. There are a plethora of potentially important factors in
determining the configuration of any particular barrier winds including the 3D dynamics
of the low impinging on the coast and the specific configuration Greenland’s orography
where it makes landfall, but a thorough investigation into this is beyond the scope of this
chapter. Some insights will be made though through the idealised modelling of barrier
winds in Chapter 4.

3.5 Conclusions

The first data from within an evolving barrier wind is presented and discussed in the con-
text of high resolution numerical modelling of the event. The barrier wind in question
occurred between 5 – 8 October 2008 and underwent two stages of development. Initially
strongly onshore winds from a synoptic cyclone forced an intense, coastally banked bar-
rier wind with warm temperatures in the core. The subsequent evolution of the cyclone
leads to a second stage of development characterised by a wider and longer barrier with
significantly reduced core temperatures. The spatial distribution and low-level properties
of the barrier wind were therefore highly variable in time for the 3 days of strong wind
activity. One result was a complex spatial and temporal pattern of surface heat fluxes
along the southeast coast of Greenland, but in general these were modest in comparison
to previous in situ measurements of much colder barrier winds (Petersen and Renfrew,
2009).

The barrier wind of this case study was warm and displayed many other features con-
sistent with the warm barrier winds described in the climatology of Chapter 2, for example
the strong onshore winds, the narrow barrier wind and the banking of the winds over the
Greenland slope. In contrast, the barrier wind cases of Petersen et al. (2009) were de-
scribed as being consistent with the cold barrier winds of Chapter 2 due to their much
lower temperatures and their wider and longer extent. An examination of the geostrophic
wind influence in each case showed that the Petersen et al. (2009) cold case was much
better described by geostrophy whereas the warm case study of this chapter had much
stronger ageostrophic components which were highly variable in space and time. It was
suggested that the cold and warm barrier winds of Chapter 2 could involve different forc-
ing mechanisms. Some more evidence for this will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Idealised modelling of barrier winds off
southeast Greenland

4.1 Introduction

Barrier winds frequently form off the southeast coast of Greenland as a response to cy-
clones impinging on the coastline as has been demonstrated in this thesis and previous
work (Moore and Renfrew, 2005; Petersen et al., 2009). The work presented in the pre-
ceding chapters of this thesis showed that there is a large spatial variability in the location
of the strongest winds on a range of time scales. In Chapter 2, it was shown that there are
two regions that experience the most frequent barrier winds over the course of 20 winter
seasons (Figure 4.1). One location is to the north and the other to the south of the Den-
mark Strait. On shorter time scales, Chapter 3 showed a large amount of variability in the
distribution of the strongest wind speed regions over the course of a single wind speed
event. The force balance within simulated barrier winds was also far from geostrophic
suggesting that a closer look at the formation mechanisms is required.

The two regions of enhanced barrier wind activity in Figure 4.1 (reproduced from
the climatology) occur just offshore of the two major promontories along the southeast
coast of Greenland. A geometrical argument therefore suggests that the precise shape of
the southeast coast of Greenland may be a large factor in determining the regions of the
strongest barrier wind activity. Moore and Renfrew (2005), in their paper on Greenland
barrier winds, speculated that outflow from fjords may have a role to play, as might the
presence of Iceland, although the latter’s influence was deemed small by Petersen et al.
(2009). Another potential factor could be the particular properties of the cyclones respon-
sible for the barrier winds such as their locational preference and 3-D structure. For this
study though, the hypothesis will be that the spatial distribution of barrier winds along the
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Figure 4.1: Percentage of time that the wind speed is in excess of 20 m s−1 at each location
in the domain for ERA-Interim winter months (DJF) 1989-2008 (As Figure 2.6).

southeast coast is primarily dictated by the local orography. This will be tested through
idealised numerical simulations of unidirectional flow towards an isolated mountain rep-
resentative of Greenland.

In previous studies of idealised flow over isolated mountains [e.g. Smith (1989); Ólaf-
sson and Bougeault (1996, 1997)] the character of the wind conditions over and around
the orography was shown to be dictated by the value of the non-dimensional mountain
height ĥ = hN/U where h is the mountain height, N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and
U is the upstream wind speed. Combinations of mountain waves, flow splitting (block-
ing) and wave breaking are seen for different values of ĥ and mountain aspect ratio. Smith
(1989) developed a diagram that related these two factors to the observed flow regime for
non-rotational, non-frictional flow over idealised mountains, but it has since been shown
that the flow behaves very differently with the effect of Earth’s rotation. For example,
geostrophic flows reduce the blocking potential of a mountain (Ólafsson and Bougeault,
1997) and generate an asymmetry in the flow over and around the mountain leading to
eddy shedding and a deflection of much of the upwind flow to the left along the upwind
slope of the mountain (Barstad and Grønås, 2005; Petersen et al., 2005). This latter feature
is consistent with the flow in a barrier wind.

Of particular importance to this study is the numerical simulations of Petersen et al.
(2005) who subjected an idealised mountain of comparable size to Greenland to winds
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Figure 4.2: Regime diagram for rotational flow towards an idealised mountain from a
range of incident angles taken from Petersen et al. (2005).

from a range of angles. Although the focus of their experiments were in the pressure drag
and the downstream flow evolution, features consistent with barrier winds upstream of the
mountain are seen in many of the simulations. A flow regime diagram was constructed
from the experiments and is presented here in Figure 4.2. It shows that the degree of
blocking experienced by the upstream flow is dependent on both the inflow angle and non-
dimensional mountain height. It will be this regime diagram that will be very instructive
in determining the parameters explored in the simulations of this study.

The aims of this chapter are therefore to extend the work of Petersen et al. (2005)
by conducting idealised numerical simulations of flow towards an isolated mountain with
orography representative of Greenland. In this way, the hypothesis that Greenland’s orog-
raphy is a primary driver in the spatial distribution of barrier winds can be tested. An
analysis into potential mechanisms for barrier wind enhancement can also be examined.

4.2 Experimental Setup

The Met Office Unified Model (UM) version 7.5 was run in idealised mode for this study.
This version employs a non-hydrostatic, fully compressible, deep atmosphere with a semi-
Lagrangian treatment for advection of all prognostic variables except density which is
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given a Eulerian treatment. The model is discritised with Arakawa C grid staggering in the
horizontal and Charney-Philips grid staggering in the vertical. Time stepping is through
a predictor-corrector, two-time-level, semi-implicit scheme. The model is fundamentally
the same as that used in Chapter 3.

The model was set up in Cartesian coordinates on an f-plane (latitude 68◦N, f = 1.35
x 10−4) with a horizontal resolution of 48 km spaced over 100 x 100 grid points. Even
though a higher resolution was computationally viable, it was deemed unnecessary due
to appearance of the two distinct areas of enhanced winds speed under investigation in
a lower resolution model (ERA-Interim, the 80 km resolution reanalysis product used
in Chapter 2). A higher resolution model was attempted (12 km), but many small scale
features such as fjord-scale jets were seen that could not explain the wind speed maxima
seen in ERA-Interim due to this model’s relatively coarse resolution. A model with 48 km
resolution was therefore chosen in order to remove the complexity of resolving these su-
perfluous small scale processes. There were 72 non-uniformly spaced, terrain-following
sigma levels in the vertical. A time step of 60 seconds was used for all the experiments.
The model was run with no moist processes. The lower boundary conditions were no flux
and free slip, and a gravity wave damping scheme was employed at the upper boundary
to limit reflections off the rigid ceiling.

The model domain is shown in the left panel of Figure 4.3 along with the isolated
mountain representing the 48 km resolution orography of Greenland derived from GLOBE
(Hastings et al., 1999) used in the experiments. The model was initialised everywhere
(i.e. at all horizontal positions and heights) with a constant velocity in geostrophic bal-
ance with the pressure and temperature fields. The setup of this balance in the idealised
UM required that the surface pressure was 1000 hPa at the southwest corner of the do-
main. This resulted in the large values of surface pressure (and the range between runs
of different wind angle) seen in the vicinity of the barrier (e.g. Figure 4.5). There was
an initial constant static stability throughout the domain and at all heights defined by a
Brunt-Väisälä frequency. This initialisation also provided the lateral boundary conditions
for the entire run – the mountain was deemed far enough from the boundaries for any
discontinuities at the boundaries downstream of the mountain to not have a significant
impact on the flow upstream of the barrier on the time scales that the model was run over.

4.3 Experimental design

It is hypothesised that the precise shape of Greenland’s orography is the cause of the two
locations of barrier wind preference. To test this hypothesis, two sets of experiments were
run, one with the realistic Greenland orography and the other with modified orography.
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Figure 4.3: Domain and isolated mountains used for the idealised experiments with re-
alistic (left) and modified (right) orography. Orography contoured every 1000 m. Blue
box indicates the domain analysed in most of the figures in this chapter. Greenland has
an approximate mountain height of 3000 m so for simplicity we use h = 3000 m in the
expression for calculating the non-dimensional heights (ĥ) for all experiments.

In the experiments with modified orography, the lateral undulations in the topography of
the southeast coast of Greenland were ‘filled in’ to present a more uniform coastline to
the atmospheric flow (see Figure 4.3). A comparison of the results from corresponding
runs with realistic and modified orography were then used to investigate the reason for
the particular regions of barrier wind formation.

The flow regime presented for an idealised mountain in Petersen et al. (2005) (shown
here in Figure 4.2) shows that the important factors for rotational flow over topography are
the wind angle and non-dimensional mountain height, ĥ. A range of both were therefore
investigated to probe the full parameter space. Experiments were conducted for wind
incident wind angles between 45◦ (coast parallel) and 180◦ (beyond coast perpendicular)
and ĥ varied between 1.5 and 4.5. The range of ĥ was achieved through a change in
the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. It is hard though to determine ahead of time which regime
a particular experiment will fit into from Figure 4.2 due to the idealised nature of the
mountains in Petersen et al. (2005). It appears likely though that winds approaching the
coast from shallower angles are likely to be blocked more easily for intermediate values of
ĥ and that upstream flow will be blocked independent of wind incidence angle for ĥ > 4.

In all experiments, the model was run for 72 hours. An approximately steady state
upstream of the mountain was reached by 48 hours. Many experiments exhibited eddy
shedding in the lee of Greenland, but these non-steady state features downstream of the
mountain did not have a significant impact on the flow upstream. For each experiment, an
average of the final 24 hours of the model run was analysed.
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4.4 Results

Results will be presented from two sets of experiments of different non-dimensional
mountain height which together demonstrate the key flow features seen throughout all
the experiments. Firstly, experiments with a Brunt-Väisälä frequency of 0.01 s−1, a wind
speed of 10 m s−1 and incident wind angles of 75◦, 105◦ and 135◦ are discussed. These
experiments have a ĥ of approximately 3 and the angles ranging between nearly coast par-
allel (75◦) and coast perpendicular (135◦). Secondly, experiments with the same incident
wind speed and angles but a larger ĥ (achieved through an increase in Brunt-Väisälä fre-
quency to 0.015 s−1) will be discussed. Figure 4.4 shows a boxplot of the Brunt-Väisälä
frequency averaged over the bottom 7000 m of the atmosphere for all 52 radiosondes
launched from the R/V Knorr near the southeast coast of Greenland in October 2008 (See
Section 3.3 for more details). The soundings have values ranging from 0.01 s−1 to 0.015
s−1 demonstrating that the range of Brunt-Väisälä frequencies discussed in this chapter
is representative of the range of values seen in real-world conditions off Greenland. As
stated previously, experiments were also conducted for other wind angles and a wider
range of non-dimensional mountain heights, but only experiments itemised in Table 4.1
will be explicitly discussed as they cover the range of real world values adequately and
exhibit all the key features of the flows seen in the other experiments.
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Figure 4.4: Boxplot of Brunt-Väisälä frequency (averaged over the bottom 7000 m of the
atmosphere) for the 52 radiosondes launched from R/V Knorr throughout the month of
October 2008. All soundings are from the Denmark Strait region under both calm and
barrier wind conditions. Red line is the median, blue box covers 1st to 3rd quartile and
dashed lines extend to cover the total range of the dataset.
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Experiment
name

Non-
dimensional
mountain
height (ĥ)

Brunt Vaisala
frequency /
s−1

Orography Wind direction
/ ◦

r075h30 3 0.010 Realistic 75
r105h30 3 0.010 Realistic 105
r135h30 3 0.010 Realistic 135
m075h30 3 0.010 Modified 75
m105h30 3 0.010 Modified 105
m135h30 3 0.010 Modified 135
r075h45 4.5 0.015 Realistic 75
r105h45 4.5 0.015 Realistic 105
r135h45 4.5 0.015 Realistic 135
m075h45 4.5 0.015 Modified 75
m105h45 4.5 0.015 Modified 105
m135h45 4.5 0.015 Modified 135

Table 4.1: Table itemising upstream parameters for all idealised experiments discussed
in the text. All experiments initialised with a wind speed of 10 m s−1 at all heights. The
experiment name identifies the key properties of the experiment i.e. whether it has realistic
or modified orography, the wind direction and approximate non-dimensional mountain
height.

4.4.1 Small non-dimensional mountain height, ĥ = 3

General features

The lowest model level wind fields for experiments with realistic and modified orography
and a range of wind angles are shown in Figure 4.5 (The first six experiments in Table 4.1).
The three wind angles were chosen as they were representative of the processes observed –
intermediate angles in general have flow fields intermediate between the results presented.
What can be seen is that in all experiments, the mountain influences the flow upstream
of the mountain and creates a coast-parallel jet reminiscent of a barrier wind. Cross
mountain sections through the jet (shown for the modified experiments in the left hand
panels of Figure 4.6) show that the jets are banked up on the Greenland slope and often
strongest below mountain height providing further evidence that the model is simulating
something comparable to a barrier flow upstream of the mountain. As with the idealised
barrier wind experiments of Olson and Colle (2009), the jet width increases as the angle
of incidence is reduced in experiments with both real and modified orography, as does the
magnitude until the angle becomes very shallow.

In all the experiments with realistic orography, two locations of increased wind strength
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Figure 4.5: Lowest model level wind speed (colours) and mean sea level pressure (grey
contours) for experiments with a Brunt-Väisälä frequency of 0.01 s−1 with realistic (left)
and modified (right) orography. The inflow angles are shown with solid arrows and are
(from top to bottom) 75◦, 105◦ and 135◦. The lowest level wind vectors are shown every
second grid point. Coastline shown in solid black. The location of the reduced domain is
shown in Figure 4.3. The blue cross section lines are for Figures 4.6, 4.8 and 4.9.

are apparent along the southeast coast. In addition, there exists an omnipresent wind speed
maximum at the southwest extreme of the domain in all experiments which is the signal
from a strong easterly tip jet (Moore and Renfrew, 2005; Renfrew et al., 2009b; Outten
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et al., 2009) formed as the flow reaches the end of the barrier. This feature won’t be dis-
cussed further in this chapter. The locations of the two wind speed maxima in all realistic
experiments are in generally good agreement with the locations as described in Moore and
Renfrew (2005) and in Chapter 2. The relative strength of the two maxima changes with
the angle of wind incidence – the more northerly location dominates for more northerly
(i.e. more acute) flows. In all cases both maxima occur just downstream of the two major
promontories along the southeast coast.

In contrast, the results from the experiments with the modified orography show that
the twin maxima disappear without these along-coast orographic variations. This finding
is evidence that the undulations in the orography along the coast of Greenland appear
to be the primary factor in promoting the existence of the two locations of enhanced
winds observed in previous studies. This is in agreement with the original hypothesis of
this chapter. Furthermore, the locations of enhanced winds appear here during a single
onshore ‘wind event’ and therefore aren’t the result of a statistical compilation of many
wind events as could have been the case for the high wind frequency analysis of Moore
and Renfrew (2005) and Chapter 2.

These results can also provide some insight into why these regions of enhanced wind
occur under these particular flow conditions. The easiest place to start this investigation
is through the experiments with modified orography – the simpler configuration. The
idealised barrier winds simulated in the modified runs (right panels of Figure 4.5) have
similarities with other studies of rotational flow upstream of a mountain (Ólafsson and
Bougeault, 1997; Petersen et al., 2003, 2005; Barstad and Grønås, 2005). In all cases,
a ‘left-sided jet’ is established along the southeast coast, the velocity of which increases
with fetch down the barrier for all but the shallowest angle of incidence. This type of
feature can be explained through the adjustment of the upstream geostrophic flow to the
presence of the mountain. The decelerating affect of the obstacle reduces the Coriolis
force and accelerates the flow to the left (in the Northern Hemisphere) down the pressure
gradient as outlined in Barstad and Grønås (2005). The Coriolis force subsequently in-
creases as the flow accelerates. For air that isn’t ‘blocked’ by the mountain, the increased
Coriolis force rotates the flow back towards the mountain and the air traverses and scales
the barrier. For flow that is blocked below mountain height a force balance will develop
along the coast and the flow will be channelled coast parallel.

There is evidence that a not insignificant amount of the flow is escaping up over the
barrier in the modified experiments with ĥ = 3 especially at the downwind end of the
barrier where the mountain height is lower. Evidence of this comes from the left hand
panels of Figure 4.6 which are coast perpendicular cross sections through the jet core of
the modified experiments with ĥ = 3. They show in all cases that the low-level horizontal
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Figure 4.6: Cross sections of wind speed (colours) and potential temperature (con-
tours) for experiments with modified orography and Brunt-Väisälä frequencies [non-
dimensional mountain height] of 0.01 s−1 [3] (left) and 0.015 s−1 [4.5] (right). Flow
angles (from top to bottom) 75◦, 105◦ and 135 ◦. Cross section line is shown in the
bottom right panel of Figure 4.5.

flow is banked up along the slope. Over these parts of the slope there are large low-level
vertical velocities which increase in magnitude downstream, best exemplified by experi-
ment m135h30 (Figure 4.7). Figure 4.7 also shows that the potential temperature along
the slope and plateau show values comparable to upstream surface values, indicative of
much upward advection of surface air on to the mountain top (Figure 4.7). These features
are most clearly seen in experiment m135h30, but are also apparent in the other experi-
ments with realistic and modified orography although there are complicating dynamics in
many experiments that will be discussed shortly. The experiments with these flow condi-
tions though clearly show flow distortion upstream of the mountain consistent with barrier
wind formation with only weak flow blocking. This is consistent with the idealised flow
regime of Petersen et al. (2005) (Figure 4.2) which states that for ĥ = 3 there is marginal
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flow blocking with some angle dependence.
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Figure 4.7: Lowest model level vertical velocity (left) and lowest model level potential
temperature (right) for experiment m135h30. Orography (contours) shown every 500 m.

With these ideas in mind, a comparison of the results from the realistic orography ex-
periments with the corresponding experiments with modified orography sheds light on the
reasons for the appearance of the velocity maxima along the coast under these upstream
conditions. Two main mechanisms for wind speed enhancement have been identified.
These are flow entering an easterly-tip-jet regime and downslope winds associated with
mountain waves. Both of these are evident to a greater or lesser degree in all experiments
and will be discussed in turn.

Tip jet regime

Easterly tip jets (Moore and Renfrew, 2005; Renfrew et al., 2009a) form off the southern
tip of Greenland and extend westward out into the Labrador Sea. They form when an
upstream coast-parallel flow reaches the end of the barrier. At this location, the along
stream pressure rapidly reduces and the flow accelerates down the pressure gradient. The
increase in the Coriolis force and the collapse of the barrier perpendicular pressure gradi-
ent rotates the flow to the right until the flow readjusts to geostrophic balance on the far
side of the jet (Outten et al., 2009, 2010). It is proposed that a similar flow configuration
is seen at the two promontories along the southeast Greenland coast.

This easterly tip jet regime explanation is best exemplified by the experiment pair
r135h30 and m135h30 (see bottom panels of Figure 4.5) through cross sections of the
mean sea level pressure and the lowest model level wind speeds (Figure 4.8). The cross
section from the modified experiment shows an approximately linear reduction in pres-
sure moving southwestward along the barrier and a corresponding increase in wind speed
as the air flows down the pressure gradient. In the experiment with real orography the
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Figure 4.8: Cross section of mean sea level pressure (black) and lowest model level wind
speed (blue) through the jet cores (offshore, along-coast line shown in bottom panels of
Figure 4.5) of experiments r135h30 (solid) and m135h30 (dashed). The right side of
the figure is to the northeast end of the cross section. Also shown is the inshore cross
section of the southeast Greenland orography (no scale) to give a sense of the shape of the
orography. The left of the figure is the southern end of the cross section.

general pattern is similar but superimposed on this are the undulations in pressure and
wind speed that show up as the regions of enhanced wind in Figure 4.5. The two regions
of enhanced winds in r135h30 occur just downwind of the promontories in the orography
in conjunction with a rapid drop in the pressure. This is very similar to what occurs for
the flow into the easterly tip jet at Cape Farewell (Outten et al., 2009, 2010). The pressure
is reduced downstream of the promontory due to the inward undulation of the barrier and
the flow consequently accelerates down this steeper-than-usual pressure gradient and a tip
jet is formed. The flow in this jet will rotate to the right as the Coriolis force dominates the
cross stream force balance in the accelerated jet. Evidence of this rotation can be seen in
the flow field of Figure 4.5. This tip-jet-like flow can also be seen in the other experiments
with reduced inflow angles although another feature becomes apparent which complicates
the situation – downslope winds triggered by mountain waves.

Mountain waves

Mountain waves can be triggered when stable flow is forced over relatively steep topog-
raphy (Smith, 1989; Doyle et al., 2005). They manifest themselves as static, upward
propagating gravity waves in the free atmosphere and the resulting low-level flow on the
lee side of the mountain is strongly downslope (Durran, 1990). These flows are often
typified by relatively high temperatures due to the downward advection of upper-level air.
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Figure 4.9: Cross section of horizontal wind speed (colours) and potential temperature
(contours) taken through a line along the southeast coast of Greenland for the experiments
with realistic (left) and modified (right) orography and an approximate non-dimensional
mountain height of 3. Three inflow angles are shown – From top to bottom: 75◦, 105◦

and 135 ◦. The cross section line is shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 4.5 by the
inshore of the two along coast lines.

The large-scale impact of the mountain on upstream flow near mountain height will
be to rotate it to the left (Ólafsson and Bougeault, 1997). The implication of this is an
increased coast parallel component of the flow near mountain height along the southeast
coast of Greenland. This is especially true for shallower synoptic wind angles for which
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this adjustment requires less rotation. This is seen in plots of the mean flow direction
above mountain height (not shown). From the perspective of coast parallel flow, the
promontories along the southeast coast form a series of mountains as can be seen in Figure
4.9 which shows a cross section of the potential temperature and horizontal wind velocity
along a line through these mountains for all experiments with ĥ = 3. All experiments
with realistic orography exhibit mountain wave behaviour to some degree as seen by the
coherent vertical undulations in the isentropes. The realistic experiments with shallow
approach angles show the strongest mountain waves due to a more coast parallel flow at
mountain height – for experiment r135h30, the mountain waves are only triggered over
the middle mountain. The mountain waves in the experiments with realistic orography
manifest themselves in the low-level flow as strong downslope winds in the lee of the
promontories. These flow offshore and contribute to the low-level bullets of enhanced
wind seen in the near surface wind field (Figure 4.5) especially for the shallower wind
angles.

There is also evidence for mountain waves and downslope flow in the experiments
with modified orography. This is seen most strongly in the run with the shallowest
wind angle and occurs over the east corner of the mountain, where Scoresbysund would
be found. The approaching flow at mountain height has been rotated to have a strong
northerly component which sees the eastern corner of Greenland as an isolated mountain.
It is the mountain waves and consequent downslope winds produced here that are respon-
sible for the enhanced winds in this location for the modified experiments. No gravity
wave activity is seen over the central mountain which has been removed for the modified
experiments.

With this set of experiments it is not possible to isolate the gravity wave and tip-
jet mechanisms. Indeed it is possible that there is a degree of interaction between the
processes. For example, the reduction in pressure in the lee of the promontories produced
by the mountain-wave-induced downward advection of higher potential temperature air is
in the ideal location to enhance the pressure deficit the coastal winds feel when they pass
the end of the promontories. This could result in a larger degree of acceleration for the
tip-jet-like mechanism.

4.4.2 Large non-dimensional mountain height, ĥ = 4.5

For experiments with a Brunt-Väisälä frequency of 0.015 s−1, the approximate non-
dimensional mountain height is 4.5. This is large enough, in theory, to induce strong
flow blocking regardless of incident wind direction (Petersen et al., 2005). The low-level
wind field (Figure 4.10) from both realistic and modified experiments shows that the flow
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is indeed significantly blocked by the mountain. The jet maxima are no longer banked
against the slope and the vertical velocities (not show) are negligible on the slope in the
lower layers too. A cross section through the jet is particularly instructive in the differ-
ence between the regimes (right hand panels of Figure 4.6). The wind jet is still surface
intensified but has a smaller vertical extent and a core centred offshore.
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Figure 4.10: As Figure 4.5, but for the experiments with a Brunt-Väisälä frequency of
0.015 s−1 and a corresponding non-dimensional mountain height of 4.5. Blue cross sec-
tion lines are for Figure 4.11.
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The result of the blocking is that many of the features seen for the barrier flow ex-
periments under weaker blocking conditions are less apparent. The existence of the twin
maxima in the realistic experiments are less well defined especially in experiment r135h45
although they are still readily apparent in r105h45. Gravity waves have a smaller influ-
ence on the low level flow field along the coast especially at the southerly wind speed
maximum location. They are generally weak or not apparent in similar cross sections
to those shown in Figure 4.9. There is still evidence of their presence over the eastern
corner of Greenland although the jet maxima at this location in experiments r075h45 and
m075h45 have only a small downslope components and can be mostly considered classic
corner jets (Barstad and Grønås, 2005).

Figure 4.11 shows a cross section of the mean sea level pressure and lowest model
level wind speed through the jet core of experiments m105h45 and r105h45. The increase
in wind speed in conjunction with a reduction in pressure in the realistic experiment shows
that the tip-jet-like mechanism can still be seen to have some influence. In general though,
the realistic and modified experiments differ by a much smaller amount than the previous
experiments. It appears that the effect of blocking is therefore to reduce how much the
flow is influenced by the variations in the coastline to some extent.
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Figure 4.11: As Figure 4.8 but for the experiments with a Brunt-Väisälä frequency of
0.015 s−1 and inflow angle of 105◦. (r105h45 and m105h45). A slightly different cross
section is used to ensure this analysis is for the jet core – see Figure 4.10 for the precise
position.

The strongly blocked barrier winds also appear to source their air from more northerly
locations than the weakly blocked winds. This can be seen in a comparison of back tra-
jectories from experiments r105h30 and r105h45 shown in Figure 4.12. The air entering
the more weakly blocked experiment gradually approaches the barrier from offshore to
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the east of the domain. In contrast, the air that enters the strongly blocked barrier winds
comes from further to the north and has been channelled coast parallel down most of the
southeast coast. This is because the air at this level is blocked and can’t escape over the
mountain as it can for the case with weaker blocking. The effect of blocking therefore
goes beyond just the dynamics and shape of the barrier winds to influence the source re-
gion of the barrier wind air. These results are robust for all the other experiments with
realistic or modified orography over the range of wind angles investigated. Experiments
r105h30 and r105h45 were chosen for presentation because, in addition to showing the
difference in source region, the trajectories of r105h45 best show the undulations associ-
ated with the two regions of tip-jet-like dynamics and reinforces the importance of this
mechanism in enhancing the wind speed near to the coastal promontories.
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Figure 4.12: 24 hour back trajectories (blue lines) from locations on the 10th model level
(∼ 500 m) shown by green circles for experiments r105h30 (left) and r10545 (right). Blue
circles shown for the positions of the trajectories every 6 hours. Plotted underneath is the
10th model level wind speed (colours) and pressure (grey contours, only shown over the
‘sea’). The colour scale for the wind speed is the same as Figures 4.5 and 4.10. The 10th
model level wind vectors are shown every 2nd grid point. The coastline is shown in thick
black and the thick arrow indicates the wind incidence angle, in these cases 105◦.

4.5 Conclusions and discussion

The aim of the work presented here has been to understand the reasons for their being
two locations of enhanced barrier wind activity along the southeast coast of Greenland
as seen in (Moore and Renfrew, 2005) and Chapter 2. Through idealised modelling,
the two regions of enhanced winds have been reproduced and two mechanisms for their
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existence have been determined. Firstly, low-level flow passing along the southeast coast
is accelerated due to the reduction in pressure downstream of the tips of the two major
promontories. This is similar to the dynamics involved in the production of easterly tip jets
at Cape Farewell (Outten et al., 2009, 2010). Secondly, barrier parallel flow at mountain
height is capable of triggering mountain waves and strong downslope winds in the lee
of the promontories along the southeast coast, enhancing the low-level coastal winds.
These mechanisms were seen most strongly in experiments with moderate static stability
that only allowed for weak upstream blocking of the flow. For experiments with higher
upstream static stability a large amount of blocking was observed. The flow in this regime
felt the effect of the coastal undulations more weakly and evidence of the two mechanisms
described previously was harder to find, especially the gravity wave mechanism. The
result was a reduction in the difference between the realistic and modified experiments.
The additional impact of blocking was in facilitating the inflow of more air from the north.

It is clear then that the southerly location of wind enhancement in particular requires
the specific undulations in the southeast coast in order to facilitate its existence through
the tip jet and mountain wave mechanisms. The northerly location though becomes ap-
parent even for experiments with modified topography and any static stability for narrow
inflow angles due to the corner in orography presented to the atmosphere at this location
(equating to the location of Cape Tobin in reality). This corner is capable of producing
downslope winds and corner-jet-like features in all experiments. It could be that the ro-
bustness of this feature in most experiments is the reason why it is the location which
experiences the most frequent strong winds along the southeast coast in reality (Figure
4.1)

There are clearly limitations to the modelling study presented that restrict like-for-like
comparisons with ‘real world’ barrier winds. The effect of surface friction and heat fluxes
has been negated, as has the consequent production of a planetary boundary layer. The 3-
D structure of mid-latitude cyclones is likely to also be important in the specific location
and mechanisms for barrier wind formation as compared to the uniform flows blown at
the barrier here. The study though does present some ideas for mechanisms that could be
important for real barrier winds and any future investigation into them. It also provides
some insights into the work already presented in Chapters 2 and 3 which will now be
discussed.

The difference source regions between the blocked and unblocked cases suggests a
comparison with the warm and cold barrier winds presented in the climatology of Chapter
2. The unblocked flow experiments have much in common with the warmer barrier winds;
they are more coastally banked and source their air from just offshore of the barrier. The
blocked barrier winds are wider over the ocean and the blocking has allowed them to draw
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air in to the region from the north of the domain, consistent with the cold barrier winds.
This has potential implications for other factors beyond those presented in the climatology
that may influence the conditions in a real barrier wind, namely the flow parameters that
determine the non-dimensional mountain height and hence the degree of blocking: the
upstream wind speed and the static stability. An investigation was conducted into the
typical static stabilities seen in the ERA-Interim dataset under warm and cold barrier
wind conditions. No clear relation between Brunt-Väisälä frequency and temperature of
barrier wind was found although this might be because of the difficulties associated with
finding typical ‘upstream’ conditions for a complicated 3-D synoptic environment.

The case study of Chapter 3 was described as being an example of a warm barrier
wind. It also has much in common with the idealised barrier winds that experience lim-
ited blocking (consistent with these being similar to the warm barrier winds of the clima-
tology) especially in its first stage of development. For example there is significant flow
escaping up over the mountain and a large amount of spatial variability in low-level wind
strength associated with the undulations in the Greenland orography. In addition, it was
shown that gravity waves and downslope winds were being triggered in this case study as
they are in the weakly blocked experiments.
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Chapter 5

The East Greenland Spill Jet and the
impact of barrier winds

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, barrier winds along southeast Greenland have been examined
from an atmospheric perspective through observations, reanalysis, and realistic and ide-
alised modelling. It has been shown that barrier winds are a frequent occurrence in this
part of the world and exhibit some varied dynamics and properties. Throughout, special
attention has been paid to the potential impact on the underlying ocean, providing insights
particularly into the typical surface fluxes produced during these events. This chapter sets
out to examine one such example of the impact of barrier winds on the underlying ocean
through the use of ocean observations off the southeast coast of Greenland. The region
which is frequented by barrier winds is also one of the more important for the circulation
of the entire Atlantic Ocean. It is also very complex, with a number of processes occur-
ring within a relatively small region. The impact of barrier winds on these processes is
currently poorly understood.

The Denmark Strait Overflow (DSO) transports on average 3 Sv of dense water from
the Nordic Seas over a sill at 600 m and into the deep ocean (Macrander et al., 2005).
It is a major pathway of dense water over the Greenland-Scotland ridge and contributes
about half of the flow of dense water return flow out of the subarctic (Dickson and Brown,
1994). The other half flows out between Iceland and Scotland, primarily in the Faroe Bank
Channel. As the DSO flows equatorward it entrains water from its surroundings, resulting
in a doubling of its transport by the time it has reached the bottom of its descent (Dickson
and Brown, 1994). These waters form the major equatorward pathway for dense water
– the Deep Western Boundary current. The DSO therefore constitutes a vital component
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of the return flow of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation. The overflow from
the Nordic Seas and subsequent fate of dense waters in the Atlantic, along with transport
estimates, is shown in Figure 1.5.

Above the DSO in the vicinity of the Denmark Strait there is a complex surface cur-
rent system shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.6. The East Greenland current (EGC)
flows equatorward in the vicinity of the continental shelf break. It constitutes a major
pathway of freshwater out of the Arctic and advects a significant quantity of sea ice as
well (Aagaard and Carmack, 1989). Just offshore of the EGC is the retroflected branch
of the Irminger current (IC). Relative to the cold, fresh EGC, the IC water is warmer and
saltier having originated from the North Atlantic Current. The result is a strong hydro-
graphic front between these water masses that supports a geostrophic, surface-intensified
jet along the Greenland shelf break south of the Denmark Strait. There is still much to
understand about this front. It has been postulated that it is unstable and warm Irminger
Current water is often observed inshore of the front. The mechanisms for these processes
remain underdeveloped in the region.

To complicate the picture further, the shelf-slope region south of the Denmark Strait
sill is frequented by cyclonic eddies which track southwards along the continental slope.
Based on satellite data, a typical eddy has a diameter of 20 – 40 km and travels equa-
torward at a speed of 25-30 cm s−1 (Bruce, 1995). These eddies generally move along
approximately the same path as the EGC-IC hydrographic front often giving them a dis-
tinct surface signature as the water masses are mixed by the cyclonic flow. The eddies
could be partly contributing to the movement of Irminger Current water across the front.

The eddies are believed to be formed as a result of a combination of factors. Important
amongst them is the fact that the DSO is not a constant flow over the sill but instead pulses
intermittently with a typical frequency of a few days (Smith, 1976). The DSO therefore
constitutes a string of dense boluses descending equatorward down the Greenland conti-
nental slope (Cooper, 1955). In addition, apart from a small poleward current along the
north coast of Iceland, the flow through Denmark Strait is equatorward at all depths. This
makes the Denmark Strait unique amongst the major overflows of the Atlantic in that is
is the only one with its surface current transport in the same direction as its deep flow.
According to Spall and Price (1998), the eddies are produced south of the sill because
the equatorward flow at all depths allows the overflow to stretch the central water col-
umn (by up to 100%) and induce cyclonic vorticity. An eddy which has been spun up
in this manner then travels downstream along the continental slope trapped above, and
travelling with the speed of, a dense overflow bolus typically found below it. Spall and
Price (1998) showed that eddies can be formed for steady outflow conditions through the
Denmark Strait, but the natural variability at the sill is also likely to influence when, and
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how frequently, eddies form.

This was the picture of the main currents in the vicinity of the Denmark Strait at the
turn of the 21st century. Pickart et al. (2005) subsequently showed that there was an
additional pathway of dense water through the region. High resolution CTD measure-
ments across the Greenland continental shelf break south of the sill revealed the presence
of dense water that appeared to spill off the shelf and form a gravity current along the
upper slope above the DSO waters. This was named the Greenland Spill Jet. Through
repeat transects of the current the Spill Jet was established as a consistent feature in the
region with typical densities only slightly less dense than DSO water and an equatorward
transport of on average 4.8 ± 2.3 Sv (Brearley et al., 2012). This is the equivalent to the
transport of the DSO at the same latitude and therefore represents a significant contribu-
tion to the return flow of dense water from northern latitudes. Although much was learnt
through these transects, there were, and remain, many questions regarding the cause of
the spilling and the persistence of the Spill Jet throughout the year.

Some answers in this regard came from Magaldi et al. (2011) who implemented a high
resolution ocean model over a three month summer period. Their model was capable of
simulating the Spill Jet and showed that it was an intermittent feature with an average
transport comparable to that of Brearley et al. (2012). They were also able to investigate
the mechanisms of spilling, one of which was due to the cyclonic eddies described above.
In particular, dense water residing on the shelf could be drawn off into the Spill Jet by the
leading edge of a cyclonic eddy as it passed along the continental slope. About 50% of
the spilling episodes observed in the model could be accounted for by this mechanism.
The remaining events were believed to be triggered by a more generic instability of the
shelf edge flow, leading to offshore transport of dense water.

The aim of this chapter is to investigate through observations the mechanisms by
which dense water spills of the shelf south of Denmark Strait including the role of atmo-
spheric forcing. This will be achieved through the examination of a yearlong dataset from
a mooring that was in place on the continental shelf edge south of Denmark Strait. The
existence and importance of eddies for spilling is investigated first. However, the main
emphasis of the chapter is on the impact of barrier winds. As has been shown in previous
chapters, barrier winds occur frequently at the location of the Spill Jet and are a source of
potentially large heat fluxes and surface stresses. As posited by Pickart et al. (2005), the
sense of the atmospheric flow is downwelling favourable providing at least one mecha-
nism through which barrier winds could drive dense water off the shelf. It should be noted
that the modelling study of Magaldi et al. (2011) was conducted during a period of weak
meteorological forcing so has little to say regarding the impact of barrier winds.
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5.2 Mooring Data

5.2.1 Mooring specification

The mooring that provides the data for this study (hereafter referred to as EG1) was part
of a larger array of seven moorings that were deployed across the southeast Greenland
shelf break and slope between September 2007 and October 2008. This was the first array
designed to measure the East Greenland Spill Jet. EG1 is the most shoreward mooring in
the array and resides approximately 10 km inshore of the shelf break in 248 m of water at
65.53◦N, 33.15◦W. Figure 5.1 shows the bathymetry of the region along with the location
of EG1. The mooring design for EG1 is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Map of region of interest and bathymetry. EG1 mooring shown by a black
cross. Arrows shown are mean flow vectors for the duration of the yearlong deployment:
White is the depth mean, blue is the bottom velocity bin and green is the top velocity bin.
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A Coastal Moored Profiler (CMP) recorded profiles of temperature and salinity twice
daily at 00 UTC and 06 UTC in the region between the anchor and the top float which
was situated approximately 100 m below the surface. The data from this device covers
the period between the beginning of September, when the mooring was deployed, and the
end of April when the CMP motor failed and no further profiles were obtained.

To provide measurements of the hydrography above the top float, a Microcat was
mounted approximately 40 m above the top float on an aluminium tube. Unfortunately,
this device only remained above the top float for two months before the strong currents
destroyed the buoyancy and the instrument dropped down below the top float. This can
be seen from the time series of the Microcat’s depth record (not shown) as a step change
of approximately 85 m at the end of October 2007. This is when the Microcat falls from
being 40 m above the top float (at 100 m) to 40 metres below it. A second Microcat was
mounted near the base of the mooring.

To measure the velocity of the water column, EG1 had two upward looking workhorse
Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCPs). One was mounted near the base of the
mooring and the other on the top float. In this way, the majority of the water column was
covered for the year that the mooring was in the water. The lower Microcat was mounted
in the frame of the lower upward looking ADCP.

5.2.2 Processing

The individual casts of the CMP data were averaged into 2 dbar bins to remove small
scale noise. The data were subsequently interpolated onto a regular depth-time grid with
temporal and vertical resolutions of 6 hours and 5 metres respectively. During some
periods, the mooring was ‘blown down’ by the strong currents to such an extent that the
CMP couldn’t complete full profiles between the top float and the anchor. This produced
data gaps at some depths for the duration of a blow down event. These periods were not
interpolated over if they lasted more than 24 hours and were left as data gaps in the final
interpolated product.

The data from the two upward looking ADCPs (which will be referred to as ‘top’
and ‘bottom’) had to be concatenated together in order to produce full-depth profiles. A
comparison between the current speeds measured by both ADCPs at similar depth bins
is shown in Figure 5.3. The top ADCP bin is at a depth of 90 m and the bottom ADCP
bin used in the comparison is from 112 m. Due to the large distance between the location
of the bottom ADCP and the depth of the bin used for the comparison, there are many
times when there are no measurements at this depth. In fact, only 28% of the possible
times contained a measurement, but this still corresponds to over 2500 data points. The
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Figure 5.2: Mooring diagram for EG1 mooring.
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20 m difference between the bins under comparison is a trade off between any possible
systematic differences in the current speed over this range and the large reduction in the
number data points if a higher bottom ADCP bin is used. As can be seen from Figure 5.3,
the current speeds compare well between the two ADCP records.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between the current speeds measured at the top and bottom AD-
CPs. The depth bin from which the data from the top ADCP comes is 90 m and the ADCP
bin for the bottom ADCP is from 112 m.

Figure 5.4 shows the comparison between the current angles measured at the same
bins. This clearly shows an angle bias between the two ADCPs which is likely the result
of a systematic compass error in one of the two ADCPs. It is very likely that the top
ADCP was incorrect. The reasoning for this is firstly that the top ADCP was mounted
on the side of a steel top float which would give the ADCP’s compass an asymmetric
distribution of metal around it. This would have the affect of altering the magnetic field
felt by the top ADCP’s compass in line with the type of error seen in Figure 5.4 (National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, 2004). Secondly, and in support of the top ADCP need-
ing correction, is the fact that the depth integrated flow in the bottom ADCP follows the
isobaths in the region, as expected for a predominantly geostrophic flow. This gives one
confidence that the lower ADCP compass was indeed accurate.

The simplest correction that can be made (and the one that was chosen) is by fitting a
sinusoidal waveform to the difference in the angles between the two ADCPs as a function
of the top ADCP angle. This way, for any measured top ADCP angle, there will be a
corresponding rotation angle needed to be applied to the top ADCP record. The data and
the fitted sinusoid is shown in Figure 5.5. The fitting was done so as to reduce the RMS
error in the velocity components after the rotation is completed.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the current angles measured at the top and bottom AD-
CPs for the same depth bins as for Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.5: The difference between the top and bottom ADCP current angles plotted as
a function of the top ADCP current angle for the same depth bins as for Figure 5.3. Red
line is the best fit sinusoid to the data and represents the angle correction function applied
to the top ADCP current record.

Figure 5.6 shows the result of this rotation. As can be seen, there is still a reasonable
spread in the data, but in general, the angles agree much better than before the rotation was
implemented. After the rotational correction was applied to the top ADCP, the processing
of the data was completed by de-tiding the data, subjecting each profile to a butterworth
filter to remove high frequencies, and interpolating the data onto a regular time-depth grid
with resolutions of one hour and 8 metres respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between the current angles measured at the top and bottom AD-
CPs for the same depth bins as for Figure 5.3 after the rotational correction shown in
Figure 5.5 has been applied.

5.3 Year overview

5.3.1 Hydrography

The complete processed hydrographic record is shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. There is
a great deal of variability on the scale of a few days. Temperature and salinity undergo
in-phase oscillations, especially in the upper water column, most likely due to the prox-
imity of the mooring to the hydrographic front between the East Greenland Current and
the Irminger Current, which typically resides just offshore of the shelf break (see Figure
1.6). The cause of these oscillations in temperature and salinity are investigated further
in Section 5.4.3. Near the bottom, water denser than 27.7 kg m−3 can typically be found
although there is some of variability on the order of a few days and longer.

In addition to this high frequency variability there is a pronounced seasonal signal in
the hydrographic variables, most clearly shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Figure 5.9 is
low-pass filtered representation of Figures 5.7 and Figures 5.8. It was obtained using a
running mean method with a filter width of 30 days. The temperature and salinity panels
show that there are larger scale variability than the oscillations seen in Figures 5.7 and
5.8 in both variables. The water column undergoes two periods of generally warmer and
saltier conditions in October and early December. Most of this signal is towards the top
of the water column. From January there is a general transition to colder, fresher water
properties, but the high frequency oscillations in temperature and salinity are maintained
around a lower running mean (not shown). The seasonal amplitude of the temperature
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Figure 5.7: Potential temperature (right) and salinity (left) as a function of depth and time
for the EG1 mooring (colours). Potential density contoured over the top and shown every
0.05 kg m−3. 27.7 kg m−3 shown in bold for reference.
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Figure 5.8: As Figure 5.7.
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signal at the mooring is in accordance with the seasonal range of temperatures measured
in the Irminger current as it approaches Iceland from the south (Héðinn Valdimarsson,
priv. comm.)

The potential density panel shows that there is, on average, water denser than 27.7
kg m−3 near the bottom of the shelf for most of the record, without any clear seasonal
trend. However, above this the density does vary seasonally. In particular the water
starts off well stratified, but as winter progresses the upper water column becomes more
dense and destratified, consistent with local or upstream wintertime convection. This
densification occurs as a result of the reduction in temperature, although the salinity was
also reduced. The destratification of the upper water column is clearly seen in the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency panel as a sloping interface between weakly stratified water in the
upper layer and well stratified water near the bottom. This can be seen as evidence for
local convection to a depth of 200 m. The onset of this destratification occurs in later
November but probably started earlier in the waters between the surface and the height of
the top of the CMP record at 100 m.

Figure 5.10 shows mean vertical profiles of the potential density for the length of the
entire record as well as for the individual seasons, offering another view of the annual sig-
nal. At the beginning of the record (between September and November) the water column
is well stratified with an almost constant stratification at all depths. Moving into the period
between December and February, the density and stratification of the lower water mass
remains constant while the upper water column becomes denser and less stratified. This
period could be classified as a two layer system with different stratifications. Between
March and May, the upper water mass becomes increasingly densified and the reduction
in stratification has penetrated farther down in the water column. Note, however, that
the water near the bottom remains largely unaffected, consistent with the lack of a clear
seasonal signal seen at the bottom in the potential density panel of Figure 5.9.

To further illustrate the differences between the upper water column and the water near
to the bottom for the full year, Figure 5.11 shows the time series of the potential density
from the upper (blue) and lower (red) Microcats. The depths of the two time series are
140 m and 242 m respectively. Recall that the upper Microcat was knocked down below
the top float at the end of October which is why the data shown in Figure 5.11 for the
upper Microcat begins at that time. It should be noted that both these time series cover
the whole time the mooring was in the water and therefore extend further than the data
from the CMP.

The data from the lower Microcat clearly shows that although there is some larger
scale variability in the potential density near the bottom, there is no clear seasonal signal.
The mean density at this depth is greater than 27.7 kg m−3 and there are times when
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Figure 5.9: Hydrographic variables smoothed over 30 days using a running mean filter.
From top: Potential temperature, salinity, potential density, Brunt-Väisälä frequency.
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Figure 5.10: Mean of the potential density for duration of hydrographic record (thick
black) along with seasonal means for September–November (green), December–February
(red) and March–May (blue).
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waters of the density of the DSO (27.8 kg m−3) are present on the shelf. This occurs
about 7% of the time. Higher in the water column, there is a clearer seasonal signal as
the water becomes more dense during the winter and spring before reducing in density
during summer and into the fall. This suggests that at the time that the CMP failed (in
late April) the water column had reached its minimum stratification and maximum upper
water column density and was about to restratify most likely due to weaker atmospheric
forcing, and glacial and sea ice melt.
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Figure 5.11: Potential density measured by the top (blue) and bottom (red) Microcats
averaged into 6 hourly bins.

5.3.2 Velocity

The yearlong mean of the current speed and direction is shown in Figure 5.12. As can
be seen there is both a top and bottom intensified flow. The bottom intensified flow has
a mean of over 25 cm s−1 and veers offshore with depth. In the middle water column,
the flow is approximately along isobath (which is angled at about 60◦N for the location
of the mooring) and as the bottom is approached the current veers offshore by about 20◦.
This veering with depth is also shown by the yearlong mean flow vectors in Figure 5.1.
The surface intensified mean flow of nearly 25 cm s−1 also has a veering associated with
it, this time onshore. This part of the water column is being sampled by the top ADCP.
Although we have seen previously that the current speeds are likely being represented
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well by the top ADCP (Figure 5.3), the direction of the current in this part of the water
column had to be corrected using the method described in Section 5.2.2. Evidence of this
correction can be seen by the slight discontinuity in the mean current direction at a depth
of about 90 m which is the depth at which the two velocity records were concatenated. It
is unlikely that this introduces a significant error into the dataset.
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Figure 5.12: Mean of the current speed and direction (direction the current is coming
from measure relative to north) for the length of time of the mooring deployment.

As has been shown, dense water resides on the bottom of the shelf for most of the
year. The offshore veering of the flow in the region where dense water exists is the first
indication that the EG1 mooring captures the occurrence of dense water being forced
offshore and potentially spilling off of the shelf edge.

The shelf edge runs at an angle of approximately 60 ◦N at the location of the mooring
array. The veering of the mean current with depth to an angle of 30◦ cross shelf therefore
implies a net mass transport off the shelf. There is no reason to believe that this location
is special in terms of providing a route for dense water on the shelf to be transported
offshore. If it is presumed that the mean offshore flow here is representative of the offshore
flow along the entire length of the East Greenland shelf break then an approximate value
for the mean offshore transport can be obtained. Using an along stream length scale of
500 km (the approximate length of the wider part of the shelf south of Denmark Strait)
the mean offshore transport is approximately 2 Sv. This is less than half of the typical
transports of the East Greenland Spill Jet seen in hydrographic surveys (Pickart et al.,
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2005; Brearley et al., 2012), but it is likely that larger transports will occur for shorter
periods which may be more important in the Spill Jet production. There will also be a
degree of entrainment associated with the spilling of the water off the shelf which will
increase the transport in the Spill Jet. Importantly though, this figure for the transport
is consistent with a measurement of the inflow of dense water on the Greenland shelf
through the Denmark Strait (Robert Pickart, priv. comm.).
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Figure 5.13: Angle of the major axis of the variance ellipses at all depths. Angles are
measure relative to north.

Not only does the mean current veer with depth but the principal axis of the variance
does as well. This is shown in Figure 5.13 which is the angle of the major axis of the
variance ellipses calculated at all depths. The vertical shear is actually greater than that
observed for the mean flow. At the bottom, the offshore flow in the mean is associated
with a variance that is directed farther offshore. Near the surface, the mean flow is ap-
proximately along shore, but the variance is directed more in the onshore direction. The
phenomena of veering in both the mean flow and the variance of the mean shows how
baroclinic the system is. It also means it is not immediately obvious what angle to use for
the rotation of the two components of the current into along and cross stream directions.
After some consideration, 60◦N was chosen for this angle as it corresponds to both the
major axis of the variance ellipse for the depth mean flow and also the approximate ori-
entation of the shelf edge. This latter point allows for a simple link to be made between
cross stream flow and cross shelf flow. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the full velocity record
after this transformation into along and cross stream velocities is made. The along stream
flow is positive when directed down the coast to the southwest and, to maintain a right
handed coordinate system, the cross stream flow is positive when directed onshore.

One immediately notices that the along stream flow looks quite barotropic in compar-
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Figure 5.14: Along (right) and cross (left) stream velocity for all times during the EG1
mooring deployment. Rotation angle for along stream direction is 60 ◦N. For the cross
stream flow, a right handed axis is maintained such that positive (negative) is onshore
(offshore) flow.
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Figure 5.15: As Figure 5.14.
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ison with the cross stream flow, which appears to have a stronger baroclinic signature.
Near the bottom, many strong cross stream events can be observed. This indicates that,
although the mean flow is directed offshore towards the bottom, this offshore flow is
episodic in nature.
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Figure 5.16: 1st mode of the coupled Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) for the
along stream (top left) and cross stream (top right) along with the associated time series
(bottom).

To examine the typical variability in the along and cross stream currents, coupled
Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) were calculated, the first two modes of which are
shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. The first mode is barotropic in the along stream flow
and baroclinic in the cross stream flow with the strongest currents at the bottom. This
mode explains 59% of the variability in the current components. The associated time
series is almost always positive indicating that the along stream mode is a barotropic
oscillation about a defined positive along stream mean, i.e. the direction of the flow
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is rarely reversed. The implication for the cross stream flow is that the mean flow is
offshore towards the bottom (as has been previously shown) but that whenever there is
an anomalously large along stream pulse, the baroclinicity and hence the bottom cross
stream velocity is increased.
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Figure 5.17: 2nd mode of the coupled Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) for the
along stream (top left) and cross stream (top right) along with the associated time series
(bottom).

The second coupled EOF mode is a barotropic mode in the cross stream velocity with
almost no signature in the along stream flow. The time series for this mode is centred
on zero indicating that this mode represents a balanced onshore-offshore oscillation in
the cross stream velocity. This mode explains 24% of the variability in the flow. As
shown next, it is likely that this cross stream mode represents the signature of eddies that
propagate along the continental slope south of Denmark Strait and brush up against the
shelf region.
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5.4 Eddies

Cyclonic eddies are regularly formed south of the Denmark Strait as the result of the
intermittent spilling of dense water in the Denmark Strait Overflow (Bruce, 1995; Spall
and Price, 1998). The intermittent nature of the overflow is thought to be the result of
the internal instabilities of the flow near the Denmark Strait sill (Smith, 1976) and results
in the production of a train of dense boluses south of the Strait. As a bolus of dense
water cascades down the overflow, the middle water column undergoes intense stretching
and, to conserve potential vorticity, large relative vorticity is generated which results in a
cyclonic eddy (Spall and Price, 1998). The frequency of the production of these eddies is
therefore closely tied to the frequency of spilling of dense water though overflow which
has a characteristic time scale of a few days. These eddies are trapped above the boluses
that produce them and are mid-depth intensified as this is the region that underwent the
most stretching. Using satellite data, Bruce (1995) estimates that they travel southward
along the continental slope of southeast Greenland with a speed of 25-30 cm s−1, a typical
radius of order 20-40 km and a frequency of 1.5-2.5 days.

Using a high-resolution ocean model, Magaldi et al. (2011) hypothesised that these
eddies represent an important mechanism for causing spilling of dense water off the con-
tinental shelf. In particular, the leading edge of an eddy has an offshore velocity which is
capable of pulling dense water off the shelf into the East Greenland Spill Jet. This pro-
cess has yet to be observed in observational records however. This section will explore
the evidence for eddies in the velocity and hydrographic records of the EG1 mooring. An
analysis of their impact on the spilling of dense water off the shelf will be conducted in
Section 5.6.
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Figure 5.18: Cross correlation of depth mean along and cross stream velocity
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5.4.1 Initial evidence

The first piece of evidence for the presence of eddies comes from the cross correlation of
the depth mean along and cross stream velocities which is shown in Figure 5.18. This fig-
ure indicates that there is significant correlation between these two variables, not at zero
lag, but at lags of approximately ±12 hours. The negative correlation at -12 hours corre-
sponds to an offshore directed current pulse (negative) preceding an alongstream current
anomaly (positive), whereas the positive correlation at +12 hours is associated with an
enhanced onshore current (positive) following the alongstream anomaly. In other words,
the figure indicates a flow sequence of offshore followed by along shore followed by on-
shore, which is precisely the type of signature that would be expected from a mooring
located on the shoreward side of a cyclonic eddy. It should be noted that such a corre-
lation pattern doesn’t uniquely describe cyclonic eddies. Being on the shoreward side of
an anticyclonic eddy would produce the same correlation picture as the signs of all the
velocity components would be reversed. In fact, this correlation figure, while pointing out
that there are rotational features in the current record, only additionally informs us that
the mooring is on the shoreward side of the eddy core, as expected. The time between the
peaks in Figure 5.18 is 24 hours, indicating that the an eddy takes one or two days to pass
the mooring site.

This analysis, along with the prevalent barotropic cross stream flow with zero net
transport seen from the EOF analysis (Figure 5.17), suggests that eddies may be best
identified through looking at the barotropic (depth mean) cross stream velocity in greater
detail.

Figure 5.19 shows the wavelet spectrum for the depth mean cross stream velocity time
series. As can be seen, most of the energy is centred in the 1 – 4 day band. This corrob-
orates the time period found from the cross correlation for the translational timescale of
a single eddy. In addition, the frequency of variability in the Denmark Strait Overflow
(order of a few days) is also represented in this band. It is therefore likely that the wavelet
spectrum picks out two timescales: the time that one eddy takes to pass the mooring and
the time between subsequent eddies. The former is likely to be smaller than the latter, but
resolving these two timescales from this analysis is difficult. Within this band of frequen-
cies there is some variability in time. Not only are the periods of cross stream activity
discrete, but there also appears to be a larger amount of power in the signal (especially at
larger time scales) during the winter months compared with the summer months.
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Figure 5.19: Wavelet power spectra of the depth mean cross stream velocity using a Mor-
let waveform. Power units are days2 as the analysis was conducted on the velocity time
series normalised by its standard deviation. The original time series is shown along the top
and the wavelet spectrum is shown underneath. Black contours indicate regions which are
statistically significant at 95% confidence and the curved contours at each edge indicate
regions where edge effects may be important.

5.4.2 Detecting eddies

As shown above, there is good evidence for rotational flow in the depth mean velocity at
the EG1 mooring site, most likely related to the passage of eddies offshore of the mooring
along the continental slope. To better understand these patterns, an attempt was made to
detect particular eddies. A velocity anomaly field was defined which was the result of
subtracting a five day running mean from both the depth mean along and cross stream
velocities. This is equivalent to high passing the velocity records with a filter width of
five days. Five days was chosen as the threshold because, as Figure 5.19 shows, all the
power in the eddy energy is associated with timescales smaller than that.
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Figure 5.20: Current speed for five day high-passed depth mean velocity for all times
plotted as a function of current angle and time.
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Figure 5.20 shows the results of this calculation as a plot of the magnitude of the
velocity anomaly as a function of time and direction. As suggested by the correlations
in Figure 5.18, there is clearly rotational flow embedded in the mean flow much of the
time. This rotation is overwhelmingly in the clockwise direction (again this could be
representative of being on the shoreward side of cyclonic or anticyclonic eddies) and
has a range of amplitudes from 5 cm s−1 to 50 cm s−1. The cross correlation of the high
passed along and cross stream flows shows a similar pattern to that in Figure 5.18 but with
maximum correlations nearer to 0.6 (not shown). This shows that the eddies describe a
lot of the higher frequency variability, but perhaps not so much the lower frequencies.

To detect individual, strong signals from this dataset a detection routine was em-
ployed. Times were selected when the velocity anomaly magnitude was greater than a
certain threshold and maintained this magnitude for over 24 hours with fewer than six
consecutive hours below the threshold within this time. The specified threshold chosen
was somewhat arbitrary, but taken as two thirds of the total, unfiltered depth mean current
speed. Other thresholds were tried, but this one produced a good balance between the
number of events detected and the quality of each event. It should be noted that there is
nothing in the method for producing the anomalies nor the detection routine that require
these features to be rotational; they are simply large amplitude velocity anomalies lasting
at least 24 hours.

The periods for which the detection criteria were met are denoted in Figure 5.20 by
grey boxes. Most of these events have very well defined rotations associated with them.
The mean rotation rate for all of the events is seven degrees per hour which is equivalent
to a complete rotation in 50 hours. This is in accordance with the time scale picked out
from the cross correlation in Figure 5.18 and confirms that an individual eddy takes on
average two days to pass the mooring.

To determine whether the eddy features detected are predominantly cyclonic or anti-
cyclonic, a histogram of the angle that the eddy was first detected at was computed (Figure
5.21). The majority of the eddies start somewhere between the offshore and along stream
directions. Seeing as it is likely that the detection routine may miss some of the ‘spin
up’ part of the eddy which may have a lower magnitude than the required threshold, this
result suggests that eddies start with an offshore biased flow, consistent with the features
representing predominantly cyclonic eddies.

To examine the vertical structure of the eddy and assess potential asymmetries in more
detail, lagged correlations of the five day high-passed depth mean along stream velocity
with the five day high-passed cross stream velocity at each depth was calculated. The
results of this are shown in Figure 5.22. The general pattern, as might be expected, is
consistent with Figure 5.18. Anomalous along stream flow is associated with a preceding
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Figure 5.21: Histogram of the starting angle of the eddies detected and shown in Figure
5.20.

offshore flow and and subsequent onshore flow. The structure of this feature with depth
shows that the offshore flow is strongest towards the bottom, while the onshore flow
appears to be more barotropic. Of course, this crude method of extracting the eddy signal
by simply using a high-pass filter doesn’t take account of potential mechanisms by which
the eddy could be modified by the mean flow that it is embedded in.
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Figure 5.22: Lagged correlations of the five day high-passed depth mean along stream
velocity with the five day high-passed cross stream velocity for all depth bins.
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5.4.3 Impact on hydrography

It has been shown that eddies are advecting water both onshore and offshore. What is
the impact of this on the hydrography at the mooring site? A hydrographic front exists
just offshore of the shelf break between the warm and salty Irminger Current (IC) and the
cold and fresh East Greenland Current (EGC) (see Figure 1.6). Lagged correlations of
the depth mean potential temperature, salinity and potential density with the cross stream
velocity (averaged over the depth of the hydrographic record) are shown in Figure 5.23.
These show that there is reasonably good correlation in the temperature and salinity pan-
els at a lag of approximately 12 hours. This is associated with an offshore flow (negative)
bringing colder and fresher water to the mooring as well as an onshore anomaly (positive)
preceding an increase in temperature and salinity. This is consistent with an eddy drawing
cold and fresh water from the EGC offshore on the leading edge of the eddy and pulling
warm and salty IC-type water onshore at the trailing edge. Thus eddies should have the
effect of mixing the two water masses. The fact that the correlations aren’t stronger indi-
cates that there are other important factors in the variability of the hydrographic record.
Potentially these include the lack of a well structured front in the region at some times of
the year and the presence of lenses of water passing the array that were already transferred
to the ‘wrong side’ of the front somewhere upstream of the mooring. Evidence for these
can be seen in, for example, Brearley et al. (2012).

The changes in temperature and salinity serve to compensate each other in density,
as there is only weak correlation between the cross stream flow and the potential den-
sity. A correlation might be expected if the density front offshore of the shelf edge is
advected right the way to the mooring site and a lack of correlation suggests that this is
not happening often enough.

From the results presented in this section, it is clear that cyclonic eddies are ubiquitous
in the velocity record with typical time periods of 1 – 4 days. An assessment of how
important eddies are in the spilling process will be conducted in Section 5.6.

5.5 Barrier winds

Barrier winds along the southeast coast of Greenland provide another potential mecha-
nism by which dense water can be driven off the southeast Greenland continental shelf.
The data that will be used to quantify the timing and location of the winds in the region
come from the ERA-Interim product, a global atmospheric reanalysis from the European
Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF). The model specification has
been described previously in Chapter 2. The important feature for the analysis of bar-
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Figure 5.23: Lagged correlations of the depth mean potential temperature (top), salinity
(middle) and potential density (bottom) with the depth mean cross stream velocity. The
dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals.

rier winds is that the horizontal resolution of ERA-Interim (80 km) is good enough to
accurately resolve their spatial extent and magnitude. Although scatterometer data are
available for the period that the mooring was in the water, these products don’t provide
data above partial sea ice which could be potentially important for the forcing of the ocean
through the winter months.
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5.5.1 Potential impact of barrier winds

Barrier winds are strong and coast parallel (Moore and Renfrew, 2005). The direction of
flow, with the coast to the right, make them downwelling favourable winds. This means
that the winds should drive Ekman transport onshore in the surface layer. Due to the
presence of a coastline, the onshore directed flow will cause a positive sea surface height
(SSH) anomaly to form at the coast and drive an offshore flow below the surface layer.
Thus, the along shore winds should set up a cross stream, baroclinic transport cell with
surface waters being transported onshore and water below transported offshore. This
mechanism therefore becomes a candidate by which dense water residing on the outer
shelf can be transported offshore and subsequently form the Spill Jet. Another impact of
the coastal SSH anomaly is that it will set up an along stream (downwind), geostrophic
balanced current (Allen, 1980). This should be barotropic in nature, but in practice is often
surface intensified (Pickart et al., 2011) or otherwise due to particular stratifications. Not
only will this SSH anomaly induce an along stream anomaly due to local winds, but the
SSH anomaly will tend to propagate along the shelf with the coast to the right as a 1st
mode barotropic shelf wave (Allen, 1980; Mysak, 1980; Brink, 1991). These modes are
very fast and can travel at speeds on the order of a few hundred kilometres per day (Pickart
et al., 2011). The result is an along stream velocity anomaly signal induced at locations
downstream of the wind forcing region. This has potentially important implications for
the velocity measured by the EG1 mooring. As has been shown in Chapter 2, barrier
winds can occur all the way along the southeast coast of Greenland, both locally at the
mooring site and often upstream, north of the Denmark Strait region. The EG1 mooring
is therefore likely to measure along stream velocity signals from barrier winds that impact
the coast both locally or many hundreds of kilometres upstream.

Returning to the local downwelling model, the two dimensional onshore-offshore re-
sponse described above will have a similar coast perpendicular width to that of the wind
forcing. This means that the barrier winds that force this kind of response at the mooring
site need to be at least the width of the shelf – at our particular location on the order 100
km. The upstream length scale of the wind forcing is also important. The coastal SSH
anomaly set up by the surface onshore flow will tend to propagate down the shelf with the
coast to its right as described above. Similarly at the back end of region of wind forcing,
the lack of a SSH anomaly will also propagate into the region of wind forcing. This will
have the effect of degrading the coastal SSH anomaly and the associated offshore flow
at depth (Allen, 1976). Essentially, the propagation of this signal is informing the wind
forced region of the finite upstream extent of the wind. Hence the region in question
makes a transition from a two dimensional state to a three dimensional one. The upstream
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extent of the wind is therefore important in determining how long the wind forced re-
gion experiences the two dimensional response that may be associated with the spilling
of dense water off the shelf.

The responses that might be expected to be seen in the EG1 velocity data are therefore:

• A two dimensional Ekman response for wide and long, local barrier winds.

• Along stream anomalies associated with barrier winds at any location along the
coast upstream of the mooring site.

5.5.2 Barrier wind overview

A detection routine similar to that used in Chapter 2 for the climatology of barrier winds
was employed here, with a couple of small differences. Firstly, instead of a box method
for finding barrier winds, the wind record at the nearest grid point to the mooring was
used. It is presumed that if a high velocity wind event were detected at this grid cell it is
likely to extend onshore as well and therefore the width criterion for seeing a 2D response
is met. Secondly, for this study it is the along shore component of the winds that will have
the impact on the ocean, so instead of applying a directional criteria to the wind velocity
time series, the velocity at the nearest grid cell was rotated into an along coast direction
of 60◦N. This has the additional benefit of being able to see the times when the winds are
not only weak but even in the reverse direction to the prevalent barrier wind flow. A lower
wind speed threshold was also used to increase the number of events detected in a single
year. The complete barrier wind detection routine can be described as follows:

• The 10-m velocity time series from the nearest ERA-Interim grid point to the moor-
ing array was selected.

• The component of the wind in the along coast direction of 60◦N was computed.

• Barrier wind events were defined as maxima in this time series greater than 15 m s−1

and separated in time by at least 24 hours.

The results of this detection routine are shown in Figure 5.24. In total, 49 events were
detected, equivalent to one a week. It is clear though, that many of the strongest events
occur in the winter months and there are many more events between September and May
than there are in the summer months. Times when the wind is weak and directed up the
coast in the opposite direction to barrier winds are also apparent.

The composite image of the 10-m wind field for the 49 detected barrier winds (Figure
5.25) shows a picture typical of barrier winds in the region. A low pressure system is
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Figure 5.24: Along coast 10-m wind velocity from the nearest ERA-Interim grid point
to the EG1 mooring location. Detected barrier winds shown with red circles and the
threshold velocity for barrier wind detection shown as dashed grey line.

located in the central Irminger Sea with a depth of 986 hPa. This low directs air towards
the southeast coast of Greenland into a composite barrier wind of strength 22 m s−1 at its
maximum over the mooring site. The composite barrier wind is wide enough to cover the
whole shelf region. As can be seen, the barrier winds for the year that the mooring was
deployed are strong and frequent suggesting a high chance of detecting a response in the
ocean.

5.5.3 Evidence for ocean impact of barrier winds

Evidence for some of the expected ocean impacts will now be presented. Looking first
at local winds, it is hard to find specific examples of a local wind which produces the
expected 2D Ekman response in the ocean. The reason for this is because, as previously
shown, the velocity record at the mooring site is dominated by rotational signals from
eddies. Presuming, to start with, that we can simply sum the flow patterns from the wind
and the eddies, the 2D wind response would often be hidden by an eddy, potentially only
manifesting itself as a ‘more baroclinic’ eddy.

The correlation of the local wind velocity record (shown in Figure 5.24) with the
along and cross stream velocities is shown in Figure 5.26. Looking first at the cross
stream correlations (bottom panel) the expected 2D structure can be seen. There is sig-
nificant positive correlation between the alongshore wind velocity and the near surface
cross stream velocity and a significant negative correlation at the shelf base. This implies
that during periods of stronger wind there is onshore flow at the surface and offshore flow
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Figure 5.25: Composite of the 10-m wind speed from the 49 barrier winds detected at
the location of the EG1 mooring from the ERA-Interim dataset. The composite mean sea
level pressure (contours) is shown every 2 hPa and the composite wind vectors are plotted
at every third grid point. The EG1 mooring location is shown with a blue cross.
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Figure 5.26: Lagged correlation of the along coast wind velocity (Figure 5.24) with the
along (top) and cross (bottom) stream velocities.

at depth. The onshore flow correlation has its maximum at zero lag showing that this
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process happens in phase with the wind. The return flow at depth comes after a slight
lag of approximately eight hours. This is consistent with the time required to set up this
return flow after the surface water has established the SSH anomaly at the coast, which
should be on the order of an inertial period [on the order of half a day at the latitude of the
mooring site (Webster, 1968)]. Hence, using this correlation approach, it seems that the
barrier winds local to the mooring are clearly capable of producing the 2D wind response
as expected. The reason why the correlations are reasonably weak is that there is a great
deal of variability in the cross stream flow not explained by winds which can be attributed
to eddies or other processes.

The along stream velocity lagged correlations (top panel) shows a strong, positive
along stream correlation at all depths which is slightly intensified at a lag in the lower
water column. This is likely the signature of the along stream flow set up at the coast due
to the geostrophic adjustment process, which also happens on the inertial time scale. All
the correlation signatures presented are statistically significant at 95 % confidence.
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Figure 5.27: Lagged composites of along (top) and cross (bottom) stream velocity anoma-
lies (relative to the year long mean) centred on the times of detected barrier winds shown
in Figure 5.24. 49 events went in to the composite. The black contour indicates the
regions which are statistically significant at 95% confidence.

To get a better idea of the magnitude of this 2D response induced in the ocean, lagged
ocean composites were calculated for the times of the barrier wind events highlighted
in Figure 5.24. A similar pattern to that shown in the correlation plots appears in these
composites of velocity anomalies (Figure 5.27). In the cross stream direction there is an
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onshore flow of nearly 10 cm s−1 near to the surface and a return flow at a slight lag near
the bottom. This return flow is weaker than the surface onshore flow, with a magnitude
of 6 cm s−1, but exists over a deeper layer. In the along stream direction, there is an
acceleration of the flow throughout the water column but, in contrast to the correlation
plots, this is surface intensified. Again this is consistent with the build up of a SSH
anomaly at the coast. This figure gives us a quantitative estimate of 15 cm s−1 for the
magnitude of shear that is introduced to the cross stream flow during a barrier wind event.
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Figure 5.28: As Figure 5.27 but for a subset of local barrier wind events that also have co-
incidental winds stronger than 12 m s−1 at a location in Denmark Strait (67.7◦N 25.3◦W),
approximately 900 km upstream of the EG1 mooring. 33 events went in to the composite.

This composite can be further enhanced by considering only those local barrier wind
events that are also coincidental with a strong wind upstream. This is tantamount to
only compositing the long barrier wind events and, as described previously, should be
representative of events that maintain the 2D Ekman downwelling configuration for a
longer time. An upstream threshold of 12 m s−1 was imposed at a location that was
approximately 400 km upstream in the Denmark Strait at 67.7◦N, 25.3◦W. As a result
of this subsampling of events, 15 low velocity upstream events were removed leaving
33 events in the composite which are shown in Figure 5.28. Both the along stream flow
and the cross stream shear have been increased. This is in line with theory which states
that longer barrier winds will be able to set up a longer lived (and hence stronger) along
stream anomaly associated with the coast SSH anomaly. The 2D Ekman cell will also be
stronger and longer (as observed) due to the lack of degradation of the SSH anomaly by
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the signal from the back end of the storm. The onshore surface flow is the only part of the
composite that has weakened through subsampling barrier wind events in this way. If the
events that have weak upstream winds are used to make a composite (not shown), the 2D
signal disappears altogether. These subsampling exercises give weight to the notion that
what is being seen in Figure 5.27 is a 2D Ekman downwelling signal superimposed onto
the mean flow.

It is of course possible that a stronger 2D response than observed could be seen for
barrier winds because of two factors. Firstly, the wind data is given only every six hours
compared to the ocean velocity data which is hourly. This could cause a degree of blurring
in the timing of the resulting ocean response as a peak in wind speed could be wrongly
located in time by up to six hours. Secondly, the method used only takes the times of
peak winds and doesn’t take in to account the range of timescales of the winds. Some
winds ramp up quickly, others drop off quickly after they reach their peak and others
maintain a reasonably strong flow for many hours. These differing characteristics of the
winds are likely to play a role in the response of the ocean, but unlike the first point, it is
unclear whether incorporating this information in some way would increase or decrease
the composite response seen.
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Figure 5.29: Maximum of the lagged correlations of the along coast wind velocity at all
points in the domain with the depth mean along stream velocity (left) and the bottom cross
stream velocity (right). Only correlations which are significant at 95% are shown. The
black cross indicates the location of the EG1 mooring.

There is clearly a 2D downwelling response observed in conjunction with local winds,
but is there evidence of an impact from winds upstream of the mooring? The left panel of
Figure 5.29 shows the maximum of the lagged correlations between the along coast wind
velocity at every point in the ERA-Interim domain with the depth mean along stream cur-
rent velocity at the mooring site. As can be seen, the region where the wind has maximal
correlation with the along stream velocity lies in a thin strip running from the mooring
array upstream, through the Denmark Strait. The maximum correlation is 0.45, located
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near to the central Denmark Strait. It is expected that along stream velocity anomalies
at the mooring site are associated with a SSH anomaly either generated locally or prop-
agated into the region from a wind disturbance upstream. There should be no impact on
the velocities at the mooring site for a wind that occurs downstream of the mooring. This
explains why the largest correlations are found extending upstream from the mooring site.
The maximum in the Denmark Strait probably reflects that this location picks up most of
the wind signals, both local and non-local which contribute to the along stream anomalies
at the mooring site. The line of maximum correlation is centred offshore of the mooring
and there is insignificant correlation onshore of the mooring site. This probably reflects
the fact that the width of the wind generated SSH anomaly is controlled by the width of
the wind; a wind signal must exist at the shelf edge (as well as onshore of this) for any
effect to be seen at the mooring.

A similar figure for the depth mean cross stream velocity (not shown) yields only
weakly significant correlations without any clear pattern. This implies there is no sig-
nificant barotropic cross stream impact of the winds in agreement with the correlations
and composites presented in Figures 5.26 and 5.27. A pattern is clearly seen, though,
if only the cross stream flow at the bottom of the velocity record is used (right panel in
Figure 5.29). Apart from the change in sign of the correlations (increased offshore flow is
negative) the pattern is largely similar to that for the depth mean along stream flow. The
maximum correlation is -0.33 located slightly north of the Denmark Strait. This means
that when there is a wind along the coast upstream of the mooring, there is not only an
along stream velocity set up at the mooring, but an offshore bottom current induced as
well. This is in accordance with the first mode EOF (Figure 5.16) which showed that
along stream barotropic velocity anomalies are associated with an increase in baroclinic-
ity in the cross stream flow resulting in a bottom intensified offshore flow. The fact that
the time series for this mode is well correlated with the wind velocity up the coast gives
some confidence that some of the variability in this mode is associated with barrier winds.
It is possible that the increase in baroclinicity is the result of the 2D Ekman flow shown
to be in existence. A similar correlation map to those in Figure 5.29 was produced for
the surface onshore flow (not shown), which showed weaker correlations centred around
the mooring site – indicative of local forcing. A similar pattern to that seen in Figure
5.29 might be expected if the upstream signal were related to 2D Ekman downwelling
and leads to the conclusion that there is probably a different mechanism at play.

To see this upstream influence in greater detail, Figure 5.30 shows the composite im-
age from the 59 barrier wind events detected at a location in the Denmark Strait, 400 km
upstream of the mooring (67.7◦N, 25.3◦W). It has lost much of the onshore flow asso-
ciated with the local wind forcing, but clearly has both of the other features described
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Figure 5.30: As Figure 5.27 but for a location in Denmark Strait at 67.7◦N 25.3◦W, ap-
proximately 900 km upstream of the EG1 mooring. 59 events went in to the composite.

previously – that is, a strong barotropic along stream current and a slightly leading bot-
tom intensified offshore flow. When this set of events was subsampled for those that
were coincidental with weaker winds local to the mooring (and hence should show only
a weak 2D Ekman downwelling signature) the structure was largely unaffected. This is
further evidence that the features shown in Figure 5.30 are not necessarily indicative of
2D downwelling, but potentially represent another process entirely. It also indicates that
the larger response seen in Figure 5.28 for long local barrier winds might include both
local downwelling and this new upstream effect. Possible explanations are explored in
the discussion (Section 5.7.1).

5.6 Spilling

It has been shown that there is bottom intensified offshore flow in the mean (Figure 5.12).
Figure 5.31 shows the time series of the cross stream velocity for the lowest bin in the
ADCP data at a depth of 232 m. There is clearly an offshore flow in the mean, but the
velocity is quite variable around this mean. These offshore anomalies shall be equated
to ‘spilling’ even though it is possible they may not go on to actually contribute to the
Spill Jet. The magnitudes of these flows, the proximity to the shelf edge (10 km) and
the presence of water dense enough for the Spill Jet makes this a reasonable assumption.
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The spilling appears to be episodic in nature with times of offshore flow with magnitudes
larger than 50 cm s−1. The wavelet spectra of this time series (not shown) is similar to
that of the depth mean cross stream velocity (Figure 5.19) in that most of the energy in the
signal has a period of between one and three days. As this was previously attributed to ed-
dies, this indicates that eddies are important in producing the higher frequency variations
seen in Figure 5.31 and hence the episodic nature of spilling.
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Figure 5.31: Cross stream velocity from the lowest ADCP bin at a depth of 232 m. De-
tected spilling events are marked with red circles and the threshold for spilling event
detection (30 cm s−1) is shown with a dashed line.

5.6.1 Spilling detection

To examine the spilling events in greater detail, a spilling detection method similar to that
used for barrier winds was employed on the bottom bin cross stream velocity shown in
Figure 5.31. The detection criteria for a spilling event is that the magnitude of the bottom
cross stream velocity must be larger than 30 cm s−1, directed offshore and separated from
another spilling event by at least 24 hours. If two events are detected less than 24 hours
apart, the larger of the two events is chosen. 92 events were found by this detection
method and they are marked in Figure 5.31 by red circles.

An additional constraint was considered which required the density of the bottom
Microcat to be greater than 27.7 kg m−3 (which is the typical density of the Spill Jet water
(Pickart et al., 2005; Brearley et al., 2012). Only 23% of the 92 events are discarded if
this criteria is used. Since it has been seen that there is reasonably dense water at all
times on the shelf (probably denser than that found directly offshore at this depth) and
there is nearly no correlation between cross stream flow and density, this was deemed an
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unnecessary additional criteria especially as the subsequent analysis is unchanged and a
larger number of events was afforded for subsampling.
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Figure 5.32: Lagged composites of five day high-passed along (top) and cross (bottom)
stream currents from the times of the 92 events shown in Figure 5.31. The black contour
indicates regions which are significant at 95%.

5.6.2 High frequency variability

Lagged composites of the along and cross stream velocity anomalies (relative to a 5 day
running mean calculated at every depth) for the times of all detected spilling events are
shown in Figure 5.32. These show the unmistakeable patterns of an eddy. The offshore
flow associated with the detected spilling feature is unsurprisingly the largest feature in
the figures because at zero lag this is constrained to be large. On either side of this,
both at positive and negative lags, is a sequence of positive and negative cross stream
anomalies with a wavelength of about two days. This time period is consistent with that
attributed to eddies previously. The along stream flow has a similar pattern of positive and
negative anomalies with a similar wavelength but shifted a quarter of a wavelength ahead
of the cross stream flow. This pattern describes rotational flow, without being specific
over whether the flow is cyclonic of anticyclonic. This particular arrangement though can
be more easily described as two cyclonic eddies (which start with an offshore anomaly)
rather than an anticyclonic eddy with two half cyclonic eddies either side. Consistent
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with the results presented earlier (Figure 5.21), it is assumed that the eddies are cyclonic
in nature for the rest of the analysis.
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Figure 5.33: As Figure 5.32 but for the 23 events that occur at the same time as a local
wind stronger than 12 m s−1.

To further probe this pattern under slightly different conditions, the events were sub-
sampled based on whether they occurred coincidentally with a strong or weak local winds.
The strong wind threshold was 12 m s−1 which was the upper quartile of the wind veloci-
ties for the times of the spilling events which produced 23 events. The low wind criterion
was that the magnitude of the wind velocity was less than 5 m s−1, producing 28 events.
The high wind speed composite (Figure 5.33) shows that when there is a strong local wind
there is a larger offshore flow at the bottom and a high degree of baroclinicity in the cross
stream flow. Both of these features are consistent with the 2D Ekman downwelling sce-
nario (Figure 5.27) and also with the effects of an upstream wind (Figure 5.30). The along
stream flow that succeeds the spilling is also much stronger in accordance with the along
stream acceleration induced by the coastal SSH anomaly. The total significant pattern
seen represents a single cyclonic eddy so even under high local wind speed conditions,
the timing of the spilling is still dictated by the eddy. The wind appears just to amplify
the effect of this single eddy by superimposing its effect on top. This shows that the local
wind can force a single eddy to be able to produce some of the strongest spilling events.

When there are weak local winds the pattern is quite different (Figure 5.34). What
becomes apparent is a long chain of eddies extending backwards in time from zero lag
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Figure 5.34: As Figure 5.32 but for the 28 events that occur at the same time as a local
wind magnitude less than 5 m s−1.

but not extending into positive lags. This implies that in the absence of local winds, a
single eddy won’t be strong enough to produce the strongest spilling events seen. Rather,
it requires a chain of closely packed eddies preceding it in order for the spilling to be
strong enough. It isn’t known what precise mechanism allows this to occur, but some
assistance is given from Figure 8 of Spall and Price (1998). The idealised simulations
of Denmark Strait eddies presented show a complex flow field associated with a train of
eddies, but there is evidence of an increased offshore transport for an eddy which follows
closely behind another.

It should perhaps be noted that although the precise timing of spilling events has been
largely attributed to eddies, there are likely to be other processes at play such as internal
instabilities that will also lead to spilling as highlighted in Magaldi et al. (2011). These
mechanisms may be hidden in the spilling composites by the good coherence of the eddy
structures or they may be producing spilling in the region between the mooring and the
shelf edge meaning they are missed entirely from the observational record.

5.6.3 Low frequency variability

It has been seen that eddies are responsible for much of the higher frequency variability
in the strongest spilling events, but there is variability in spilling at scales larger than a
few days as well. There are sustained periods of larger cross stream flow than average, for
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example in January and early March, and also periods of reduced average cross stream
flow, for example in mid February and early June. There is little change in the degree
of variance between these periods (as seen from moving standard deviation analysis, not
shown) indicating that the background flow doesn’t significantly affect the scale of the
eddy response seen in the ocean, but is merely superimposed on the eddy field.

It should be noted that the strongest spilling events detected all cluster at times of
larger mean cross stream flow. This longer timescale variability is shown in Figure 5.35
which shows five day low-passed wind velocity from the upstream location used previ-
ously and the low-passed depth mean along stream and bottom cross stream velocities.
Correlation coefficients between there three time series are shown in Table 5.1. As can be
seen, the depth mean along stream velocity and the bottom cross stream velocity are very
well anti-correlated. This is in accordance with the EOF analysis (Figure 5.16) which
showed that the along stream barotropic signal had an associated cross stream flow at the
bottom.
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Figure 5.35: 5 day low-passed along coast wind velocity from 67.0◦N, 24.6◦W (black),
depth mean along stream velocity (red) and cross stream velocity from the bottom most
ADCP bin at 232 m (blue). The red axis on the left applies for both the red and blue lines.

As we have seen previously, the wind signal upstream of the mooring is correlated
with the depth mean along stream velocity and the bottom cross stream velocity (Figures
5.29 and 5.30). Figure 5.35 shows this is the case, showing up strongly in the lower
frequency components of the velocity signals. Very good correlations are found between
the wind and these current velocities at lags in accordance with the typical time is would
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take for this first mode wave to travel from the upstream location to the mooring site (of
order one day). It also appears, at least from the timeseries presented, that the times when
the wind velocity is negative is just as important as the times of positive flow for the
modulation of along and cross stream velocities.

Variables r Lag / days
Depth mean along stream and bottom cross stream velocities -0.68 -0.80
Wind velocity and depth mean along stream velocity 0.63 1.50
Wind velocity and bottom cross stream velocity -0.58 1.75

Table 5.1: Table of maximum correlation coefficients between the time series shown in
Figure 5.35. The lags recorded are positive (negative) if the first variable leads (trails) the
second.

The timescale for individual wind events is often smaller than the threshold used for
the low-pass (five days) so individual storms are unlikely to be resolved in this time series.
Therefore what is shown is the average windiness of a period of time, i.e. times when
there are either numerous or extended wind events. The impact seen on the ocean is
thus similar, it is the cumulation of the impact of individual storms and how they impact
the longer frequency variability of the ocean response. The impacts of the wind already
discussed are to induce local downwelling and a barotropic along stream acceleration
(with corresponding bottom intensified offshore flow). Both of these impacts will have
times scales of less than 5 days, but are likely to be hidden by the variability due to eddies
– the frequency bands for winds and eddies are likely to fall in the same range. It is only
by looking at the wind effects averaged over a period of time, when at least the short
timescale eddy signature has been removed, that we can see them. The nature of the
correlation between the wind and the bottom cross stream flow (possibly via the along
stream acceleration) is still unclear and will be discussed in the Section 5.7.1.

5.7 Conclusions and discussion

The EG1 mooring was deployed between September 2007 and October 2008 on the south-
east Greenland shelf edge at 65.53◦N, 33.15◦N in 248 m of water. The hydrographic data
from the mooring shows that, on average, the water on the bottom of the shelf has a den-
sity greater than 27.7 kg m−3, which is as dense as the water seen in previous Spill Jet
observations (Pickart et al., 2005; Brearley et al., 2012). There is a degree of variability
in the bottom density record, but no seasonal signal is observed. Above this bottom layer
the water undergoes a seasonal cycle of densification and destratification in the winter and
spring months and restratification through the summer.
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The velocity measured by the mooring’s ADCPs shows a yearlong mean profile which
is along isobath in the central water column and veers offshore by 20◦ near the bottom
where a climatological flow of over 25 cm s−1 exists. The main modes of variability in
the velocity record are an along stream barotropic oscillation, associated with a bottom
intensified cross stream flow, and a cross stream barotropic oscillation without a cou-
pled along stream mode. There is weak correlation between this latter cross shelf flow
and temperature and salinity, consistent with some cross shelf advection of the IC and
EGC waters past the mooring. This modest correlation, though, in conjunction with only
a marginally significant correlation between the cross stream velocity and the potential
density indicates that either the hydrographic front offshore of the shelf edge is poorly de-
fined throughout the year, the cross stream flow doesn’t last long enough to transport the
IC-EGC front far enough over the mooring, or that the variability in the hydrography is
influence heavily by isolated patches of water which have been transported to the ‘wrong
side’ of the front upstream of the mooring.

Signals from eddies are readily apparent in the velocity record as a clockwise rotation
of varying magnitude. These have a characteristic time of two days at the mooring site
consistent with previous measurements of eddy radius and propagation speed. Eddies
are strongest in the winter months, potentially due to the lower stratified water south of
the Denmark Strait. This will induce a larger stretching of the mid-depth waters of the
Denmark Strait overflow and spin up stronger eddies (Spall and Price, 1998).

Evidence of the ocean impact of barrier winds is also observed in the velocity record.
Locally, winds produce a 2D Ekman cell consisting of onshore flow at the surface and a
return flow offshore at depth on the shelf. Associated with this is the build up of a sea
surface height (SSH) anomaly at the coast and a corresponding along stream geostrophic
flow. The downwelling produces a mean offshore flow of 6 cm s−1 per wind event. This
effect is enhanced if the wind extends a long distance upstream of the mooring site.

Non-locally, winds can also set up SSH anomalies which propagate down the coast
as a shelf wave to the mooring location. The barotropic along shore anomalies associated
with these SSH anomalies appear to be accompanied by an increase in baroclinicity in the
cross stream flow which manifests itself as a bottom intensified offshore flow. It seems
unlikely that this process is representative of 2D downwelling because the configuration
is seen to be strongest for winds which are located upstream and no onshore flow is seen
at the surface in any composite or correlation analysis of upstream winds.

The precise timing of events which involve the offshore transport of water at the base
of the shelf (which are equated to potential spilling events) were seen to be primarily
controlled by eddies triggering the process on their leading edge. At times of strong local
winds, an isolated eddy can produce a strong spilling event due to the superposition of
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the wind signal over the eddy flow field. When there are no local winds, it appears that a
train of closely packed eddies are needed to precede any particular eddy for some of the
strongest events to be triggered.

There is a longer scale variability associated with spilling. Most of the strongest
spilling events occur at times of strongest average along stream flow, themselves highly
correlated to the winds upstream in the Denmark Strait. It therefore appears that upstream
winds and the subsequent along stream anomalies which reach the mooring site are re-
sponsible for providing a mechanism for enhancing the spilling process. This is through
the increase in offshore flow at the bottom associated with these along stream anomalies.

5.7.1 Discussion

If the bottom intensified offshore flow (associated with along stream anomalies) can’t be
explained through local downwelling then what other mechanisms could be at play? One
explanation that can be discounted is that of a bottom Ekman layer. As the along stream
anomaly is set up, bottom friction and the Coriolis force will act to cause a veering to the
left (offshore) towards the bottom. The reason why this couldn’t be a mechanism for this
process is that in this scenario, the flow necessarily has to weaken towards the bottom –
in the data, the magnitude of the flow during these events is greatest at the bottom.

It is likely that an along stream anomaly would have other secondary circulations
associated with it. For example, at the front end of the anomaly would be a region of con-
vergence in the along stream direction which would result in an offshore flow. In theory
this outflow would be barotropic with a strength dependent on the degree of convergence
at the front end of the anomaly. This may be playing a small part in the observed offshore
flow, especially at times before the along stream anomaly arrives, but there is too much
baroclinicity in the cross stream flow and much of it occurs at the same time as the along
stream anomaly. It is therefore unlikely that the offshore flow can be attributed to such
convergence. Additionally though, it has been shown that the local stratification is com-
plex and varies seasonally. It could be that the precise form of the shelf wave’s secondary
circulations may be influenced by the local or upstream stratification.

Another potential explanation is the interaction of the along stream anomalies with
the bathymetry, either locally or upstream. The southeast Greenland shelf varies greatly
in width and depth, and has a number of other complex topographic features as shown
in Figure 5.1. Features of potential importance to shelf waves in particular are the deep
Kangerdlugssuaq trough which cuts the shelf upstream of the mooring with a depth of
1000 m, the widening of the shelf region through the Denmark Strait, and the lip in the
shelf near the shelf break just onshore of the mooring. Probably one, or both, of improved
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bathymetric data in the region or model experiments would be required to fully probe how
these features would interact with an along stream current anomaly

The atmospheric configurations in this region are also complex and highly variable.
Barrier winds can be centred at any location up the coast [although some are favoured
over others (Moore and Renfrew, 2005)], their spatial and temporal scales are wide rang-
ing, and they can transit up-coast, down-coast or remain stationary. All of these factors
will influence the oceanic response, both through the degree of local downwelling and
through the specific configuration, and secondary circulations, of any shelf waves which
are excited. Again, it seems that modelling studies would be required to gauge, in par-
ticular, the exact structure of coastal waves excited by storms of varying scale and with
different temporal evolutions. There are both not enough examples of different types of
barrier wind and too many eddies in the system to probe this in any thorough way from
the observational data.

The fact that the variance in the cross stream flow changes little between times of
stronger and weaker mean cross stream flow indicates that the wind impact isn’t to en-
hance the strength of the overall eddy. This information doesn’t prohibit another potential
mechanism by which winds could be influencing spilling – the along stream anomalies set
up by the local and non-local winds could be distorting the flow pattern of an individual
eddy making it more effective at spilling on its leading edge. The individual members
of the upstream composites presented in Figure 5.30 will have eddies randomly superim-
posed on them which are averaged out in producing the composite. If the effect of the
winds were to distort an eddy to produce more spilling this kind of effect would show up
once all the events had been averaged in the composite and might explain some of the
pattern seen.

There are multiple explanations that have been presented for the longer scale variabil-
ity of spilling which seems to be controlled by the upstream wind. Which of these are
important, and to what extent, will probably require modelling studies either in realistic
or idealised domains. It is probable that a great deal could be learnt about the eddies, and
the potential impact of winds on the eddy flow field, from the analysis of the complete
mooring array. Such an investigation of the data from the full array is left to future work.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and discussion

Barrier winds off southeast Greenland have been examined through meteorological re-
analysis, observations and numerical modelling (both realistic and idealised). An investi-
gation has also been made into one potential ocean impact of barrier winds, the triggering
of the East Greenland Spill Jet.

Climatology

A wintertime climatology of barrier winds off the southeast coast of Greenland has been
conducted based on 20 years of ERA-Interim reanalysis data. Barrier winds were shown
to be a frequent occurrence at two locations along the southeast coast of Greenland, one
to the north and the other to the south of the Denmark Strait. These locations were called
Denmark Strait South (DSS) and Denmark Strait North (DSN). In the winter months,
events with wind speeds greater than 20 m s−1 were a seen on average once per week
at both locations. It was shown that they were triggered by a synoptic cyclone with a
centre on average directly to the south of the region of barrier wind formation. There
was a degree of monthly and seasonal variability in the frequency of barrier wind events
and it was shown that the monthly frequency of barrier winds correlated well with the
monthly NAO index especially at DSN (r = 0.57). A higher NAO index is typified by more
and deeper cyclones moving through the region capable of triggering more and stronger
barrier winds. The reason for the especially good correlation at DSN is accounted for by
the location of the centre of the composite cyclone for these events which lies directly
over southwest Iceland, one of the centres-of-action of the NAO and the location of one
of the stations used to define the NAO index.

Two-metre temperatures for the barrier wind events at both locations exhibited a large
range which was typical of the climatological range in temperatures. In addition, the
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median 2-m temperature was also similar to the climatological mean in each region. This
shows that the barrier winds bring about no particular temperature regime – they can not
be said to be typically warm or cold winds. One consequence of this large range in barrier
wind temperatures was a large range in surface turbulent heat fluxes. The coldest barrier
winds were capable of extracting up to 500 W m−2 from the ocean and the warmest winds
actually provided a source of heat to the ocean.

Two classes of barrier wind were investigated – warm and cold – and were found to
develop in very different synoptic environments. It should be noted that these classes are
the extreme quartiles of a rather continuous distribution of temperatures. Warm barrier
winds, which were smaller and more coastally confined, owed their presence to a blocking
high pressure system over the Nordic Seas. This blocking high restricted the passage of
the cyclone responsible for the barrier wind, inhibited the northerly advection of cold
Arctic air down the east coast of Greenland and promoted strong southerly advection
of warm, moist, maritime air into the barrier wind. The colder winds in contrast were
characterised by a train of cyclones passing through the region, each drawing more cold,
northerly air down the east coast of Greenland into a long and wide barrier wind. The
implication is that to understand the ocean forcing during barrier wind events, one has to
appreciate the much wider synoptic-scale environment.

Case study

Observational and numerical modelling data for a case study of one barrier wind event
showed that the development of even a single barrier wind event can be complicated and
highly variable both spatially and temporally. The barrier wind event in question occurred
between 5 – 8 October 2008 and was shown to undergo two stages of development. The
first of these involved a strongly onshore synoptic-scale flow which forced a barrier wind
which was coastally confined with a complex spatial pattern of low-level winds that in-
cluded a jet which detached itself from the coast. The temperatures during this period
were higher than during any other time during the event, the result of strong southerly
advection into the barrier wind. The second stage of development was associated with
a reduction in the incident angle of the wind from the synoptic flow. This allowed for
a longer, wider, less coastally-confined barrier wind to establish itself along the entire
southeast coast of Greenland with core temperatures approximately 5 ◦C colder than in
the barrier wind of the first stage of development.

Putting this individual event into the context of the climatology, the barrier wind was
an example of a warm barrier wind. This was due to the warm temperatures observed, the
strong coast perpendicular inflow and the localised, coastally-banked barrier wind that
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was produced. In contrast, the barrier wind case studies of Petersen et al. (2009) were
examined and similarities were seen between these cases and the cold barrier winds of the
climatology – the core temperatures were much colder and the barrier winds were wider,
longer and less coastally confined.

The existence of case studies from different ends of the temperature spectrum facili-
tated an examination of the degree in which the winds in each case were in geostrophic
balance. It was shown that the barrier wind events of Petersen et al. (2009), the cold bar-
rier winds, were much better described by geostrophy in comparison to the barrier wind
event presented in this thesis which had large ageostrophic components that varied a great
deal in both space and time. The suggestion is that barrier winds from the cold and warm
classes could be forced by very different mechanisms.

Idealised modelling

Some insight into the forcing mechanisms for barrier winds has been provided through
idealised experiments of unidirectional flow towards an isolated mountain with orogra-
phy representative of Greenland. The first finding of this study was that the two regions
of frequent barrier wind formation (DSS and DSN) as seen in the climatology were the
result of the protrusions in Greenland’s orography at these two locations. When the pro-
trusions are smoothed out, the wind speed maxima disappear. Two mechanisms were
then presented to account for the wind maxima seen in the idealised experiments at these
locations. Firstly, the flow was observed to accelerate around the promontories due to
the rapid reduction in pressure experienced due to inward undulation of the topography.
This is very similar to the acceleration of a easterly tip jet around Cape Farewell. Sec-
ondly, mountain waves were observed for northeasterly flow along the southeast coast of
Greenland. The result of these was strong downslope winds in the lee of the promontories
enhancing the low level flow in these regions.

Some additional insight into the climatology and case study work was provided through
examining the flow patterns from weakly and strongly blocked experiments. When the
flow was weakly blocked, much of the flow could escape over the barrier and the resulting
barrier wind spread upward over the slope region. The source of the air for these winds
had a southerly component. When the flow was more strongly blocked the barrier winds
were more confined below mountain height and channelled air from the north. These
strongly blocked barrier winds were also centred offshore of the barrier. There are clearly
comparisons that can be made between the weakly blocked winds and the warm barrier
winds of the climatology and case study; equally, comparisons can be made between the
strongly blocked winds and the colder barrier winds. This result suggests that other fac-
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tors not discussed in the climatology such as static stability and upstream wind speed and
direction could also be influential in determining the surface conditions in a barrier wind.

Ocean impact

The meteorological analysis presented in this thesis describes the atmospheric conditions
above the water and provides a powerful motive for analysing the effect of these strong
and frequent barrier winds on the underlying ocean. This was achieved through analy-
sis of a year-long hydrographic and velocity data set from the southeast Greenland shelf
break. An investigation was conducted into the mechanisms for the cross slope transport
of dense water which spills off the shelf and forms the East Greenland Spill Jet, a signifi-
cant pathway for dense water out of the Sub-Arctic. Barrier winds had been hypothesised
as one mechanism for triggering this process because their direction of flow would be
expected to force downwelling.

Waters as dense as those seen in previous Spill Jet crossings was found near the bottom
of the shelf for much of the year without any clear seasonal cycle. At almost all times,
the water at the base of the shelf was more dense than 27.7 kg m−3. The velocity record
showed a strong shear – the near-surface flow travels coast-parallel, but the flow near the
bottom veers offshore. This is the first evidence that near the shelf break there is dense
water and it is transported offshore in the mean, confirming the hypothesis that the Spill
Jet sources its water from the shelf.

As it had been established that a signature of spilling could be seen in the mooring
data, potential mechanisms for spilling were then investigated. Denmark Strait eddies
were prevalent in the velocity data as a strongly rotational signal with typical period of
1–2 days consistent with previous estimations of their radius and velocities. The leading
(offshore directed) edge of the eddies had been previously proposed as a mechanism for
the offshore advection of dense water and evidence of this process was indeed seen in the
data. Denmark Strait eddies appeared to be particularly important in the high frequency
variability of spilling.

The barrier winds also appeared to be influential in the offshore advection of dense
water along the bottom of the shelf. Evidence of downwelling induced by local barrier
wind events was seen as an onshore transport near the surface and a consequent offshore
flow at depth on the shelf. In addition, a signal was also seen in the mooring velocity
data from non-local wind events. This was due to the down-coast propagation of a shelf
wave from upstream wind disturbances. The observed response at the mooring site was an
along stream acceleration and a coincident offshore, bottom intensified flow. The precise
mechanism by which the shelf waves were capable of triggering this offshore flow is still
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not fully understood, but it is likely to be due to the complex bottom topography of the
region or the precise wave dynamics associated with the particular stratification at the
mooring site.

From the analysis of individual spilling events it was concluded that although eddies
appear to be responsible for the high frequency variability in spilling, the barrier winds
are hugely influential in the lower frequency variability.

Discussion

The atmospheric and oceanographic insights that this thesis provides into barrier winds
and their impact progresses knowledge of these phenomena, but still leaves some open
questions that will require future investigation.

From an atmospheric perspective, there is still much to learn about the dynamics of
barrier winds both specifically around Greenland and at other locations around the world.
The barrier winds described in this thesis are highly variable in space and time and have
been shown to exhibit strongly ageostrophic behaviour in both realistic and idealised ex-
amples. Understanding these processes in greater detail will help numerical weather pre-
diction models to accurately simulate barrier winds. Many open questions exist which in-
clude, for example, the effect of the atmospheric boundary layer, sea ice, mountain waves
and internal cyclone dynamics on the formation mechanisms and consequent properties of
barrier winds. The discovery of a potentially large downslope (offshore) wind component
in the idealised modelling [along with any additional real-world katabatic forcing (Heine-
mann and Klein, 2002)] will have implications for the type of barrier winds produced.
This is somewhat related to Alaskan barrier winds which were shown to form from the
outflow of a cold pool of inland air (Olson et al., 2007; Olson and Colle, 2009). These
barrier winds also exhibited large ageostrophic forcing and spatial and temporal variabil-
ity. Any future work in describing the dynamics of barrier winds along the southeast coast
of Greenland would have implications for the study of these winds off Alaska and at other
locations worldwide.

A number of different ‘regimes’ for barrier winds have been investigated in this thesis
including warm and cold, blocked and unblocked, and shallow and steep wind incidence
angle. Although some connections between these process has been made, a concerted
effort is required in order to fully understand the reasons for, and implications of, the
barrier winds that form under these conditions. Considering the large range in possible
surface conditions of barrier winds, depending on the synoptic environment, it appears
very important that progress is made in this area. Again, this will have implications
beyond Greenland be it through a better understanding of ocean forcing or in aiding the
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development of theories about barrier winds around the world.

One example of barrier wind impact on the ocean has been presented, but there is
still a great deal of scope for future work in this area. Even within the example given
in Chapter 5 there are still open questions including the precise mechanisms for the shelf
wave induced offshore flows and the degree of non-linear interactions between the ocean’s
response to eddies and wind forcing occurring simultaneously. Beyond this example,
there are many other local processes that could be influenced by barrier winds such as the
transfer of water between the Irminger and East Greenland currents, the export of sea ice
and bergs along the Greenland coast and the production and fate of dense water upstream
and locally to the Denmark Strait.

Given the potential importance of barrier winds for the ocean processes both locally
and globally (not to mention their importance from a purely atmospheric perspective)
it is perhaps pertinent to talk about the implications that a changing climate may have
for barrier winds. There are a number of important changes predicted that will affect
the formation and impact of barrier winds. Bengtsson et al. (2006) showed that over
the course of the coming century, under a typical climate change scenario, there will be
a reduction in the density and intensity of storms passing close to Greenland due to a
southerly shift in the storm track. This will presumably have implications for the number
and strength of barrier winds produced and the effectiveness of their impact on the ocean.
For the example of the Spill Jet, it is possible that a reduction in barrier wind strength and
frequency will mean a reduction in dense water transport out of the Sub-Arctic, although
it is possible that another process for dense water transport may become more effective.

Another important implication of a changing climate is in the recent observed reduc-
tion in Arctic sea ice extent and the predicted further decrease over the coming century
(IPCC, 2007). Although not explicitly discussed in any detail in this thesis, the impact
of the sea ice on barrier winds has been shown to be important for the energy budget
low down in the jet (Outten et al., 2009) and is likely to be significant for other factors
including the heat and moisture content of the air and the consequent surface heat and
momentum fluxes.

Greenland’s ice sheet is melting rapidly, especially at its periphery (IPCC, 2007). The
implications of this include a rise in global sea levels and the freshening of the North
Atlantic, potentially leading to a reduction in the Meridional Overturning Circulation.
Barrier winds are both important for the melting of the ice sheet and likely to be influenced
by an increase in freshwater run-off. Straneo et al. (2010) showed that the impact of
barrier winds is to force warm water up fjords along southeast Greenland, aiding the melt
of glacial tongues and increasing the rate at which the glaciers flow into the ocean. As
with changes to sea-ice concentrations, the freshening of the seas around Greenland is
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likely to have an impact on the heat content of the upper ocean and hence the low-level
heat and moisture content of barrier winds. The capping potential of the North Atlantic
freshening is also likely to inhibit any barrier wind induced oceanic convection.

The resolution of current state-of-the-art coupled climate models (e.g. HiGEM (Shaf-
frey et al., 2009)) is probably still too low to sufficiently resolve realistic barrier winds in
the atmosphere and hence their impact on the ocean. Many of the influenced ocean pro-
cesses (e.g. the Spill Jet and the Irminger-East Greenland front) are also likely to only be
marginally resolved. Work needs to be conducted to assess how barrier winds are repre-
sented in these climate models and perhaps suitable parametrisation schemes developed.

Research is therefore required to both fully understand the current barrier wind types,
formation mechanisms and impacts, and to assess and improve how they are represented
in climate models.
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